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PRELIMINARY NOTE 

 

Some months ago, a blond friend of mine was in a pub, having a beer. He is an Aussie bloke who likes to drink beer, and whilst he is not a Liberty 

fanatic like me, he believes in the relaxed free society that we have. We have been friends for years. He had been listening to me rant through The 

Annus Horribilis, but he knew me and we are friends, so he merely ignored my horrifying lunacy.  

 

As he sat in that pub, a blond German guy sat beside him and offered to buy him a beer (I think it was a planned intrigue to recruit him to be 

against me). As the conversation unfolded, this young guy began playing The Blond Brotherhood Game, more and more overtly, until he spoke 

openly nazism. My friend listened through this, quietly “growling”, but accepting more free drinks, until the guy became open about the topic. At 

that point, my friend turned on the guy and EXPLODED. According to the stories I hear, my friend was shouting at the German guy, telling not to 

bring his wars to our country. But not everybody agreed with him.  

 

My friend was thrown out of the pub, physically, by the bouncers – the manager of the pub was personal or  

“brotherhood” friends with the German guy.  

 

My friend was confused by the series of events and wondered why he had been thrown out of the pub so aggressively, merely for being an honest 

Australian.  

 

Something I like the most about Australians is our bravery.  

 

We are not the biggest or the strongest or the most aristocratic.  

 

But Australians are BRAVE. 

 

It is something I Respect about my country.  

 

My Friend isn’t aware that I paid attention to the entire series of events that happened at that pub, as I was not there on that day.  

 

But I knew that the German guy had approached my friend, because of me and the trouble I have been causing The Nazis – they were attempting 

to infiltrate and influence and insinuate themselves through my circles of LOVE. 

 

I am Avalonian. My Friend is Avalonian. AVALON is our Home.  

 

I like Patriots. Real Patriots. Patriots who are not merely paedo-nazis pretending to be patriots because they know that Nazism is not patriotic to 

Australia. 

 

I like my Blond Avalonian Friend.  

 

I dedicate this story to my blond Avalonian friend, who likes his privacy, and so I will keep his full name remain secret,  

until he is ready to be known. 

 

I am alone and surrounded and everything happening around me is shrouded in secrets – The Nazis are going to effort to avoid being exposed.  

 

I am not armed with great resources that I can use to show my LOVE.  

 

So, I created this game. I wrote this story. I speak my Love.  

 

My uncontrollable voice is the only thing I have. 

 

I don’t agree with any side of the political debate, in my country. I am a solitary thing. My politics seem terrifying or agreeable or simply weird. But 

I must walk the directions that lead to Liberty, as I understand The World. And that means I am going in strange ways.  

 

I cannot tell if you, reader, will like or hate me, but for those very few who understand these terrible things I write, know thou that a long time 

before the darkness swallowed me I was a thing called a boy scout and I made a ceremonial oath to “do my best to do my duty to (my) god and 

The Queen”. This is what I have done, both in darkness and light and every path I have trod. Now, I am a Seed in the belly of Death and its shit will 

be fertility when I emerge from the horror.  

 

This novel is inspired by a game we have started playing, weekly – the photos are the shots got by the television helicopters who viewed the 

excitement.  

 

-o0o-  



CHAPTER 1. 

THE ZONE 
 

It has been three years since Anthony Knight awoke from the clone 

tanks.  

 

Created in a test tube and born into this world in a body that 

appeared to be 18 years old, he had spent his first three years of life 

in intense physical training.  

 

Anthony Knight was born to be an Autoduellist.  

 

-o0o- 

 

Death is real, but humanity has found loopholes. Scientists have 

learned to upload human memories into computers and the rich now 

keep their backup files updated, at the clone bank – to be 

downloaded into ripe 18 year-old clones of themselves, which can be 

activated, when they die.  

 

But Anthony Knight is not rich.  

 

At least, not yet.  

 

He was created from a strand of hair cells preserved since before the 

times of chaos.  

 

The Gene Wars.  

 

Anthony Knight was a warrior, back in The Age of Oil. He had fought 

to defend Liberty and he had earned the affection of somebody who 

proved to be influential through the tapestry of time. Thus, had 

Anthony Knight been resurrected from the dead, as a reward for his 

natural integrity, honour, and chivalry.  

 

But Anthony Knight does not have any of the memories from his 

former life. He knows only that he had been a knight during that 



previous life, and he was brought back to fulfil that roll. The Warrior’s 

Path. 

 

The year is 2519CE. 

 

Brought back from the dead, at the prime of life, and genetically 

upgraded with improved reflexes and health and intelligence, 

Anthony Knight has been given extensive training in hand-to-hand 

weaponry, handguns, vehicular weaponry, and combat driving.  

 

He is formally skilled both in pedestrian combat and in the noble art 

of Autoduelling.  

 

Cars. 

 

In the practice arena.  

 

Now, Anthony Knight stands in front of the force-field gate, at the 

entrance to The Free Autoduelling Zone of Australia.  

 

His first adventure on The Freeways of 2519. 

 

-o0o- 

 

Humans are violent animals.  

 

Through painful tortuosity, human civilization discovered that the 

repression of the human urge to violence cannot be sustained.  

 

To productively channel this urge, without reducing society to a 

horror land, the government of Australia created The Free 

Autoduelling Zone, a vast red desert landscape in the centre of the 

continent.  

 

This proved healthy, as the rest of Australia maintained oppressively 

strict firearms laws and anybody who couldn’t adapt to a peaceful 

society was free to profitably kill her or himself in The Zone.  



 

Hundreds of kilometres in diameter, they built a wall around it.  

 

A tall, black wall, featureless, except for the gate towers.  

 

Nobody goes in or out of The Free Autoduelling Zone, except by The 

Gate Towers.  

 

Australia is a Free Country.  

 

There is no law in The Free Autoduelling Zone.  

 

Any citizen can enter “The Zone” – but to enter, the individual must 

sign The Death Waiver.  

 

The Death Waiver is a document absolving every other human from 

legal responsibility for any and every crime committed against the 

signatory, while in “The Zone”.  

 

Everybody in “The Zone” has signed The Death Waiver.  

 

In “The Zone”, you can kill, rape, and torture any humanoid you meet 

– if you can.  

 

But in “The Zone”, you can be killed, raped, and tortured by any 

humanoid you meet – and it is completely legal.  

 

The Zone is the number one television (“TV”) rating event in the 

history of television.  

 

-o0o- 

 

Every citizen who enters The Zone has television coverage royalties 

automatically paid into her account, for any action that is found to be 

TV-worthy.  

 

Mostly, this means freeway duels.  



 

A successful autoduellist can get very rich, very quickly, in The Zone.  

 

-o0o- 

 

The Zone is a showcase for the arms-dealers of humanity.  

 

Professional high-tech duelling vehicles and guns are innovated and 

then introduced to the world, in The Zone.  

 

Anthony Knight drives a brand new, shiny red MAGNUM MOTORS 

Hotshot. A wide, low muscle car with only two crew positions (The 

Driver and an optional seat for a Gunner), a powerful electric plant, a 

built-in fire-extinguisher system. It mounts two machine guns front, 

and a flame-thrower, left, right, and rear.  

 

Fire is painted over the bonnet of his predatory freeway car. 

 

A fortune of one million dollars awaits Anthony Knight – if he can 

survive one year, in The Zone. 

 

This is not television money.  

 

This is an inheritance, left to him by the same secret patron, who had 

long-ago arranged for Anthony Knight to be resurrected as a clone, 

from a strand of his hair.  

 

Anthony Knight is a warrior.  

 

But he must prove himself as a warrior.  

 

He must survive a year in The Zone.  

 

To claim his inheritance.  

 

-o0o- 
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CHAPTER 1. 

THE FREEWAY 

 

Three hours of silence.  

 

The Open Freeway.  

 

Three hours, into The Zone.  

 

Then, growing in Anthony Knight’s rear-view mirror –  

 

Four buzzing wasps.  

 

A Predatory Cycle Gang.  

 

Punk Wasteland Trash.  

 

-o0o- 

 

As they come within range, Anthony Knight’s vehicular comlink 

crackles and beeps.  



Anthony Knight flicks the “receive” switch.  

 

A voice claws through the speakers.  

 

“We’re going to eat you, Knight.” The voice crackles in mad laughter. 

“Black Jesse sent us to say…..”  

 

“Welcome to The Wastelands.”  

 

And with that, a giant ogrish cyclist in the centre of the pack lifts a 

huge hand-held rocket launcher and, grinning, sends the rocket 

smoking up The Freeway at Anthony Knight’s car. 

 

-o0o- 

 

 

 

CAR 21 - Anthony Knight’s 

(brand spanking new) 

Freeway Car, a MAGNUM 

MOTORS, Hotshot – fitted 

with weaponry for survival in 

The Zone.  

 

   

 

 

C-17 – Lord Screamer the Psycho-Punk 

Predator has both the most powerful 

cycle of the gang and he is shaking a 

futuristic submachine gun in one hand 

and firing it in the air. Behind him on his 

bike, sits Birthday Cake the Blond 

Ornament, she is an expert martial artist 

and she is aiming a hi-tech automatic rifle 

over Lord Screamer’s shoulder, at 

Anthony Knight’s right tire. 



C-2 – Following him is Big Jed the Bulk-

Meister, who is probably part-giant or 

part ogre or some other newly-

engineered strain of genetic mutant 

humanoid. He has muscles, a rocket 

launcher in his hand, and a second (even 

larger) rocket launcher on his cycle’s hand 

weapon rack. In addition, his cycle 

mounts only a single weapon ~ a front-

mounted rocket with enough explosive 

power to bring down a small aeroplane. Big Jed likes BOOM! 

 

 

C-24 – Biscuit is the newbie to the cycle 

gang, he is young, a bit puny, and a total 

rat. Biscuit got his gang name from the 

hazing ritual whereby he spiritually 

bonded with every man in Black Jesse’s 

gang by virtue of a single biscuit topped 

with an unmentionable mixture that 

represented the whole gang’s 

contributions, thanks to some handy help 

from pretty slave girls. He is leading this 

attack, and it is his first opportunity to prove himself. If the pack fails 

to take out their prey, it will be Biscuit’s failure. His cycle is new, and 

he doesn’t want to scratch it.  

 

 

C-23 – Black Betty the Punk Chick is cute 

and smart and experienced and carries 

only a pistol, but her cycle is powerful and 

her sidecar is entirely weaponry – no 

passenger seat. She is there to give a 

particularly fun type of support to her 

pack, during the attack.  

 

 



 

The four cyclists (like Anthony Knight) drive electric vehicles with 

photovoltaic paintwork – their batteries recharge in the sun. 

 

They are screaming up The Freeway at 90mph, behind our hero, 

Anthony Knight, who is driving at 70mph.  

 

Cycles are notoriously fast.  

 

Anthony Knight cannot outrun this predatory gang of wasteland 

trash. 

 

Big Jed has fired his hand-held rocket launcher at Anthony Knight, 

but woefully missed.  

 

The rocket careers past Anthony Knight and blasts a giant crater-like 

pot hole in the road, up ahead.  

 

The Opening Shot!  

 

He is shaking his empty rocket launcher and laughing with big dumb 

hiccups, then he throws the depleted hand weapon on the road 

behind him, and pulls out his second, even bigger rocket launcher! 

 

Birthday Cake the Blond Ornament, sitting on the back of Lord 

Screamer’s cycle and aiming over his shoulder, fires a series of shots 

at Anthony Knight’s rear, but misses. 

 

Then Lord Screamer leans forward takes aim through his cycle’s 

targeting computer and activates the vehicular machine gun 

mounted within his cycle.  

 

And he scores a double six CRITICIAL HIT, dealing double damage 

and blasting into the rear armour of Anthony Knight, who is preparing 

to avoid the oncoming pothole.  

 

 



Anthony Knight steps on the accelerator, and his powerful Freeway 

Car leaps forward, but the tiny screaming cycles are buzzing up 

behind him.  

 

Lord Screamer and Biscuit and Betty the Punk have machine-guns 

mounted in their cycles and they are chewing away at Anthony 

Knight’s rear armour and tires.  

 

Then, Big Jed fires his BIG rocket into Anthony Knight’s machine gun 

chewed rear armour.  

 

And hits.  

 

The blast is so big, The Hotshot lurches and shakes and shudders.  

 

Heavy Rockets are terribly imprecise, but with a single shot, Big Jed 

has stripped away nearly all of The Hotshot’s rear armour and messed 

the rear paintwork.  

 

But Anthony Knight is an autoduellist and maintains his calm.  

 

This is a dangerous situation, but his car’s rear armour is holding. 

 

He returns fire, activating his rear flame-thrower, he torches the front 

of Lord Screamer’s bike. Lord Screamer shrieks with rage, checks his 

mohawk haircut, to make sure it wasn’t fried, and then he begins 

screams zigguratical menu recipes at Anthony Knight!  

 

Betty, who has accelerated to 110mph, by this stage, draws her light 

pistol with anti-vehicular ammo and blasts a hole out of Anthony 

Knight’s rear left tire, as she passed.  

 

But, luckily, Anthony has puncture-resistant freeway tires that are 

made of thick, honeycombed rubber – though a few chunks are 

blasted off, the tire holds.  

 



Anthony Knight activates his left side flamethrower, frying the side of 

Betty’s cycle, and only her helm and body armour prevents her from 

getting fried also.  

 

Anthony Knight’s Freeway car is a two-person vehicle with a driver 

position and a gunner consol. At this moment, he could use a co-pilot 

operating the vehicle’s weapon systems, but he is alone.  

 

He has not yet recruited a co-pilot.  

 

Hopefully, he will meet somebody with appropriate skills, somewhere 

in The Zone.  

 

At the blasting speed of 110mph, Betty speeds past Anthony Knight 

– and activates her smokescreen!  

 

But Anthony Knight is not afraid of a smokescreen.  

 

He drives straight through it, and…..  

 

CRACKLE! 

 

Her weaponized sidecar has scattered tire spikes, hidden under the 

smoke!  

 

All of Anthony Knight’s tires are seriously damaged, but intact, due to 

their puncture-resistant engineered design.   

 

Behind Anthony Knight, Lord Screamer howls with animal exultation 

and blasts his cycle’s vehicular machine gun into the fractured rear of 

The Hotshot! 

 

The thuddering bullets crack through the final layers of the heaving 

MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot’s rear, beaching the rear of the car, 

exploding the rear flamethrower, and two bullets thud through the 

back of Anthony Knight’s driver’s seat, into the back plates of his body 

armour.  



 

But, in order to catch up with their prey, the cycle pack is speeding at 

over a 100mph, whereas Anthony Knight is moving at only 75mph.  

 

Cycles can usually accelerate far more quickly than cars, but both 

cycles and cars brake at the same speeds.  

 

To brake more than 15mph per turn results in difficulty modifiers to 

keep control and avoid skidding – but to brake more than 25mph per 

turn (at these speeds) means the driver will almost certainly have to 

roll a dice to keep control of her vehicle.  

 

Anthony Knight slams on the brakes!  

 

The Cyclists respond by slamming on their brakes!  

 

But they can’t lower their speeds to match his – and the whole cycle 

pack shoots past Anthony Knight’s freeway car.  

 

Bringing the whole pack out of his vulnerable breeched rear arc…..  

 

And into the crosshair targets of his two linked frontal machine guns.  

 

But Big Jed the Ogre roars with rage, as Anthony Knight slams on the 

brakes and the pack goes whizzing past him.  

 

And the wasteland ogre has dauntless handgun focus.  

 

As he passed, he points his weapon down and unleashes both barrels 

of a double-barrelled shotgun into Anthony Knight’s torn and near 

completely-destroyed rear right wheel.  

 

The tire had only a single point left.  

 

The lightest pistol could have shredded it.  

 



The giant’s high-tech shotgun with anti-vehicular ammo blasts the 

whole wheel off the car, tearing, crunching, screaming, and then there 

is the metallic tumbling on the freeway behind them. 

 

Anthony Knight’s car screams and grinds and lurches, promising to 

flip and roll, as the blasted wheel explodes, cracking, and the whole 

wheel shatters off, splintering onto the road behind!    

 

The car heaves, violently trying to shake off its driver’s control.  

 

The situation is desperate, and these wasteland punks are not known 

for their mercy.  

 

If they get him, they will rape him and drag him to The Ziggurat, 

somewhere deep in the wastelands, where they will sacrifice him.  

 

Yet, by a stroke of luck, Anthony Knight has been trained through this 

exact breached rear armour scenario, in battle simulations.  

 

He keeps his cool, and by force of concentration, wrestles the steering 

wheel to hold the remaining three wheels remains steady.  

 

The vehicle’s automatic fire extinguisher system has already burst into 

life, outsing the dangerous flamethrower fuel and filling and covering 

the rear of the car in a cloud of foam, which now trails behind, like 

fluffy smoke.  

 

Screeching and tearing and shuddering, yet by the most astonishing 

pair of coincidences in the battle – Anthony Knight clocks both rolls 

and keeps perfect control of his (now, three-wheeled) car!  

 

At 55mph on the open freeway, leaving a trail of debris behind him!  

 

Somehow, he keeps control of the car1!  

 

                                                        
1 To lose a whole wheel is not small event. When it occurs, it throws the vehicle onto the lowest column of the handing chart and 

forces and immediate roll on the crash table.  



-o0o- 

 

Lord Screamer, laughing like a crazed bird of prey, can’t slow enough 

to remain behind The Hotshot. Yet he is unconcerned with giving 

Anthony Knight a wide both – because any manoeuvre made by the 

autoduellist will require an immediate roll on the control table. He is 

not expecting Anthony Knight to try it.  

 

Anthony Knight might be inexperienced, but he is proving to have a 

talent as a driver.  

 

Anthony knight sees the riding punk coming up in his driver’s side 

rear-view mirror, and with a grin of grim determination –   

 

The smallest manoeuvre possible.  

 

Anthony Knight swings his rattling three-wheeled Freeway Car, makes 

his successful control roll, AGAIN, and sideswipes the crazed cycle 

that is tearing up his right and preparing to unload a submachine gun 

and rifle blast into his spike-torn front right wheel – at point blank 

range.  

 

Screaming, Lord Screamer tries to keep control of his crunched cycle, 

but swings off the road, into the red wasteland habitat!  

 

Lord Screamer is screaming crazedly!  

 

Anthony Knight triggers his front linked machine guns – blasting into 

the side of Big Jed’s cycle.  

 

Big Jed is sprayed with bullets, but his body armour absorbs them.  

 

His cycle’s electric power plant, however, is exposed from the sides, 

and it crunches and whines and dribbles down to silence as it dies 

from the blast.  

 



Recognizing he is in trouble without mobility and seeing Lord 

Screamer is damaged and wobbling off trying to keep control of his 

cycle, Big Jed turns his cycle off the road and tries to get as far away 

as he can, before he has to dump his no longer functional cycle and 

make his escape on foot!  

 

Two of the cyclists are out of action, and Biscuit, having watched the 

odds change against his favour, affirms his bravery by turning tail and 

running, despite the fact that his cycle is hardly damaged.  

 

The only cycle remaining is Betty’s and she feels quite safe, far in front 

of Anthony Knight’s Hotshot. A cycle is a small target, there are many 

modifier penalties for targeting them, and Betty is so far ahead of 

Anthony Knight that it is unlikely he could land a hit on her.  

 

Besides, her rear armour is undamaged.  

 

So, she simply leans forward on her bike, opens up the accelerator, 

and seeks to leave the shattered three-wheeled car behind.  

 

But Anthony Knight wants one more shot, before they escape.  

 

He targets her rear wheel, and the shot is so distant that he can only 

hit with a double six. He rolls the dice and…  

 

DOUBLE SIX!  

 

A Critical Hit. 

 

The third Double Six in the game. 

 

He rolls damage and rolls another SIX!  

 

Betty’s rear wheel explodes and is blasted apart. She makes a terrible 

control roll, on the crash table. Her cycle flips, vaults into the air, and 

rolls, splintering up The Freeway. Betty is thrown onto the open road, 

unconscious and wounded.  



 

The other cyclists have fled and left her to her fate.  

 

She lays among the smoking ruins. 

 

 

 

Anthony Knight pulls up his Freeway 

Car beside the wreck. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

He opens the door and gets out, his 

own double-barrelled pump shotgun 

aimed at the unmoving figure on the 

road – he approaches her.  

 

 

 

 

Seeing she is wounded, he ties her 

wrists and then tends her wounds 

with the medkit from his car.  

 

This wasteland scum is probably 

wanted by the town council of 

MIDVILLE, the only town in The Zone.  

 

He will take her there and leave her 

to the mercy of the townspeople. The townspeople will bring her 

before the council, and then probably make her face a firing squad.  

 



Betty recovers quickly, and seeing the desperate nature of her 

situation, attempts diplomacy.  

 

Being wasteland scum and a total whore, Betty makes Anthony Knight 

an offer – in exchange for her life.  

 

Anthony Knight has been given basic biological education, in the 

three years since he emerged from the clone tanks – but no practical 

experience.   

 

Contemplating the situation and recognizing his absence of 

experience, Anthony Knight accepts her offer to spare her life.  

 

Thus, it was that Anthony Knight, straight from the clone tanks, did 

pop his proverbial cherry, there, in the middle of The Freeway, in the 

vast open expanse of red wasteland moonscape.    

  

Betty got down on her hands and knees, like a dog, and, straddling 

the ruins of her smoking cycle, let Anthony Knight sodomize her 

pretty bottom and then attempt impregnation.  

 

Was he successful?  

 

Tune in to future adventures to discover the answer to that much 

anticipated question.  

 

Thus, began Anthony Knight’s first day in The Free Autoduelling Zone 

of Australia. 

 

A stretch of shadow and freeway later, Anthony Knight the 

Autoduellist did roll into the fortress town of MIDVILLE, for the first 

time. His car had three remaining wheels and two machine gun bullet 

holes in the back of his driver’s seat.  

 

But Anthony Knight had survived his first day on The Freeways of The 

Zone.  
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SCENARIO 
 

PACK ATTACK ON THE OPEN FREEWAY 
(Autoduelist = 1 Car at $15 000 vs. Cyclist = 4 Cycles at $20 000) 

 

-o0o- 

 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
 

Anthony Knight entered his first road combat and survived. He successfully knocked out two cycles and 

the salvage crew from MIDVILLE will be on their way to collect up the loot. They will take it back to Bill’s 

Garage in MIDVILLE, where it will await him. They will offer him a price for it, and if he refuses, he will 

pay a $500 salvage collection fee and take his trash. Anthony Knight has won his first highway duel. And 

the television commentators love him.  

 

-o0o- 

 

AWARDS 
SKILL 

 1pt  each Driver & Gunner Skills: For enter Freeway Combat 

 1pt each Driver & Gunner Skills: For wasting two cycles (each cycle = a half vehicle kill) 

 1pt  Driver Skill: For keeping control when his rear right wheel was blown off the car, at 

50mph. 

 1pt General Skill Points: For surviving a Road Duel 

 

Upon gaining 10 skill points in any skill, The Character’s Skill then increases one full level, with all 

attendant benefits. 

 

PRESTIGE (Amateur Duellist = $500 per Point)  

 1pt For entering combat. 

 2pt For successfully wasting two cycles (cycles count as a half-vehicle kill). 

 1pt For keeping control when his rear right wheel was blown off the car, at 50mph. 

 

Upon achieving 5 confirmed kills, the character becomes an Ace (Prestige Payment = $ x2), 10 kills makes 

a Double Ace (Prestige Payment = $ x3).  

 

LOOT 

 Anthony Knight began play with a credit account containing $5000. In addition, he had $20 

remaining from his initial equipment fund.  

 $5020 Starting Funds 

$2500 Salvage Value (undamaged components are sold at half listed value, at GM’s discretion) 

 $2000 Prestige Value (4pts) 

 -$2050 (1x FT, 4x PR Tires, 25 Points of Armour) 

 -$75 Ammunitions (2 MG Shots, 1 FT Shot) 

 -$300 New Suit of Body Armour & a Fine Duelling Knife, which he bought 

-$500 Purchase in Advance – One Week accommodation and board at Joe’s Bio-Oil Pump 

 $6895 TOTAL 

 

-o0o- 

 

  



GAME STATS 
 

Anthony Knight the Clone, Free Autoduellist of The Zone 

PRESTIGE: 4  

SKILLS: Runner, Climber, Blade (I), Handgunner, Gunner (II), Driver (III), Mechanic 

EQUIPMENT: Red Body Armour & a Shotgun 

CREDIT: (Everybody has a barcode tattooed onto the back of their hands, scanning it accesses money 

and all other personal records – royalties are uploaded into the earner’s personal account, as combat 

occurs, in The Zone) $6895. 

 

MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot 

Anthony Knight’s vehicle is a stock-standard Hotshot optioned to include a gunner position, beside The 

Driver. At present, the gunner position is empty, but he intends to get a co-pilot as soon as he finds a 

suitable candidate. Though brand new and straight from the salesroom floor, this morning, his freeway 

car has now proven itself in battle. 

  

Luxury Car, X-Heavy Chassis, Heavy Suspension, Super Power Plant front, Driver & Gunner, Fire 

Extinguisher System, 4 Puncture-Resistant Tires, 2 linked Machine Guns front, Flame Thrower left, Flame 

Thrower right, Flame Thrower back. Armour: Front 25, Left 20, Right 20, Back 20, Top 15, Under 15. 

Handling Class 3, Acceleration 5mph/turn, Top Speed 110mph.  

 

-o0o- 

 



CHAPTER 3. 

THE NIGHT RACES 

 

Johnny Speed rules The Night Races, in MIDVILLE.  

 

He is unbeaten, on the roads around MIDVILLE.  

 

Johnny Speed is the local bad boy.  

 

He is not a local boy, but he has become one. He is a greaser, but the 

local boys are all tough farmboys. They are different. The locals know 

that Johnny can be dangerous and they give him a wide berth, 

treating him with respect, when they interact. Sometimes, local boys 

go to The Night Races. But wasteland trash also go there. Johnny 

made his name there, and the cycle gangs respect him. The Night 

Races can be a dangerous place, unless you are tough and you can 

race.  

 

Johnny has been a professional autoduellist, but only for a single 

season. He made it to the annual championships arena. But then he 



was banned from The Professional Circuit – for knifing an opponent, 

in the changing rooms.  

 

He said the fellow competitor disrespected him.  

 

Johnny is known to have friends among Black Jesse’s Gang. When 

Black Jesse’s Gang comes to town and trouble goes down between 

Black Jesse and The MIDVILLE Pedestrian Militia (called The 

MONDOs), Johnny and his boys don’t get involved. There is some 

local tension about that, but most locals leave the matter alone. 

Johnny lives in MIDVILLE and is a resident, and that suits him. He has 

been useful to the residents to calm down problems with Black Jesse’s 

Gang, on past occasions.  

 

And Johnny Speed is King of The Night Races.  

 

The Night Races are illegal within The MIDVILLE Jurisdiction – an area 

called The Radius, a 5-mile radius around the town and patrolled by 

The MIDVILLE Freeway Patrol.  

 

But Johnny holds The Night Races in The Wasteland, immediately 

outside of The Radius of MIDVILLE.   

 

Mostly, nobody goes over The Line.  

 

-o0o- 

 

Anthony Knight has been staying in MIDVILLE, for a week.  

 

He is staying at a fortified tavern/motel tower building called “The 

Bunker” Small Arms Motel, overlooking Lake Midville, and owned by 

Bomber the Barman.  

 

It is the only high-rise tower in MIDVILE. 

 



He has been frequenting a nearby drinking hole called Joe’s Oil Pump 

- sooner or later, every autoduellist in The Zone finds her way to that 

establishment.  

 

Anthony Knight had seen it on television and decided that he will set 

up his quarters and live there, for his year in The Zone.  

 

Anthony Knight’s car is being repaired at Bill’s Garage, and the town 

has spent the week admiring it, on TV.  

 

His spectacular entry into The Zone earned him some attention, and, 

on Friday night, a pretty blond (not a local type, more whorish) 

showed up in the bar. He bought the girl a drink, at her suggestion, 

and she took a liking to him.  

 

She went back to his room with him, unzipped his body armour 

jumpsuit all the way down the front, and then suckled his member as 

if it were a popsicle, drinking up his nectar, and licking him clean with 

professional shamelessness.  

 

She then pushed the happily bewildered autoduellist onto his back, 

and with historic cheesiness, pressed the play button on “Big 

Spender” and proceed to loom over him, as she peeled off her 

clothes, in an exceptionally cheap and whorish cabaret dance.   

 

With her mouth, she then rolled a bright sparkly pink ribbed condom 

over his member, and proceeded to mount upon him and ride him 

with overly enthusiastic and fake and loud ejaculations of sound, as 

she whipped his shocked and overwhelmed breasts with a horse crop.  

 

And poor little Anthony, straight from the clone tanks, lost 

consciousness in the fizzing bliss of wetness and shock and confusion.  

 

Shudderingly.  

 

He woke up the following morning with a big grin on his face.  

 



And, as she was putting on her make-up in the motel room mirror, 

she suggested he drive his car in The Night Races, that night.  

 

He could make $5000 in a single race, in addition to television 

royalties. 

 

She could set it up for him, she promised him.  

 

She would come back over, later that night, at around 7pm, and he 

could be her date.  

 

She told him. 

 

As he sat nodding in bewilderment.  

 

Lucky Anthony Knight? 
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ZONAL NEWS FLASH 
 

Black Jesse’s Gang, The Crusaders, has held a group ritual to decide the fate of a new 

would-be member. 

 

Intelligence from our contacts in The Wasteland reveals that Black Jesse observed how 

Biscuit performed, during The Pack Attack upon The Autoduellist, Anthony Knight.  

 

But Biscuit has proved himself to be a cowardly low hyena of The Wasteland, unworthy 

of being a member of Black Jesse’s gang!  

 

Journalists from our station have learned from our contacts in The Wasteland that 

Biscuit has been ordered to “take out” Anthony Knight, or he will be expelled from the 

gang.  

 

That means he will be in trouble.  

 

Biscuit has to regain lost Prestige – or he is a dead biscuit.  
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Anthony Knight may be naïve, but he knows cars.  

 

He has been receiving continuous training in every aspect of cars, 

since awakening from the clone tanks.  

 

This afternoon, Anthony Knight goes to Bill’s Garage to pick up his 

car.  

 

He has spent all of his money to have his freeway car’s giant powerful 

power plant… and the pretty shiny red bonnet of his car.... modified.  

 

Anthony Knight’s sponsor had provided him with $15 000 worth of 

autoduelling equipment. This included a shiny red fine new Freeway 

Car, a suit of stylish red Body Armour, and a fantastic high-tech 

Shotgun, that could operate single- or double-barrelled, pump or 

automatic, highly accurate, compact, can be fired with one hand or 

two, held a total of ten shots, and its rounds are among the most 

common types of ammunition to be found in The Zone. In addition, 

his shotgun has a full load of non-standard ammunition, called “anti-

vehicular” ammo.  

 

Standard red shotgun rounds are useless against vehicle armour, but 

deal standard damage to pedestrians and tires. Grey anti-vehicular 

shotgun rounds are explosively concentrated and blast vehicle 

armour, but still deal only standard damage to pedestrians and tires. 

 

In addition to this equipment, he was given an electronic bank 

account (linked to the bar code on the back of his hand) with $5000 

– enough to sustain him through his first month in The Zone, should 

he face initial difficulties.  

 

Life in The Free Autoduelling Zone costs approximately $1600 per 

month, for his room at The Bunker (a single bedroom, with a 

bathroom), and comfortable dining, around MIDVILLE, is estimated at 

around $400 per month, for the not-overly indulgent autoduellist.  

 



Thus, a total of $2000, per month, or $500, per week.  

 

Anthony Knight has also generated some new funds through 

television royalties from his first battle, though they were not enough 

to pay for the repairs on his car.  

 

Then, in a single act, Anthony Knight has now spent a large chunk of 

his funds to engage the famous autoduellists’ icon, Bill’s Garage, to 

install hot-rod modifications, into his car.  

 

He must now earn some funds, quickly, for when he has paid Bill, he 

will no longer have enough money to pay for his food and lodgings, 

for his first month in The Zone.   

 

Bill’s Garage is a fortified building over a vast underground 

commercial vehicular engineering workshop, where 12 vehicles are 

being worked upon, at any time. 

 

Business is booming for Bill’s Garage.  

 

MIDVILLE is one of three places where high-tech weapons, mechanic 

shops, and vehicular engineering work can be purchased, in The Zone.  

 

The raw metal workshop lift descends, underground, and its gates 

slide open to the view of the vast underground car workshop.  

 

Bill steps out of the lift, beside Anthony Knight.  

 

Bill likes to personally get to know each new autoduellist who enters 

The Zone and chooses to head first for MIDVILLE.  

 

Many of the autoduellists in The Zone won’t go anywhere except Bill’s 

Garage, and Bill and his mechanics pride themselves on their 

perfectionism and attention to detail.  

 

When you are putting your life in your vehicle, the professional 

autoduellist needs The Best Engineering.  



 

And that’s Bill’s Garage.  

 

Anthony Knight spots his car in a far workbay, whilst Bill is talking 

about the advancements in technology that have occurred in his 

factory-like workshop, over the past three years since Anthony Knight 

was born.  

 

As they approach it, Anthony Knight feels a warm glow as he sees his 

new hot-rod power plant modification, poking out of the shiny red 

bonnet of his MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot.  

 

Rising from the centre of the bonnet is an air scoop, set above an 

electric lunacy of hot-rod technology with a hollow horizontal 

cylindrical turbine forming an empty tube the whole way through the 

centre of the device.  

 

A lightning-winder.  

 

When Anthony Knight flicks a new switch that has been installed on 

his gear-stick, that turbine will begin to spin and fill with twisting 

lightning – and it will SCREAM, as it blasts power in the wheels of his 

vehicle.  

 

A massive boost to acceleration and top speed – but it drinks up 

energy.  

 

He could not engage that device for more than half an hour, before 

completely depleting his power plant batteries.  

 

His car’s red paintwork is photovoltaic – it harvests energy from 

sunlight.  

 

Its batteries would recharge, merely by sitting in the sun, for a day.  

 

But that is not helpful if there are wasteland punks in the rear-view 

mirror, when the batteries go dry.  



 

A lightning-winder is a hungry, but powerful plant modification.   

 

The technical name for a lightning winder is an Electro-Turbine 

Capacitor or “ETC”.  

 

Anthony Knight’s Hotshot has no wasted space, under the bonnet. 

But he wanted a lightning-winder – an ETC. So, he has taken the risky 

move of installing an ETC, “poking out of the bonnet” of his car.  

 

To mitigate this risk, he has engaged the workshop to fit The ETC with 

component armour.  

 

Nevertheless, a blast from anything heavier than a machine gun could 

blow apart the entire component – shatter The ETC.  

 

But Anthony Knight knows cars and he feels that this new 

modification will dramatically improve his Hotshot’s freeway 

performance.  

 

He has also chosen to install a second modification, again, in regard 

to his power plant’s performance.  

 

He has had Bill’s Garage install an Overdrive Gear, into his car.  

 

Again, modifying his gear stick, in the cockpit of his car. 

 

When he engages The Overdrive Gear, his acceleration is reduced, but 

his Top Speed increases, until he disengages The Overdrive.  

 

Combining The ETC and The Overdrive, Bill’s Garage have calculated 

that his freeway car could potentially reach a top speed of 150mph 

or perhaps even more!  

 

That is theoretical, of course.  

 

It would take a crazy driver to actually test their mathematics.  



 

Yet for some reason, Anthony Knight has installed this seemingly 

wreckless combination of plant modifications.  

 

And spent nearly every dollar he owns, paying for it.  

 

Anthony Knight gets into the driver’s seat of his modified freeway car.  

 

The armour has been repaired and the driver’s seat has been sewn up 

neatly to leave two small bullet scars in the upholstery.  

 

The internal weaponry has been repaired and his new rear 

flamethrower is a different brand. “Uncle Albert’s Auto-

Stop’n’Gunnery Shop” brand. It is made in America and claims to be 

the best quality flamethrower on the market, whilst his left and right 

flamethrowers are the original Australian-made MAGNUM MOTORs 

flamethrowers, stock standard from the factory.  

 

The chassis damage to the rear of his freeway car has been completely 

repaired, and the new paintwork is a perfect rendition of the original.  

 

Anthony Knight feels that the vehicle looks slightly better than it 

originally did.  

 

And with his new power plant modifications, his Hotshot Freeway Car 

is ready to autoduel!  
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“The Anarchy Way” is a three lane, bi-directional strip of liquorice 

stretching from one side of The Radius to the other and crossing the 

main street of MIDVILLE.   

 

For 5 miles either side of MIDVILLE, Anarchy Way is patrolled by The 

Freeway Pursuit Vehicles of The MIDVILLE Freeway Patrol – “The 

MFP”.  

 



MIDVILLE is only allowed to maintain five Freeway Pursuit Cars.  

 

Those are The Rules of The Zone.  

 

Three of these exceptionally-dangerous, high-speed, yellow and 

black Freeway Pursuit Vehicles are on the road, 24 hours.  

 

The other two remain in the town, ready to scramble. 

 

These five vehicles are charged with protecting MIDVILLE and all of 

the farms within a five-mile radius.  

 

The Speed Limit is 55mph, within The Radius.  

 

These protectors patrol Anarchy Way.  

 

Holding back The Chaos.  
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HOT ROD PLANT MODS 
(HOUSE RULES OR RULE UPDATES?) 

 

Electrum Volt Rod – No weight or space, $1000 + $1 per additional Power Factor (½ these costs for cycle 

plants). Increases Power Factors by 5% and Acceleration by 5, but only after one turn at full acceleration. 

Plant with Volt Capacitor uses x1.5 power units. May not be used in addition to a Twin Volt Capacitor. 

No power plant may mount more than one Volt or Twin Volt Capacitor. An ETC may be used in addition 

to a Electro-Turbine Capacitor, but not a Twin Volt Capacitor. 

 

Twin Electrum Volt Rods – No weight or space, $2000 + $1 per additional Power Factor. Increases Power 

Factors by 10% and Acceleration by 5, and acceleration effects are immediate and without the one turn 

volt rod lag. Plant with Volt Capacitor uses x2 power units (cumulative). May not be used in addition to 

a Volt Capacitor. Twin Electrum Volt Rods for Cycle Plants cost half the listed prices. 

 

Electro-Turbine Capacitor – 1 space, 10% of the power plant weight, $3000 + $1 per additional Power 

Factor. Increases Power Factors by 100% and Acceleration by 5, but uses x5 power units, whilst engaged 

(not cumulative).  

 

Improved Supercharger Capacitators (ISC) – $500, 1 space, 75lbs., adds 1DP to Plant. Each ISC will raise 

acceleration by 5mph and Top Speed by 20% for 3 turns. Triggering an ISC is a firing action, taken The 

Acceleration Phase. The ISC cannot be used again, until recharged (2 minutes & $10). Up to 3 ISC Units 

can be linked to gain cumulative results. A vehicle above maximum speed when ISC is discharged will 

deceleration at 10mph per turn until within its standard speed range. ISCs cause no damage to The 

Power Plant.   

 

Regarding Hot Rod Plant Modifications “Poking out of The Bonnet” 

Vehicles who can’t fit an ETC (or other plant modification) under their hood, can mount these “poking 

out of the bonnet” of their car. All car body types except vans can mount 1 space of plant modifications 

“poking out of the bonnet, whilst luxury and larger body types can mount up to two spaces, with the 

exception of vans, which cannot mount any external plant mods. Component armour can be fitted to 

external plant mods, but it counts toward the total amount of mod space the vehicle can mount. 

Externally mounted plant mods can be targeted within the 180° front arc at the same adjustment as 

targeting a tire from the side. 
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At both ends of The Radius, a bright red line is painted across Anarchy 

Way.  

 

Legend has it those lines were painted in blood by Black Jesse when 

he made “The Anarchy Way Run” – and took down every Freeway 

Pursuit Vehicle that tried to stop him.  

 

At the far edge of The Radius, he got out of his car and dragged a 

mutilated cop’s corpse across the road to make The Red Line.  

 

Then he hung it by its neck, from The Big Tree at The Crossroads.  

 

That’s when people started calling that tree, The Hangman’s Tree.  

 

There were no Freeway Pursuit Patrols left to stop Black Jesse, as he 

walked across The Line - dragging behind him the (unrecognizable, 

but mostly complete) cop’s corpse, like a wet pile of laundry.  

 

After that, the television stations made a new name for The Anarchy 

Way Crossroad.  

 

The Devil’s Crucifix.  

 

The whole thing was filmed.  

 

Later, an eco-terrorist group, named “The Plant Liberation Front”, or 

BGN (“Big Guns for Nature”), escaped The MFP, after blowing up The 

MIDVILLE Pet Shop, setting all the animals free, and being chased off 

down the freeway by the surprised MIDVILLE Pursuit Patrols.  

 

The blasted BGN van successfully crossed the line into Freedom, but 

was so wrecked that The Greenies rolled it off the road, into a grove 

of trees, and, there, they threw a party.  

 

Untouchable to The Freeway Pursuit Officers who stood at The Line, 

fuming.  



 

But unable to enter….  

 

The Devil’s Crucifix.  

 

The BGN Van’s power plant couldn’t be restarted, later, so they left it 

there, abandoning the wreck. It has stayed there, ever since, 

becoming a camping shelter for crazies, vagrants, and wasteland 

trash. And it is popular as a meeting place for clandestine happenings.  

 

The Anarchy Way Crossroad is approximately 100 metres outside of 

The Radius.  

 

Every Saturday Night, The Night Races are held at The Anarchy Road 

Crossroad.  

 

The Devil’s Crucifix.   

 

The Freeway Patrol can stand at the line that defines The Radius, but 

they are powerless to stop rape, murder, torture, and crucifixion – 

over the other side of that line.  

 

Black Jesse drew a line where civilization ends and madness begins.  
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“The race is one lap of The Lunar Crescent and, then, back to The 

Crucifix.”  

 

Said Johnny Speed, The Organizer of The Night Races.  

 

“First back through The Crossroad is The Winner.”  

 

Johnny finished.  

 

“Or The Survivor.” One of Johnny’s boys added.  

 

The girl, whom Anthony Knight had seduced at Joe’s Bio-Oil Pump, 

was as good as her word.  

 

She had directed him on the roads outside of MIDVILLE to a gathering 

of autoduellists, racers, and wasteland trash, at a crossroad, over the 

edge of The Radius.  

 

The Anarchy Road Crossroads – but Anthony Knight knew little of its 

meaning, except.... 

 



No speed limit.  

 

 
 

She had talked to Johnny for a few minutes and they had called over 

an ogre named GRUNK.  

 

They claimed his car has equal acceleration and monetary value to 

Anthony Knight – and it will be interesting to see who is the faster 

driver.  

 

That is the race. 

 

Anthony Knight looks up at the tough giantly-muscled red-skinned 

ogre.  

 

It growled down at him menacingly.  

 

It has a military-like flat top haircut and, as with all ogres, its two giant 

lower canines teeth rise up above its lips. In its hand, it carries a huge, 

hi-tech automatic Rifle that appeared to fire very large bullets.   

 

Anthony Night smiles politely up at the ogre.  



 

It is common knowledge that ogres are genetically pre-disposed to 

rape nearly anything, but they reproduce using clone tanks, and are 

not fertile.  

 

Grunk the Ogre is an autoduellist who is starting make a name for 

himself in The Zone. He blasts cars apart. Anthony Knight had seen 

GRUNK on television footage. The ogre favours rockets.  

 

Anthony Knight looks over at Grunk’s car.  

 

 
 

The ogre drives a high-speed, custom-designed streamlined van, low 

to the road and build more like a race-car than a van – very 

dangerous, very fast. The car has a powerful plant and an internal ETC 

and it tears up freeway. The car mounts a two giant rockets front (the 

same sort that tore apart The Hotshot’s rear, in his previous combat) 

in addition to a Rocket Launcher front and another Rocket Launcher 

rear, and a smaller Micro-Missile Launchers, both on the left and right 

of the van!  

 



But the sadness doesn’t end there, Anthony contemplates – for the 

ogre’s van, also has an extensive dropped weapon system.   

 

Perhaps spike-droppers, like Black Betty’s, or mine droppers or 

smokescreens of any number of other unhappy promises.  

 

Anthony notices also that the van has radial tires, which means its 

handling is equal to Anthony’s own Hotshot. 

 

 
 

Anthony has two primary advantages – the accuracy of his own 

weapons and the lack of accuracy in his opponent’s extensive weapon 

systems.  

 

Rockets deal terrible damage, but have difficultly landing hits, as 

guidance systems that are more complex than manual targeting are 

not usually permitted into The Zone. 

 

“Each autoduellist puts up $5000 as prize money. The Winner takes 

home the prize money.” Johnny puts out his hand to receive the 

hand-held credit-scanner and types in the amount.  

 



The ogre put out his hand. The bar code tattooed onto the back of 

his hand is scanned.  

 

“Grunk’s $5000 has been transferred to The Night Races.” He turns to 

look at Anthony Knight, waiting for him to put out his hand to be 

scanned to make the financial transfer.  

 

Anthony Knight grins worriedly.  

 

“I haven’t got $5000.” Anthony Knight reveals.  

 

A murmer of disquiet moves through the gang and some of Johnny’s 

boys finger their guns or knives. 

 

“What’ya wasting our time for!” one of the greasers barks, but Johnny 

silences him.  

 

“You can put up your car as stakes, in lieu of coin.”  

 

He pauses, and then adds.  

 

“Or we can take it.” He lingers. “To cover the cost of the trouble you’ve 

put us to.”  

 

Contemplating the alternatives, Anthony Knight grins agreeably.  

 

“I’ll put up my car as stakes.”  

 

He agrees.  
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“Have you tried The Candy, yet?” 

 

There is a brightly-dressed girl with dark ponytails and roller-skates 

talking to him.  

 

She is The Flag Girl – She starts The Race.  

 

And she is leaning in his window, admiring the control console of his 

Hotshot.  

 

“You’re new to The Zone, aren’t you?” 

 

She asked.  

 

Anthony Knight nodded.   

 

“Have you tried The Candy, yet?”  

 

She repeats her question.  



 

The Horn of The Night Races BEEPS loudly!  

 

The Flag Girl smiles at him and pulls her head out of the window.  

 

She turns a circle, in stripy socks, and rolls on her roller skates, back 

into the middle of the road, between the two cars.  

 

She lifts her two Black & White Flags up high into The Air.  
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The two autoduellists are seated in their cars.  

 

Anthony Knight wears an open-faced red racing helmet with three 

silver racing stripes, matching his armour.  

 

He checks his vehicle’s system.  

 

The Hotshot is in great condition and ready to roll.  
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The pretty girl in a halter top and tight denim pants (so small they 

are, nearly, not present) stands between the two freeway cars, holding 

her twin black & white flags high.  

 

The night is bright, beneath The Full Moon.  

 

Side by side and separated only by three barrels, Anthony Knight’s 

Hotshot and Grunk’s Speed Van mirror each other at The Starting 

Line, waiting for The Sign to RACE.  

 

And the girl brings down The Flags!  

 

Anthony Knight flicks on his Lightning-Winder and drops his stick into 

gear – his world is screaming, his foot is flat on the floor, and his 

Hotshot is tearing forward.  

 

 
 

The two autoduellists have galloped from 0 to 75mph in the first five 

seconds of the straight before them!  

 



They have matched acceleration and are holding neck and neck, on 

the straight – the duel will be a test of skill and wit and decision. 

 

The first turn is to the right.  

 

Lunar Crescent follows a circle out to connect The North Road and 

East Anarchy Way.  

 

The two duelling cars leave The Crossroad heading North and return 

from The East.  

 

This is a relatively short strip of freeway race track, but nearly the 

whole of the run is visible from The Old Turret at The Anarchy Way 

Crossroad, so it a popular betting run at The Night Races.   

 

And its straights allow hot rod cars to reach dangerously high speeds.  

 

This is a Duel defined by Speed – The Winner is the first past the finish 

line, though Grunk’s armaments make it apparent that he intends for 

only one car to finish the race.  

 

No weaponry fire is permitted before the two cars pass out of The 

Crossroad (i.e. leave The Crossroad Map).  

 

The Lunar Crescent Track includes nine turns – though we only need 

follow the track, until one of the two cars is blasted out of the game. 
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The two speeding cars are approaching the first corner at 90mph, 

when Grunk, grinning meanly ceases to accelerate, holds his speed, 

and lets Anthony Knight pull in front of him.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



And then Grunk unleashes a linked pair of Heavy Rockets, into The 

Hotshot’s rear!  

 

But Anthony Knight has experience with heavy rockets in his rear, he 

slams, brakes, shifts, throwing his car aside, as the two rockets careen 

up the road into an old, half-shattered concrete road wall, ahead.  

 

Road Walls occur at road side locations that have statistically high 

ordinance reception rates, their purpose is to protect trees and other 

highly flammable objects, in the few forests areas of The Zone. 

 

The Rockets have missed Anthony Knight’s car.  

 

He flips over to his rear targeting screen and triggers his rear 

flamethrower, into the left side of Grunk’s Speed Van – torching it, 

gratifyingly.  

 

Anthony Knight flips his targeting screen to his side flamethrower, as 

he swings his freeway car to the right and brakes hard.   

 

Triggering his side flamethrower for a second gratifying torch of The 

Speed Van’s left side.  

 

Grunk again triggers his side rocket launcher, and again misses!  

 

We are beginning to learn the statistical problem of The Rocket 

Launcher.  

 

They are big and non-burdensome to install and cheap – but they 

rarely hit, unless backed up with expensive targeting computers.  

 

Anthony Knight stamps on his accelerator and refuses to let The 

Speed Van get ahead and in front of him.  

 

And he triggers his side-articulated flamethrower a third time, scoring 

a third gratifying hit.  

 



And The Speed Van catches fire.  

 

Putting off another veering missile that misses Anthony Knight’s low 

red muscle car.  

 

Anthony Knight, relentless, triggers his fourth flamethrower shot, at 

the side of the van – but misses!  

 

Grunk is yelling and pushing buttons, within the cockpit of his van.  

 

But he has no fire extinguisher system.  

 

Burning, The Speed Van’s charred side cracks, splinters open, and 

Anthony Knight notices a comfortable looking double sleeping space 

and crew leisure lounge, in the back of The Speed Van.  

 

If Grunk has his own portable accommodation, that would explain 

why he is not staying in MIDVILLE.  

 

But it is a bit charred, now. 

 

Poor old Grunk is going to be hoping there is no rain, tonight. 

 

Grunk accelerates, trying to put out the fire with speed.  

 

The Speed Van takes the corner at 140mph and is fighting to maintain 

control!  

 

Anthony Knight enters the corner at 120mph and pushes his 

screaming power plant up to 135mph!  

 

His Lightning Winder is twisting a purple-blue thread of raw energy 

through the spinning cylinder on the bonnet of his car, and the plant 

is roaring with fantastic power. 

 

Caught in the wind of the corner, Grunk’s vehicular fire ends its 

duration and goes out, but the ogre unleashes his first successful 



rocket, into Anthony Knight’s undamaged left side, as he pulls out of 

the corner.  

 

Two points damage.  

 

Awestruck, Anthony Knight’s car shakes with the hit, but he manages 

to hold her steady.  

 

Yelling with triumphant laughter, Grunk swings in front of Anthony 

Knight, protecting his breached right side, and he activates his rear 

oil-jet!  

 

 

 

With his safe routes cut off, Anthony Knight, grips his steering wheel, 

and his Hotshot slides into and through and out of the bio-muck!  

 

Luckily, all oil slicks in The Zone are biodegradable bio-oil.  



 

Some animals eat it, but mostly it naturally disintegrates on its own.  

 

Nobody needs to clean the roads.  

 

By a roll on the control table, Anthony Knight does not so much as 

skid, as he passes through The Oil Slick. 
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Desperate to get out from behind his opponent, and unable to cut 

underneath him on the bends, Anthony Knight tries a very risky 

manoeuvre.  

 

The two cars are pushing their speeds far faster than is safe on these 

curving roads.  

 

Grunk drops off his relentless acceleration as the next corner 

approaches, but Anthony Knight won’t lower the pressure on his 

accelerator.    

 

He pushes his car up to 150mph!  

 

Successfully making a dangerous control roll. 

 

And he sling-shots around the outside of The Speed Van, on the 

corner.  

 

As they pull onto the straight, Grunk thunders his foot down upon 

the accelerator, but he can’t catch up to Anthony Knight, who won’t 

let off the pressure.  

 

The two screaming freeway duelling cars are tearing up to the next 

corner at 150mph – and Grunk pushes to 160mph, in an attempt to 

catch up.  

 



Both drivers make their escalating control rolls, as they round the 

corner.  

 

But despite the escalating risk, Anthony Knight won’t let off the 

pressure.  

 

If he loses, he loses his car!  

 

He MUST Win.  

 

He rolls the dice!  

 

Screaming tires, tearing at the road!   

 

 

 



 

The Speed Van, behind him, fails the final control roll - a minor skid, 

but it is so close to the edge of the road that it skids into the curb, 

forcing another control roll! 

 

Shattering twisting failure!  

 

The Speed Van tears off the road, into a full spin out, tearing up the 

grass, and catapulting to a stop, over 200 yards away. 

 

 

Anthony Knight makes his control roll – and holds the corner at 

150mph!  

 

He eases off the pedal.  

 

And he realizes….   

 

There is no way The Speed Van can catch up!  

 

He puts his foot down, and takes the final corners safely at 120mph 

 

The Crossroad approaches.  

 

The Devil’s Crucifix.  

 



 
 

And Anthony Knight zooms into Victory Lane at 150mph. 

 

The spectators are cheering.  

 

And, as he passes through The Crossroad, a message appears on his 

driver console, telling him that $5000 has been transferred into his 

account from The Night Races and another $1500 Royalties for 

television coverage of the event.  

 

Anthony Knight has won his first Road Duel. 

 

He is a Winner!  
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Every luxury is abundant, in The Zone.  

 

The Zone generates massive amounts of coin, and autoduellists earn 

massive amounts of coin, merely by killing and slaughtering and 

having fun.  

 

Every luxury is abundant, in The Zone. 

 

Apples, the blond girl with the glittery pink condom, is waiting and 

cheering.  

 

She has The Winner’s Bottle of Bubbles!  

 

Giggling with excitement in the cheering crowd, she pops the bottle 

as she embraces The Winner of The Race.  

 

“Anthony Knight, you are a real Autoduellist, now!” She declares. 

“Pour it on the bonnet of your car!”  

 



Anthony Knight grins – he has seen the ritual on video reruns, so 

many times. 

 

 
 

He holds up the bottle and the crowd goes silent.  

 

“To Victory!” He proclaims and pours the bubbles into his mouth and 

over the bonnet of his car and over the front of the giggling Apple’s 

abundantly full blouse!  

 

Her wet nipples peak. 

 

As he scoops her up and kisses her.  
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SCENARIO 
 

THE ROAD DUEL 
(2 Cars at $15 000 each) 
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VICTORY CONDITIONS 
 

Anthony Knight won The Duel by Speed, and demonstrated exceptional talent, at high speed –  

he has a future, in The Night Races, if he wants it. 
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AWARDS 
SKILL 

 +1pt (Driver & Gunner Skill) for entering and surviving Combat 

 +1pt (Driver Skill) for an exceptional series of control rolls at High Speed 

 +1pt (General Skill Points) for winning a Road Duel  

 

PRESTIGE (Amateur Duellist = $1000 per Point)  

 +1pt for entering Combat 

 +1pt  for exceptional driving at High Speed 

 +1pt for winning a Road Duel 

 

LOOT 

 $6895  TOTAL Starting Funds 

-$6100  Electro Turbine Capacitor & Overdrive 

 

$795  TOTAL Initial Account Balance 

 

 $5000  Prize Money for winning The Race  

 $1500  Television Royalties ($500 per Prestige Point earned) 

 $6 295  TOTAL Loot 

 

 -$400  Repairs (20 points of Armour) 

-$575  Ammo (12 MG Shots, 11 FT Shots) 

-$500  Purchases in Advance one week accommodation & board at Joe’s Bio-Oil Pump 

 -$1475  TOTAL Expenditure 

 

 $5 180  Current Account Balance 
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OUTCOME GAME STATS  

Anthony Knight the Clone, Free Autoduellist of The Zone 

PRESTIGE: 7 

SKILLS: Runner, Climber, Blade (II), Handgunner, Driver (IIIII), Gunner (III), Mechanic 

EQUIPMENT: Red Body Armour & Shotgun & Duelling Knife 

ACCOUNT: $5180.  
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CHAPTER 5.  

THE PISTOL DUEL AT ACAPULCO ALLY 
 

 
 

Joe’s Bio-Oil Pump has a better view out over Lake Midville than any other establishment except The 

Bunker.  

 

Both are on the shore of that beautiful and dangerous swimming and boating location, filled with 

genetically-engineered prehistoric aquatic creatures.  

 

And the position of Joe’s Bio-Oil Pump, at the root of “The Drag”, makes it popular with autoduellists 

and their fans.  

 

This is the story of one night when revelry got a bit rowdy and Joe’s Bio-Oil Pump was burned to the 

ground.  
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The story begins with a girl.   

 

“Show me The Rings.”  

 

She said to him as they walked past “The Polyhedron”, MIDVILLE’s Jeweller & Treasure-Maker.  

 

And they looked at The Diamond Rings in the window.  

 

Anthony Knight was new to this game, and a little naïve, so he had not yet learned to evaluate a woman’s 

character, but he was not disinterested, as she showed him each of The Giant Diamond Rings and asked 

him questions about which he thought would look best on her ring finger.  

 

He had met her, on the lovely beach of Lake Midville, a few days ago – and it had been Love, at first 

sight.  

 



She was a university student, a tourist, an autoduelling fan, arrived on The Epiwalllic Bus and staying at 

“The Bunker” Fortified Small Arms Hotel, on the shore of Lake Midville.  

 

The views from her room and his are excellent – they have spent nights in both, admiring The Moon 

upon The Lake.  

 

Together.  

 

Blissful.  

 

And now they are admiring The Diamond Rings, as they stroll past The Jeweller.  

 

The Polyhedron Jewellery Shop in MIDVILLE is not insignificant.  

 

In a cashless society, where all money is electronic, jewels are one of the few ways of carrying portable 

wealth.  

 

There are many treasure troves of jewels and precious metals and rare items, in The Zone.  

 

Autoduellists have money.  

 

The Polyhedron Jewellery Shop in MIDVILLE has supplied The Treasure Hoards of many or most of The 

Autoduellists in The Zone – and the demand for jewels and gems and treasures is a vast hunger. 

 

There are more buried treasures and hidden hoards guarded with traps, in The Zone, than in any other 

same sized patch of land on Planet Earth.  

 

Including Manhattan.  

 

The Polyhedron Jewellers, in MIDVILLE. 

 

It is owned by The Gnome.  

 

That is what everybody calls the little old jeweller.  

 

He is a Jew.  

 

He can accurately evaluate any valuable item, at a glance.  

 

He is a Master Gem-Cutter.  

 

Some of the largest gems in The Known World are released into The Zone, cut by his understandingly 

precise hands.  

 

Gems from exotic places on Planet Earth and gems from asteroids and yet stranger wonders of outer 

space.  

 

Autoduellists have money.  

 

And many of them like to carry their wealth with them, when they leave, or to live in The Zone forever, 

reclining upon a pile of treasure.  

 

The TV Consortium loves it.   

 

Thus, understanding gems is of some consideration to Anthony Knight, as an autoduellist.  

 



And whilst his date admires The Rings, Anthony Knight notices the more valuable treasures in the 

armoured window of the fortress mall shop.  

 

But she is disinterested in anything except the diamond rings, so, while she is at The Ladies’ Room, 

Anthony Knight explores the star treasures of The Polyhedron. 

 

And he is immediately drawn to the central exhibit in The Shop’s front window.  

 

The White Rabbit.  

 

A Space Diamond the size of a marble and cut into a perfect dodecahedron. 

 

Twenty triangular sides. 

 

Flawless.  

 

A white asteroid diamond whose wonder gem-experts describe as fancy-vivid. 

 

Since space mining has opened up the gem market and, since The White South African strangle-hold 

had been broken, everybody wears bigger rocks on their fingers.  

 

This beauty was brought back from The Asteroid Belt beyond Mars.  

 

It is a giant stone that was hand cut by one of The Most Famous Master Gem-Cutters in The Solar System.  

 

The Gnome of MIDVILLE.  

 

The White Rabbit is to be presented to The MONDOs of MIDIVLLE, to be placed in a display case on the 

ground floor gallery of The MIDVILLE Autoduelling Museum.  

 

This is an insecure location, but its placement there is required by the contractual terms of its 

presentation. It is expected that Black Jesse will try to breach the museum and get the stone, whilst The 

MONDOs will try to defend it. If liberated, it will thereafter prove an uncontrolled TV plot device, as The 

White Rabbit travels around the treasure hoards of The Zone, chased by treasure-hunters. 

 

A Space Diamond.  

 

Value = $333 000.   

 

How could Anthony Knight ever afford a Treasure of that value?  

 

Anthony Knight only earns $500 in TV Consortium Royalties for each prestige point that he earns.  

 

His Royalty Payments will increase as he gains Prestige. 

 

He is not even an Ace, yet.  

 

The White Rabbit is being kept on display in The Jewellery Shop Window, until its presentation by The 

Mayor, at a civic ceremony.  
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ZONAL NEWS FLASH 

THE BLACK TUESDAY RAID 
 

Tuesday, Black Jesse and His Gang came through MIDVILLE.  

 

They had no respect for The Speed Limit.  

 

They were looking for trouble.  

 

They shot down an overhead pedestrian walkway on “The Drag”, killing the two pedestrians who were 

on it.  

 

Then the gang centred on the local drinking hole of The MONDOs.  

 

The Bar None.  

 

They shot up the place, killing two more MIDVILLE Citizens who were drinking there.  

 

And they carried away two MONDO-Fan Girls, on the back of their cycles.  

 

Into The Wasteland.  

 

Then the gang was gone, as quickly as it had come – and not a single shot had been raised and fired at 

them, in return.  

 

Where were The MIDVILLE Freeway Patrol? 

 

Black Jesse’s boys had tricked The MFP – led them on a wild goose chase up into the hills behind town.  

 

There was Nobody there to stop The Wasteland Trash.  

 

Black Jesse came and went, murdering and raping and pillaging – and took two of the town’s women 

off with him, captured, on the back of their bikes.   

 

The locals have been in an uproar over the event.  

 

Councillor Adair of “The Walkers Party” has publicly accused his opponent, Councillor Andy Truman of 

“The Wheels Party” of failing to respond to the event and he claims The Wheels Party are responsible 

for the four lives lost and the two girls carried off into The Wasteland. 

 

Something has got to done! 
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Anthony Knight didn’t see any of The Fun – he was off exploring the back roads through The Radius, on 

that day (but he did see two MFP Cruisers go screaming past on a dirt backroad, in pursuit of a couple 

of cycles).  
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 “THE DRAG” 

 

Within The Radius of MIDVILLE, “The Drag” is the only street without a Speed Limit.   

 

Anybody with a pretty car is encouraged to show it off, on “The Drag”.  

 

There are cameras up and down the street, and to drive your car on “The Drag” produces archetypal 

images that are echoed all over The World.  

 

New cars debut on “The Drag”.  

 

“The Drag” has a marked start and marked finish line, and the driver’s time shows up on a screen upon 

the third overpass.  

 

That time is then transferred to the autoduellist’s public file and anybody who looks up the autoduellist 

will see her best time at making “The Drag”.  

 

It might be among the most photographed streets in history. 

 

The first time The MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot was unveiled to the world was in an advertisement that 

featured a Freeway Combat Scene in The Zone, a Garage Scene in The Zone, and a Scene of the car 

driving up “The Drag”, in MIDVILLE.  

 

Anthony Knight has now lived The Freeway Combat Scene, and his car was repaired in the garage from 

that advertisement.  

 

He is revelling in the attractive emotionally-shallow emptiness of The Candy.  

 

But The Name of “The Drag” is not really “The Drag”.  

 

The Name of “The Drag” is Kazango!  

 

Which is a suitably respectable name for a street with no speed limit.   
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Anthony Knight drove his car out onto The Starting Line on Kazango and he stopped.  

 

A few people noticed – the ritual occurs every hour or two.  

 

Kitten stood on the pavement, cheering him on.  

 

He revved his power plant.  

 

The street went silent.  

 

He engaged his Lightning-Winder with a scream and dropped his freeway muscle car into gear.  

 

His Top of The Line MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot with personalized hot-rod plant modifications, burned 

a cloud of smoke from the rear wheels before taking off up “The Drag” of MIDVILLE.  
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He met The Kitten on the night before.  

 



She came into MIDVILLE on a tour bus, and the first time he saw her was at Joe’s Oil Pump, on the night 

she arrived.  

 

She is an Autoduel Fan.  

 

There is an entire culture of Autoduel Fans, who travel into The Zone on The Tour Bus, every university 

vacation period.  

 

They stay at “The Bunker” Small Arms Hotel, overlooking the scenic Lake Midville.  

 

There are many of them staying there now.  

 

They are mostly female, very loud when partying, and always seem to be in giggling groups.  

 

Anthony Knight had seen her in the hotel lounge.  

 

Then Anthony Knight met her at Joe’s Oil Pump.  

 

Her name is Kitten.  
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She had seen his victory at The Night Races, on The Vids, and was very impressed.  

 

Joe’s Oil Pump is a single-story flat, wide tavern on the shore of Lake Midville.  

 

It is THE Classic Autoduellists’ Drinking Hole.  

 

The walls are covered in memorabilia and signed photographs of great autoduellists of The Zone, many 

with bullet holes or burn marks.  

 

Joe’s Oil Pump is famous for its Beer Brawls.  

 

Mostly, Joe’s Oils Pump is home to two types – Autoduellists and Autoduellist Fans.  

 

The Fans come from all over The World, and travel into The Zone on one of the only two registered tour 

buses, (which have been known to be attacked and mount significant weaponry).  

 

Most Fans stay for a week, perhaps are lucky enough to taste an excitingly intimate encounter with a 

real autoduellist, and then they finish their vacations and go back to their ordinary lives in the peaceful 

free utopian society, outside of The Zone.  
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An entire wall of Joe’s Oil Pump is The Big Screen.  

 

The Big Screen is connected to The Jukebox.  

 

The Jukebox contains a database of every TV Vid of every major autoduelling combat in the history of 

The Zone.  

 

Pay The Jukebox and it will play The Autoduelling Footage, up on The Big Screen of the tavern.  

 

Kitten paid a $1 credit and The Big Screen replayed Anthony Knight’s win at The Night Races.  

 



Anthony Knight had pushed his Freeway Car to 150mph, the thread of lighting winding through The ETC 

poking out of his shiny red car’s bonnet was quite spectacular.  

 

He admitted that the whole scene looked very impressive on The TV Vids and that he was too busy to 

think, when he was racing.  

 

Kitten was very impressed.  

 

The Baron, another local autoduellist trying to make a name in The Zone, saw Anthony Knight and Kitten 

talking.  

 

The Baron twirled his villainous moustaches. He summoned his co-pilot/servant, Igor, and made to 

intercept the luscious young Autoduel Fan that Anthony Knight had attracted.  

 

The Baron boasted of his own escapades. 

 

She listened to him, for a while.  

 

He played his only video – a road duel with a station wagon that looked more like it was trying to escape.  

 

She agreed that The Baron’s car turret was formidable, but she speculated that she preferred Anthony 

Knight’s win at The Night Races, due to his speed and daring and reliance upon driving skills.  

 

The Baron gnashed his teeth at Anthony Knight, behind Kitten’s back.  

 

She seemed to genuinely like Anthony Knight.  
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Anthony Knight’s Freeway Car has an empty co-pilot seat, with complete gunner consol.  

 

Every Free Citizen in The Zone has signed The Death Waiver.  

 

Kitten has no formal skills beyond a few autoduel driving courses for fans (rather than drivers) and  

taught by worn-out retired semi-famous duellists and she has basic knowledge of vehicular weaponry 

through computer games.  

 

A 30 Skill Point character with Zero Prestige and no experience.  

 

A possible co-pilot? 
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That first night, they sat and drank beer and talked and she listened to Anthony Knight’s autoduelling 

stories.  

 

He only had a few.  

 

But she seemed to like him.  

 

So, he told her of his plan to make “The Drag”, the following morning, and get a time for his hot rod car.  

 

He asked her if she would like to come and watch him.  

 

And see his car.  

 



It is powerful.  

 

She said she would love to.  

 

They walked back to the hotel, he saw her to her hotel door, he bid her good night.  

 

And he went to sleep thinking of Kittens.  
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Kitten is very pretty, in a dark, quiet, watchful, non-assuming way.  

 

Her figure is very attractive, in a fertile earthy manner, and there is a natural grace to her movement.  

 

She is thoughtful, she notices many things, and she says the strangest things.  

 

Her eyes are so darkly secretive, that he cannot read them.  

 

She wished him luck and gave him a brief kiss on the cheek, as he sat in his car, with the window down, 

at the starting line of “The Drag”.  

 

That following morning.  
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Kitten is standing by The Donut House, cheering, as Anthony Knight makes “The Drag” – up Kazango, 

from root to finish line, the whole length of MIDVILLE.  

 

Every car who makes this classic run plays by the same rules.  

 

Pay $10 to The Autobox Traffic Conductor and the lights turn red (i.e. the stop sign), leading onto “The 

Drag”, for the whole of its length.  

 

The street is clear with no interruptions.  

 

The Starting Line is The Map Join at the lake end of MIDVILLE and The Finish Line is the thick line of the 

top South Edge of The Map.  

 

The car starts at The Starting Line at 0mph. 

 

 

 

When The Starting Light turns Green, the driver floors the accelerator and tears up the street, a single 

long straight road to The Finish Line.  

 

And then gets a Time.  

 

There are two factors – 1) The Reflex Roll at The Start & 2) The Acceleration of The Car.  

 

When The Traffic Light turns Green (i.e. The Go Sign), the driver rolls a single 6-sided dice, to see which 

phase she accelerates.  

 

Because the five-phase system has movement in the first phase, slow starters will miss some distance.  

 

I define that the number from 1-5 rolled will be the phase, with rolls over 6 (or above) being phase 1.  

 



 

 

 

The roll is 1d6 + Driver Ranks above Base Level.  

 

Anthony Knight rolls The Dice of The Zone!  

 

He rolls a 6!  

 

Lightning-Winder screaming, he rockets off, in The 1st Phase!  

 

With Kitten cheering, Anthony Knight’s MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot blasts from Zero to 105mph in 

7.8 Seconds, passing The Finish Line of “The Drag”. 

 

Anthony Knight, Free Autoduellist of The Zone and Resident of MIDVILLE, Australia, now has a Personal 

Best Time on “The Drag”. 

 

Kitten is cheering!  

 

He is ready to become a Citizen of MIDVILLE by Registering to Vote.  
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BANG 

 



That Sunday Morning, Anthony Knight, who had never been to church, strolled into Banduch’s 

Auto‘N’Guns (BANG) Weaponry Showroom.   

 

BANG is the home of MIDVILLE’s friendly neighbourhood arms dealers, each with their specialty wares 

to display. If Bill’s Garage specializes in the power plants and the performance of the car, then BANG 

specializes in hi-tech weaponry, both for the vehicle and for the pedestrian. People come from all over 

The Zone to spend their coin at BANG. 

 

And the range is fantastic, in The MIDVILLE Showroom.   

 

Ed Banduch, the owner and manager of BANG, is part of MIDVILLE’s commercial system and supplies to 

Autoduellists from all over The Zone.  

 

Anthony Knight has come to buy some reloads of ammo, for his car, and he has also decided to buy a 

second firearm.  

 

A sidearm.  

 

Anthony Knight has come to buy a pistol.  

 

But he has also come for information.  

 

After the race, Anthony Knight had checked over his car. He was curious to discover what had made The 

Boom which had exploded under his rear left wheel, when the two cars were passing through the section 

not visible to the spectators.  

 

An explosive charge had been detonated, underneath the wheel cavity, damaging the tire and the under 

armour of the car.  

 

When Anthony Knight put his Hotshot into Bill’s Garage, to be repaired, earlier that morning, he had 

pointed it out to the mechanic.  

 

The mechanic identified it immediately as the blast from a limpet mine.  

 

Somebody attached a limpet mine into the rear left wheel cavity of Anthony Knight’s Hotshot.  

 

The mechanic told Anthony Knight that Banduch Auto’N’Gun stock Limpet Mines.  

 

Now, Anthony Knight is standing in The BANG Showroom, in MIDVILLE, and gazing over the stock.  

 

When he noticed the explosives display.  

 

BANG has among the biggest explosives range of any arms dealing showroom, in The Zone. 

 

“Can I help you?”  

 

A young saleswoman asked.  

 

“I would like to learn about limpet mines.”  

 

Anthony Knight replied.  

 

She smiled.  

 

“We keep the complete range of Cracklecorp limpet mines and explosives.”  

 



A limpet mine proved to be a small metal disc, approximately the same size and explosive power as a 

grenade. Upon the back of the disc is a ring of glue beads which will break open and adhere the explosive 

to any surface upon which it is pressed. Upon the disc is an activation switch and a small timer dial with 

up to 15-minute delay, and the pentagonal corporate logo inscribed into the metal.  

 

“Could these be remotely detonated?” He asked.  

 

When he had recognized that the explosion happened in the blind patch of the race, he had suspected 

the event was not ordinary.  

  

“Certainly, Sir.”  

 

She showed him the display stand of a Radio-Detonators that could be attached to the limpet mines, 

and a vast range of different types of hand-held Radio Triggers to activate the mines.  

 

“Would a person need to be an expert with explosives to assemble and operate a radio triggered limpet 

mine?” 

 

He asked.  

 

“Certainly not, Sir.” And with a two-minute lesson, she taught him how to assemble and use Cracklecorp 

Limpet Mines with Radio-Triggers.   

 

When he had learned all he felt he could there learn about Limpet Mines, Anthony Knight bought a box 

of 3 Cracklecorp Limpet Mines with basic timer dials.  

 

He later stored them behind the passenger seat of his Hotshot.  

 

They might be useful, in future.   
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BANG supplies both vehicular weapons and handweaponry and has one of the best selection of sidearms 

in The Zone.  

 

Anthony Knight spends a luxurious hour, looking over nearly every pistol in the shop. He talks to the 

sales expert, a knowledgeable sales boy named Ash, a local of MIDVILLE who loves his handguns. They 

discuss the different sorts of ammo and Anthony Knight learns much.  

 

From Anti-Personal to Incendiary, many sorts of special ammunition exist for most handguns and 

vehicular weapons, but the arms dealers of The Zone are only allowed to sell basic ammunition. 

Regularly, The TV Consortium allows the arms dealers to market “specials” where a single type of unusual 

ammunition is available for a short time, with limits on how much can be bought by any individual 

autoduellist. Autoduellists are encouraged to see more advanced ammunition as treasure items, to be 

valued, traded, and won.  

 

Anthony Knight has been watching TV Vids of The Zone, ever since he was born, three years ago. He has 

discovered himself to be a traditionalist. He falls in love with a powerful old-style six-shooter Revolver 

Pistol.  

 

The .44 Magnum.  

 

Weight = 3.25 pounds.  

 

A Strength of 11 is needed to use it or the recoil is too much to adequately aim it.  

 



A heavy manstopper of a pistol with a mid-length barrel facilitating ease and speed of use.  

 

He chooses a modern, hi-tech holster which matches his red body armour.  

 

He buys The Revolver and 3 boxes of 16 Bullets, which he puts into The Glove Compartment of his car. 
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Kitten has a pistol. Everybody carries a gun, in The Zone – that includes tourists. But where Anthony 

Knight choose a classic finely-engineered mechanical revolver, Kitten uses a sci-fi automatic pistol that 

includes all of the benefits of advanced technology.  

 

She has let Anthony Knight look at it.  

 

A low-recoil .40 heavy automatic pistol with smartgun electronics – a built in purple laser-targeting 

beam-sight and a bio-metric reader in the handle that locks the gun, if anybody except Kitten grips it.  

 

The whole weapon is completely waterproof to a depth of 50 meters.  

 

But Anthony Knight’s old school .44 Magnum Revolver blows significantly bigger holes in people.  
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Anthony Knight has no need of new hi-tech weapons for his car, but he decides to have a look at what 

the showroom holds – merely out of professional curiosity. The weapon systems on Anthony Knight’s 

Hotshot are fantastic, but too extensive to be operated by a single person. More, would simply be a 

waste. 

 

Anthony Knight needs a co-pilot to person The Gunner Position, in his car.  

 

And that Sunday morning, as he stood in among the product displays on the ground level of The BANG 

Weaponry Showroom, The World moved.   

 

Fixed into a display podium before him is a complex computer core, featuring a series of weaponry 

targeting screens that are obviously designed to be fitted into the crew position of a vehicle.  

 

Anthony Knight pushes the “start” button. 

 

“Hi. I am Candy, your personal virtual valet, computer co-pilot, and electronic bodyguard. Please insert 

your name to begin the program?”  

 

The lovely female voice rose out of the computer core.  

 

A Computer Gunner.  

 

Anthony Knight marvelled at the device before him.  

 

Then he grinned, widely, and answered. 

 

“I am Anthony Knight, Free Autoduellist of The Zone.” He announced to the computer.  

 

“It is my pleasure to be your co-pilot, Anthony Knight. When you desire me to kill your enemies, please 

input the names of each target to be blasted.”  

 

Anthony Knight grinned, even more widely.  

 



A voice, from beside him, broke his reverie.  

 

“Every device has its own unique personality.” The salesroom floor attendant informed him. “Some are 

male, some are female.” 

 

“How much does she cost?”  

 

Anthony Knight asked.  

 

“Fully-installed into the crew console of a car?” The salesperson speculated. “The Automatic Target 

Acquisition Device, or ATAD, can only be installed a vehicle with a radar.”  

 

“How much will a radar cost?” 

 

“$2500, fully installed.” 

 

“And The Computer Gunner?” 

 

“$4000 for the computer core, and an additional $1000 for each set of weapons that it will operate.”  

 

“I can still operate my weapons?” Anthony Knight asked.   

 

“Your weapon console has priority over all weapon systems in your car, and the computer won’t use any 

system you are using, until you release the control to it.”  

 

“How is… the computer…. controlled?” Anthony Knight asked.  

 

“The computer obeys your voice commands and behaves as a humanoid gunner would.” 

 

Anthony Knight contemplated the possibilities.  

 

Then, The BANG Salesman added.  

 

“I should warn you that Candy will get a taste for killing whatever she kills first – she is a learning 

computer.”  

 

But Anthony Knight cannot afford a computer gunner.  
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THE MIDVILLE CITY HALL 

 

Anthony Night parks his MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot at the carpark by the neutral bar, over the street 

from City Hall.  

 

The street is quiet.  

 

Anthony Knight & Kitten close the car doors, scan the scene, and walk over to the pavement by the side 

of the building opposite City Hall.  

 

As they walk around the corner of the brick building, they pass a set of stairs leading down to a neon lit 

underground neutral bar named “The Blue Oyster”.  

 

They followed the pavement half a block to stand facing the front entrance to MIDVILLE City Hall.  

 



Anthony Knight has been a resident of MIDVILLE for 3 Weeks – which means that he can register to 

Vote.  

 

City Hall is where Anthony Knight registers to Vote.   

 

The three-meter tall Metal Front Double Doors are flanked by two wide stone pillars topped by Rocket 

Turrets – in each, sits a person, manually operating the guns.  

 

These two pillars stand before two even wider pillars that rise up into the clock tower of City Hall – each 

of these two larger pillars is topped with a machine gun turret with an operator.  

 

Those high machine gun turrets could fire upon attacks in streets on any side of City Hall.  

 

The stonework of City Hall is fine austere traditional civic masonry, with many bullet holes and blasts, 

particularly at the street level.  

 

A guard stands immediately inside The Entrance. All guards and staff within City Hall wear dark red on 

red uniforms or body armour, with The MIDVILLE Insignia stamped in Red, Silver, or Grey. The guard 

holds an semi-automatic rifle w/bayonet and wears a heavy pistol at his side. All of the staff in City Hall 

wear open-faced headwear – to preserve the human face of the bureaucracy.  

 

As Anthony Knight and Kitten enter the door, the guard instructs them to dock their weapons at a 

cloakroom desk.  

 

Anthony Knight checks in his Shotgun & Revolver, while Kitten checks in her hi-tech Heavy Automatic 

Pistol, and they get directions to The Voter Registration Office.  

 

The entrance chamber of City Hall has a three story-high vaulted roof, great stone pillars, and two 

staircases leading the whole way to the top.  

 

Apart from the stairs, there is only one office on the first floor, and it is entitled –    

 

BOUNTY HUNTER REGISTRATION, DEPOSITS, & COLLECTIONS OFFICE 
 

Curious, Anthony Knight and Kitten peek around the corner of the archway portal.  

 

Reading a poster on the wall is a bounty hunter dressed in grey and wearing a rocket pack and helm 

with antennae, he has a trophy lock of blond hair pinned to his shoulder. 

 

The wall is covered in WANTED Posters depicting villains, the state of capture in which they are wanted, 

and the rewards being offered for each.  

 

At the side of the room are five sets of manacles bolted to the wall, beside a large hi-tech sliding metal 

door at the back of the room.  

 

At the back of the room is a window covered in armoured glass, behind which sits a female bureaucrat 

in a red business suit with her dark hair pulled back into a severe bun and pursed lips beneath long 

narrow pointed nose which holds up a small pair of round-rimmed glasses.   

 

She is typing on a machine and wearing a giant hyper-tech set of headphones.  

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten withdraw their noses from The Bounty Hunter Registration, Deposits & 

Collections Office and tip-toe upstairs to The Voter Registration Office.  

 



They climb the wide marble staircase, one of a pair, to the second floor of City Hall, which contains 

offices at each end, but the main body is filled with an auditorium that reaches through two floors.  

 

The auditorium is filling with Citizens coming to hear The Speakers.  

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten turn and walk to The Voter Registration Office – no door, only an archway.  

 

The Lady at the counter scans the bar code tattoo on the back of Anthony Knight’s left hand and she 

gives him a form to fill out.  

 

He and Kitten sit down and fill out the form.  

 

Kitten proved to be useful – for example, when he tried to write his age as “3”, she taught him that clones 

have both a chronological age and a biological age, and Anthony Knight’s Biological Age is “21”, so he 

wrote that.  

 

When they have filled out his Voter Registration Form, Anthony Knight lodges it at the counter.  

 

The bureaucrat lady, who seems to be a clone of the bureaucrat lady from downstairs, reads over his 

form, points out a few mistakes, which he corrects, and then has him stand in front of a camera which 

mounted in the wall, and she takes his photograph.  

 

From this she prints his very own MIDVILLE Voter’s Rights ID Card.  

 

“The Candidates for the coming election will be giving their speeches, in a few minutes.” 

 

The female bureaucrat tells him.  

 

And she gives to him His MIDVILLE Voter Rights ID Card.  

 

It is lovely and shiny and glossy, with his picture and biological details and The MIDVILLE City Shield.  

 

Anthony Knight, Free Autoduellist of The Zone is now a Registered Voter of MIDVILLE. 

 

-o0o- 

 

Anthony and Kitten wander into the auditorium, next door, to hear The Speeches by The Candidates for 

The Next Mayor of MIDVILLE. 

 

Since the previous Mayor was shot by Black Jesse.  

 

There are three candidates for the position of Mayor.  

 

The Wheels Party is represented by the handsome Councillor Andy Truman.  

 

The Walkers Party is represented by the corpulent Councillor Hoggett Adair.  

 

The Flower-Power Party is represented by the demure Councillor Adrianna Clayborn.  

 

Some literature on The Candidates? 

 

Cnr Andy Truman, a retired professional autoduellist and local celebrity, handsome, charismatic, and 

pro-duellist – he admits that he’s on the payroll of the big arms manufacturers, but, he points out, at 

least he’s honest about it. 



 

Cnr Bartholemew Hogget Adair, a giantly corpulent man with great moustaches and a southern drawl, 

he is massively rich and The Adairs are an Old Family in MIDVILLE Politics. He is pro-pedestrian. He is a 

Major Patron and Sponsor and Benefactor of both The MONDOs and The MFP (his son, Hogget Jnr, is a 

driver).  

 

Cnr Adrianna Clayborn, a competent but unassuming little woman who is very good at her job. She has 

no stance on The Wheels vs. Walkers issue. She supports a series of civic initiatives aimed at improving 

schooling and access to education, within The Zone.  

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten find seats together on the second floor of the auditorium.  

 

Upon The Stage, below, Councillor Adair is shaking the hand of the presenter and affirming to audience 

what great chums they are.  

 

He has a pale handlebar moustache and he is wearing an American suit in the style of The Southern 

States. He has a Southern Drawl.  

 

He takes the microphone.  

 

-o0o- 

 

“My Fellow Citizens of MIDVILLE.”  

 

“Three days ago, Black Jesse and his Gang of Godless Motorcycle-Loving Hoodlums came through our 

town.”  

 

“You are all familiar with the killing and raping and dragging off into The Wastelands and God knows 

what fate.”  

 

“I say that The People of The Zone need a Safe Refuge!”  

 

“A place where they can be free from vehicular violence.” 

 

“A place where the only sort of violence is good, old-fashioned pedestrian gun violence.”  

 

“If I am elected Mayor, I propose to make MIDVILLE a ‘Wheels Free Zone’.” 

 

There was silence.  

 

And then uproar!  

 

-o0o- 

 

When the uproar settled, The Big Old Councillor Adair was still sitting in the middle of the stage, smiling 

with satisfaction.  

 

“What will that mean, Councillor?” Came a question from the audience.  

 

Anthony Knight & Kitten began to recognize that most of the small town’s voting population had 

gathered in City Hall to hear the councillors’ speeches.  

 

“If MIDVILLE becomes a ‘Wheels Free Zone’, then all cars will have to be parked at the two entrances to 

town and everybody will walk, whilst within the town’s perimeter.”  

 

Uproar.  



 

But Cnr Batholemew Adair was holding up a piece of official-looking paper.  

 

When the crowd settled, attention turned to the smiling councillor’s piece of paper.  

 

“I have gained consent from The TV Consortium for MIDVILLE to become a Wheel’s Free Fortress Town 

– IF The Citizens choose this, by making me Mayor.”  

 

“This means that a fortified wall would be built around the town centre, and all vehicles will be docked 

at sheltered car parks by each entry.”  

 

“Will our cars be safe?” Cried out a member of the audience.  

 

“Calm your fears.” The Councillor told them. “You will be safe.”  

 

He looked at them all with his most practiced attempt at benevolence.  

 

“A Vote for Adair is a vote for Walkers.”  

 

“No more raids by Black Jesse.”  

 

“My Fellow Citizens, I leave you to The Polling Booths.”  

 

And with that Councillor Adair exited the stage.  

 

-o0o- 

 

“But is a ‘safer’ MIDVILLE really what we want?”  

 

Councillor Andy Truman had taken the stage.  

 

“Every township is ‘safe’ – outside of The Zone.”  

 

He smiled the trademark smile, for which The Arms Companies pay him so handsomely.  

 

“Autoduellists are paid by the prestige we generate through combat. For many autoduellists, Black 

Jesse’s Raids on MIDVILLE are important opportunities to enter combat and gain prestige and generate 

income. Without these ultra-violent raids, many starting autoduellists would not be able to accumulate 

enough combat vids of their successes to enter The Professional Arena Circuit.” 

 

He grinned and displayed the advertisements on his duelling outfit.  

 

“I, myself, can remember helping defend MIDVILLE against Black Jesse the 20th, when I was still an 

amateur duellist – for full details see my public combat vids.”  

 

“It is every young duellist’s right to help defend MIDVILLE against Black Jesse – and how can that happen 

if Black Jesse can’t attack MIDVILLE, anymore?” 

 

“I tell you that we should be thanking Black Jesse’s Gang for carrying off those two MONDO Fan Girls 

into The Wasteland, on the back of their cycles, last week – because he has caused us to recognize what 

is meaningful, in The World.”  

 

“Those two MONDO Fan Girls have died (or become breeding slaves) for a Great Cause!”  

 

“Autoduelling.”  

 



“I say that Councillor Adair and his Walkers Faction cross The Line, when they try to make our town 

‘safe’!”  

 

“I say that The Wheels Faction won’t tolerate being forced to park our cars outside of town – and IF The 

Right Honourable Councillor Adair erects a wall around the town, THEN we will blast it down!”  

 

“Stand up for Your Wheels!”  

 

“Vote for Andy Truman.”  

 

-o0o- 

 

Andy Truman is followed by a demure, relatively young female who wears a dark green business suit 

and a real sea-shell necklace.  

 

It fascinates Anthony Knight.  

 

He has never seen a real sea-shell, before. 

 

She represents The Flower Power Party.  

 

She has a soft, human appearance, but she is overwhelmed by the presence of the other two candidates.  

 

Her posters say that her name is Adrianna Clayborn.  

 

With a nervous cough, she introduces herself as a native of The Zone.  

 

Somebody in the row beside Anthony Knight grumbles and complains that she is not a native of 

MIDVILLE.  

 

She announces that she takes The Middle Position on The Wheels vs. Walkers Debate.  

 

If elected, she will establish a committee that will allow everybody to have their say on the matter.  

 

However, if The Committee finds against The ‘Wheels-Free Zone’ Plan, then she believes that spending 

the money to improve The School Bus and fortify The MIDVILLE School is a far more practical budget 

plan than fortifying the whole town. 

 

She then speaks of The Epidemic of Epiwallicy plaguing The MIDVILLE Zone.  

 

Epiwallicy is a form of diagnosable mass insanity that grips civilian high schools in fits of gun violence 

and then provokes NRA2 Members to make death threats toward The Surviving Children.  

 

The mental illness originated in The USA and some conspiracy theorists claim that The NRA engineered 

the insanity as a marketing strategy for The Arms Dealers who generously sponsor these epiwallic events.  

 

The MIDVILLE High School experiences an eerily consistent score of at least 1 epiwallic fit per year.  

 

How? 

 

A young student snaps, smuggles an automatic weapon into the school through unexpectedly clever 

trickery and proceeds to immortalize herself by blowing away other students and teachers and dogs and 

desks and bag racks and bus signs and then she put her gun in her mouth and communes with Eternity.  

                                                        
2 NRA = Non-cerebral Rifle Association. 



 

Nobody knows when it will happen, but every MIDVILLE school student spends the first part of the year 

waiting for it.  

 

Councillor Adrianna Claybourne believes it is a big problem worthy of City Hall’s attention.  

 

And she would also like to establish a new Wildlife Protection Board for helping Animals and Plants and 

patches of Dirt who have been disturbed by Autoduelling, within The Radius.  

 

“And I also think The Zone expresses a hyper-masculine culture that stereotypes women into supporting 

cast characters and victims!” 

 

She passionately declares. 

 

-o0o- 

 

(Later, in The Foyer.) 

 

“Hey, Clam.”  

 

“My name is Anthony Knight.”  

 

“Sure, Clam. Listen, are you an Autoduellist?” 

 

“Yes.”  

 

“I knew it. Are you going to The Wheels Party Rally at The MIDVILLE Autoduelling Arena?”  

 

“Perhaps? When is it?”  

 

“The 25th. There will be a free sausage sizzle and bikini girls, if you help hand out Andy Truman pamphlets 

for free.”    

 

“How many sizzling sausages can I have?”  

 

“As many as you can fit.”  

 

“Kitten, would you like to come to the sausage sizzle with me?”  

 

Kitten has been watching the entire exchange, with silent amusement.  

 

-o0o-  

 

THE MONDOS GO TO JOE’S OIL PUMP 

 

The Afternoon is growing long and The Sun shines scintillating reds over Lake Midville.  

 

Kitten & Anthony Knight are laughing and whispering to each other, in front of an armoured window 

opening to The Lake.  

 

They are sitting at a small tall round table in Joe’s Oil Pump, an autoduellists’ tavern in MIDVILLE.   

 

The music is relaxed and they are each sipping a bottle of BABYLON Beer, a major corporate sponsor of 

The Zone.  

 

Joe’s Oil Pump is having a relaxed afternoon that looks like the start of rocking evening.   



 

-o0o- 

 

The Tavern’s front double doors open.  

 

Enter half-a dozen or more men wearing blue body armour with yellow highlights and visored spherical 

helmets with a pair of speed lines down the centre – and each of them carries a not insignificant handgun 

and wears a sidearm.  

 

The MONDOS.  

 

There is silence in the tavern, as The MONDOs scan the room.  

 

MONDOS don’t usually come to Joe’s Oil Pump.  

 

It is a Wheels drinking hole.  

 

The MONDOs are The Walkers.  

 

Pedestrian Combat Warriors.  

 

-o0o- 

 

The leader of The MONDOs walks directly to the bar and bangs his high-powered automatic combat 

rifle on the benchtop – the other MONDOs follow him. 

 

Silence.  

 

“We don’t want any trouble, Harold.”  

 

Joe the Bartender says to The MONDO leader.  

 

The MONDO Leader named Harold smiles nastily and opens his hands in mock innocence.  

 

“We just came for a drink, Joe.”  

 

Silence.  

 

“What’ll you have?” Joe replies cautiously and proceeded to pour them each a tall glass mug of German 

beer.  

 

-o0o- 

 

Harold Milsap stood at the bar, sipped his beer in mock innocence, as he scanned the pub, looking for 

trouble.  

 

There were not many people around.  

 

And then his gaze settled upon The Lovers.  

 

His nasty smile widened.  

 

“Come on, boys.” He said to his fellow MONDOs. “Let’s have some fun.”  

 

He took his beer and walked over to the table at which sat Anthony Knight and Kitten.  

 



“Mind if I join ya?” Harold Milsap said to Kitten as he sat down, without waiting for an answer.  

 

Anthony Knight noticed that Kitten had quietly drawn her heavy pistol and was pointing it at Harold’s 

kidney, under the table.  

 

“I tolerate primitives with the same relish as stale beer.”  

 

She replies. 

 

Harold and his fellow MONDOs laugh.  

 

“How’d you like to tolerate each of us, in turn? This is The Zone and you might find us patrolling the 

streets late one night, and we might need you to show us some gratitude for the protection we provide. 

I’ll go first, see’in as you’ve taken a real liking to me. Then you can show your gratitude to each of my 

boys, Pussy Cat.”  

 

Anthony Knight had his powerful revolver out and pointed at Harold Milsap’s head. 

 

All of The MONDOs had their large rifles and handguns pointed at Anthony Knight.  

 

Stand-off. 

 

-o0o- 

 

Click! Click!  

 

The room turned to the source of the sound.  

 

Joe the Barman stood behind his bar with a double-barrelled shotgun in hand.  

 

“This weapon is loaded with Anti-Personal Ammo, Harold.”  

 

Silence. 

 

“That means on shot with both barrels will shred your body armour and put you in the ground.”  

 

Silence.  

 

“If you boys have got a matter to settle, you know what to do.”  

 

“What’s that, Joe?” Asked Harold Milsap, slowly.  

 

“Take it Acapulco Alley.”  

 

-o0o- 

 

THE PISTOL DUEL 

 

Acapulco Alley places the two duellists so far apart that the penalty to hit is -3 for distance – this is 

compounded with the -3 penalty for targeting a pedestrian and the +1 bonus for firing at a stationary 

target & +1 bonus for stationary firer = total -4 “to hit” penalty for both pistol duellists.  

 

This will be a duel of wits.  

 

Both duellists use a heavy pistol – a weapon that needs a base “to hit” roll of 7 or above on two 6-sided 

dice (note: a double six is always a hit).  



 

This means both duellists need to roll 11 or higher “to hit”.  

 

The sustained fire bonus comes into play, giving both duellists +1 “to hit” on The 2nd Shot, and +2 “to 

hit” on consequent Shots.  

 

To duel, both duellists make a reflex roll (1d6), the highest shoots first.  

 

Both duellists shoot a single bullet and then lower their weapon to their sides.  

 

The ritual repeats itself until one duellist is dead or yields.  

 

 
 

-o0o- 

 

The 1st Pair of Shots.  

 

Anthony Knight is slow. Harold Milsap shoots first, but both duellists miss.  

 

The 2nd Pair of Shots.  

 

This is his first pistol duel and the first time he has used his new gun, but why is new Anthony Knight so 

slow?  

 

Harold Milsap shoots first, but both duellists miss.  

 

The 3rd Pair of Shots.  

 

Anthony Knight is draws fast! He shoots first, but both he and Harold Milsap miss.  

 

The 4th Pair of Shots.  

 



Anthony Knight is draws fast and misses! But the blast of Harold Milsap’s bullet hits Anthony Knight full 

in the chest, fracturing the breastplate of his body armour.  

 

He is knocked back three steps and shocked!  

 

He looks at the breastplate. He touches the fractures around the bullet, lodged above his heart. He looks 

at the ground where he was standing, a few seconds ago.  

 

He looks up at Harold Milsap.  

 

Sneering at him and meanly smirking, at the other end of Acapulco Alley.  

 

His brow furrows.  

 

He steps back up to his chosen duelling position.  

 

He notices Kitten out of the corner of his eye and looks over at her.  

 

She looked worried, but gives him the thumbs up.  

 

He turns back to his opponent.  

 

Every ordinarily-sized human body has 3 points. The 1st point of damage to his body, hurts. The 2nd point 

of damage to his body hurts so much that medical attention becomes essential and he would remain 

conscious only by force of will. The 3rd point of damaged to his body renders him unconscious and he 

will die without professional medical attention administered within minutes. More damage than that is 

immediate death. 

 

Protecting his Body, he wears Body Armour.  

 

His Body Armour has 3 points. Each point of damage permanently destroys a point of Body Armour, but 

otherwise is unharmful to the wearer. When wearing Body Armour, damage is always dealt to The BA, 

before it is dealt to The Body.  

 

Girls are the same.  

 

A Heavy Pistol deals 2 points of damage.  

 

Both contestants wield a Heavy Pistol.  

 

This means that –  

 

The 1st Hit damages The Body Armour. 

 

The 2nd Hit bites flesh. 

 

The 3rd Hit kills. 

 

It is the same for both duellists.  

 

Either duellist can yield and end the duel, at any time.  

 

-o0o- 

 

“Duellist Anthony Knight – do you yield?” 

 



Came the chanted call of The Master of Ceremonies, a cook from The Acapulco, the restaurant beside 

which they are duelling.  

 

Silence.  

 

Anthony Knight stares at Harold Milsap and Harold Milsap stares at Anthony Knight.  

 

Then Anthony Knight replies.  

 

“I will not.” 

 

The Duel will continue!  

 

The 5th Pair of Shots.  

 

Harold Milsap’s second heavy revolver bullet blasts through Anthony Knight’s Body Armour, tearing into 

the flesh of his shoulder.  

 

Interestingly, he did not think to cry out – he was too busy concentrating upon existing.  

 

The Bleeding Anthony Knight squares his shoulders, stands straight, and stares down his opponent, at 

the other end of Acapulco Alley.  

 

Silence. 

 

The voice from the side again calls out, “Anthony Knight, will you yield?”  

 

Anthony Knight is now faced with a choice.  

 

The 1st shot that hit Anthony Knight dealt 2 points of damage to his Body Armour.  

 

The 2nd shot that hit Anthony Knight dealt 1 points of damage to his Body Armour and 1 point of damage 

bit his flesh.  

 

If he continues, he risks being shot again.  

 

If he is shot again, he will be unconscious and dead, unless The Ambunaught can get him to The Midville 

Civic Hospital.  

 

A radio crackles, among the spectators. 

 

“News Flash! Black Jesse’s Gang is raising Hell at some outlying farms near MIDVILLE! The MFP and 

Ambunaughts are have their hands full with the casualties!”  

 

The radio warns.  

 

The owner of the radio switches it off.  

 

There is silence in Acapulco Alley.  

 

“Anthony Knight, will you yield?”  

 

The Acapulco Staff Boy calls again.  

 

Silence.  

 



Anthony Knight answers.  

 

“I will not.”  

 

The Boy smiles and steps back.  

 

The pretty latin girl in the bright red bikini top steps forward and holds up the red scarf.  

 

She drops the scarf.  

 

As the scarf touches the ground, the two duellists raise their pistols and FIRE!  

 

The 6th Pair of Shots.  

 

If he is hit by one more shot, Anthony Knight will die, probably.  

 

Both duellists miss.  

 

Both duellists empty the chambers of their old-style traditional revolver pistols and reload.  

 

-o0o- 

 

Anthony Knight is risking his life.  

 

Harold Milsap is undamaged.  

 

Anthony Knight needs to land three shots on his opponent, in order to beat him.  

 

Statistically, continuing with the duel, rather than yielding, is an act of bravery. 

 

It begins again.  

 

Each duellist stands with his arm straight at his side, unsheathed pistol in hand.  

 

As the red scarf touches the ground….  

 

The 7th Pair of Shots.  

 

Both duellist raise their weapons and FIRE! 

 

The shots echo through the night of The Allyway.  

 

Both duellists have missed again.  

 

The 8th Pair of Shots.  

 

Silence in Acapulco Ally.  

 

A crowd has gathered to watch The Pistol Duel.  

 

Anthony Knight is bleeding profusely.  

 

The breastplate of his body armour has splintered and fallen off, leaving his torn unprotected chest 

exposed.  

 

Harold Milsap’s blue and yellow MONO Body Armour is not even damaged.  



 

Anthony Knight must risk his life to proceed to another round of shots, but even if he hits Harold Milsap 

this round, The MONDO won’t even bleed.  

 

Anthony Knight must then risk a second series of rounds before there is any chance Harold Milsap might 

yield.   

 

The 9th Pair of Shots.  

 

Determined, Anthony Knight wins the initiative and blasts Harold Milsap full in The Chest!  

 

The smug MONDO is driven back by the force of the bullet’s blast.  

 

He looks shocked.  

 

He growls and looks up, glaring at Anthony Knight through bared teeth.  

 

He stands up straight and waves away the offer to yield.  

 

He stands ready to fight.  

 

The 10th Pair of Shots.  

 

Harold Milsap is faster and shoots first, but misses – before he is driven backwards by a second blasting 

.44 magnum bullet from Anthony Knight’s giant classic-style revolver.  

 

Anthony Knight has hit his target, again.  

 

Harold Milsap is bleeding.  

 

Now, they are even.  

 

A single bullet to either of them will finish the duellist.  

 

“Duellist Harold Milsap – will you yield?” Comes the voice of The Master of Ceremonies. 

 

“No!” Barks the angrily growling Harold Milsap, then he adds, “Either you yield or you leave here in a 

body bag, Autoduellist Scum!”  

 

The MONDO Pedestrian Duellist threatens.  

 

Silence.  

 

“Duellist Anthony Knight, will you yield?” The Master of Ceremonies queries.  

 

Silence.  

 

Anthony Knight now faces a dangerous choice.  

 

If they continue you, one of the two duellists will almost certainly die, on the pavement of Acapulco Ally.  

 

As many young bucks have died there, standing where each of the two are standing, now.   

 

Anthony Knight only needs to survive in The Zone, for a year.  

 

He might die, tonight, if he continues.  



 

He looks over at Kitten.  

 

She has 911 typed into her wrist phone – she is holding it up to show him that she will instantly call for 

The Ambunaught, if he gets shot.  

 

He smiles.  

 

“I will fight.”  

 

Anthony Knight declares.  

 

The 11th Pair of Shots.  

 

Before his opponent has pulled the trigger, Anthony Knight lifts his handgun and shoots Harold Milsap, 

dead.  

 

 

-o0o- 

 

ACAPULCO GOLD 

You may find it difficult to believe, but Anthony Knight sampled alcohol for the first time on the night 

he met the girl who took him to The Night Races.  

 

Alcohol is brewed fruits of plants, hashish is rubbed resin of a plants, psychedelic mushroom is dried 

fruit of fungi.  



 

The Free Society of 2519 is a place where most recreational herbs are legal.  

 

The Acapulco Restaurant & Club, in MIDVILLE is a place where The Spice flows.  

 

If you want the best smoke MIDVILLE has to offer, and arguably The Best in The Zone, you go to The 

Acapulco and talk to one of the old hippies who seem to permanently inhabit the shady corner booths 

and tables of this establishment. You can get local MIDVILLE green, grown in The Zone, in some citizens’ 

backyard, cheap ($50 per Ounce). If your tastes are up-market, these ancient hippies can give you fluffy 

healthy organic buds, grown in The Zone, on the permaculture farms, around The Green Door Truck 

Stop ($75 per Ounce). If you are a real Lover of The Herb, they can give you Aztec Temple Moss or Incan 

Sacrifice Heads, which are the stock names for The Best Non-Vintage South-American Herb of the 

season (the name communicates the herb’s origin, e.g. from an Incan or Aztec region, as The Club buys 

from all over South America ~ $150 per Ounce). But most people who there are not interested in cheap 

rubbish. Most people want The Real Deal.  

 

The Acapulco Gold. 

 

Grown in The Ancient Temples of Acapulco, these long, thick super-compressed heads (i.e. the mature 

fruit of the plant) are the size and shape of the human penis and laced in the mystical resin oil of the 

plant extracted, concentrated, and then soaked into the dried heads to make the most potent smoke 

known to humanity.  

 

The Acapulco Gold.  

 

$500 per Ounce.  

 

But Anthony Knight has never smoked The Sacred Herb, and Kitten has advised him to only bother with 

The Best. 

 

-o0o-  

  

There are two old hippies siting in the two corners at the end of The Acapulco.  

 

To the right is a long-haired old Woodstock Devotee, with a pistol strapped to his leg and an Anti-

Vehicular Rifle leaning against the wall behind him.  

 

To the left is an old Mexican hippy gunslinger unshaven, with a toothpick in the side of his mouth, a 

dusty old poncho and zambrero.  

 

Anthony Knight decides to talk to The Mexican.  

 

-o0o- 

 

THE ANARCHY RUN 

 

“Take a seat, Gringo.” He said, appraising Kitten’s Curves.  

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten sat down at the table in the left back corner of The Acapulco Club & 

Restaurant, with a view of the car park where he had stood, earlier that night.  

 

“I saw your moves.” The Mexican said. “Nice shooting, Gringo. Those MONDOs are dirt-disturbers.”  

 

“Have you ever fought a duel in The Alley?”  

 

Anthony Knight asked.  



 

“Yeah, Gringo. I shot dead the same MONDO you shot dead. He’ll be back in a few days, when they 

download his memories into his clone. Then he’ll want to shoot you, but instead he’ll annoy somebody 

else and forget about you.”  

 

Anthony Knight smiled widely.  

 

“We would like to buy some herb.” He said.  

 

“Sure, Gringo. What do you want?”  

 

“The Acapulco Gold.”  

 

“Wow, Man. You want The Real Deal. So, you know The Game?”     

 

“Yes.” Kitten replied. 

 

He smiled widely.  

 

“This is my night, babies.” He said as he unfolded a menu from the table and signalled for the waitress.  

 

-o0o- 

 

Sunk into the centre of every table in the club is a brass and coloured glass hopaak pipe. Customers buy 

a wooden mouth piece and water bubbles as they smoke through the long cords, while live music plays  

up on the stage.  

 

The show will start in an hour.  

 

Many tourists come into The Zone only to buy Acapulco Gold, for within Australia, it is unique to the 

establishment and available nowhere else.  

 

But to buy Acapulco Gold involves a ritual. 

 

You start by signalling that you are The Real Thing by buying The Old Hippie Herb Dealer a bottle of 

The Most Expensive Pirate’s Rum in The Bar.  

 

The Captain’s Store of The Old Gold. 

 

$150 per bottle.  

 

Because according to legend, The Captain is the only member of the crew who can have the good rum, 

without needing to sell a block of Acapulco Gold. 

 

This rum is marketed worldwide, so it must be of genuinely superior quality. 

 

But when you buy The Old Hippie a bottle, he will know that you are serious.  

 

He will then tell you a tale, while you buy for him a supper of anything he wants to eat or drink, from 

the menu.  

 

And whilst his job depends on him holding his liquor, expect him to drink a prodigious amount.  

 

When this is delivered, The Old Hippy takes out a head of The Acapulco Gold, lets the customer examine 

it, smell it.  

 



He then packs up a cone of The Acapulco Gold and they smoke, whilst he tells a legend of The Zone.  

 

It is a performance available nowhere else in The World.  

 

The legend told is different every time, but these hippies are skilled story-tellers. 

 

The customers launch into orbit as they listen to the hippy’s fascinating stories.  

 

Their food arrives and they banquet on the wholesome organic soul food of the establishment.  

 

At the completion of the meal, The Old Hippy will take them to buy The Acapulco Gold, if they have 

decided to buy.  

 

-o0o- 

 

THE GREEN DOOR TRUCK STOP 

 

“I am going to tell you the story of cyclist named Mile High.” The Mexican decided. “Have you Gringos 

been to The Green Door Truck Stop?”  

 

Anthony Knight has seen The Green Door Truck Stop on many TV Vids of The Zone, but he has not been 

there, yet. 

 

“I have heard that The Green Door Truck Stop has The Freedom Radius.” 

 

Kitten commented.  

 

Like The 5-mile MIDVILLE Radius, The Freedom Radius is a 10-mile radius around The Green Door Truck 

Stop.  

 

Within that 10-mile Freedom Radius, all approaching vehicles are within range of the two giant tank 

guns, mounted within The Truck Stop.  

 

Each gun blasts for 10 dice damage.  

 

No other weapon in The Zone is this powerful. 

 

Enough to blow up a car with a single shot or stop a truck with three shots.  

 

The Green Door Truck Stop has not got an equivalent of The MFP – no Freeway Patrol Force.  

 

But an approaching wasteland army or ram vehicle or cycle gang would be blown away long before it 

reaches The Green Door Truckstop.  

 

And The Green Door Truckstop is entirely protected by a thick wall with battlemounts and catwalks and 

heavy turreted lasers at each of the four corners.  

 

This is a Fortified Settlement.  

 

MIDVILLE is considering the question of becoming a fortified settlement.  

 

A Wheels-Free Fortress Town.  

 

The Green Door Truckstop is one of only a few technological settlements, in The Zone.  

 



The Green Door Truck Stop is the centre of a 10-mile radius of agricultural/permacultural freaky farms, 

famous for The Sacred Herb they grow.  

 

It is a strange place, by every account, with a culture of its own. 

 

In the centre of The Green Door Truck Stop is The Only Skyscraper in The Zone.  

 

Fifteen stories tall, reinforced concreate with naturally occurring vertical gardens, covering the sides of 

the building.  

 

The 2nd Tank Gun is mounted in the roof-top garden of the building and operated by two gunners who 

sit in the moving turret, capola-style – it covers the rear 180° arc, behind the tower, the ground-mounted 

turret covers the front 180° arc.  

 

Nobody creates trouble within The Green Door.  

 

The management is strict in its love of Peace.  

 

Then, Kitten asked a Philosophical Question – How Happy are Hippy Values in a Zone where Violence is 

Legal?  

 

-o0o- 

 

SOUL FOOD IN THE ZONE 

 

The food at The Acapulco has been described in magazines reviews or pamphlets as “tolerably good”. 

The quality is eatable, but not gourmet. However, The Acapulco is praised for its extensive, unusual, and 

diverse menu, which also includes a section on Mexican Vegetarian “Soul Food”.  

 

The Old Mexican Hippy orders three giant dishes, a few side orders, and three Mexican beers for himself.  

 

Anthony Knight orders a Mexican beer, an organic kangaroo steak, and an organic Burrito made from 

the meat of The Emu.  

 

The Emu is a giant Australian Bird, bigger than a man. Its legs are powerful. It can tear apart an 

unarmoured man’s stomach in a single ripping shred of its astonishingly powerful claws. They are a 

delicacy, in Australia, and hunting parties sometime come into The Zone to shoot them.  

 

The Acapulco serves only agriculturally-raised Emu flesh.  

 

But herds of wild Emu wander the vast ‘empty’ expanses of The Zone.  

 

Anthony Knights Burrito of Spice-Fried Emu Flesh is a rectangle of thin dry-fried bread forming a pillow 

filled with spiced rice, green vegetables, fresh herbs, and sizzling ground Emu meat in Mexican Spices.  

 

Kitten has ordered strips of kangaroo cooked Mexican BBQ style and laid beside a bowl filled with a 

burstingly fresh cold green bean salad in fragrant herbs on brown rice.  

 

The old Mexican storyteller speared his enchilada, cut a slice, and ate.  

 

He relished the food.  

 

He sipped on the cold tequila and lime and soda, that stood beside three beers, next to his plate.  

 

He breathed a sigh of a burned out old hippy herb-dealer’s contentment, in The Zone.  

 



“That food is going to get cold, if you keep talking.”  

 

Kitten said.  

 

“Ah.” He shrugged. “We order it. You pay for it. It sits on the table to tempt your belly with its smell and 

appearance – so that you will buy food and eat and drink, while I talk. I’m allowed to nibble, but I am 

not allowed to mess up the appearance of the food, until you are gone. It’s the ritual.” He seemed 

philosophical about it. “We eat cold food.”  

 

He grinned.  

 

“But you can buy me another drink.”  

 

He signalled to the waitress to bring another of the same.  

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten would have to pay for his meal and as much as he drinks during his story.  

 

It’s the ritual.  
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The Old Gold arrives.  

 

The old Mexican Hippy sharp-shooter wiped the dust of the bottle with his red scarf (the same scarf that 

had dictated the duel, earlier that night), leaned back in his chair and admired the rum. 

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten puff on the pipe. 

 

“Gringos,” The Old Hippy grinned knowingly. “I’m going tell you about a local legend of The Green Door 

Truck Stop.”  

 

“I’m going to tell you the story of The Night that Mile High made The Anarchy Way Run.”  

 

Anthony Knight was curious, because he knew the old hippy herb-dealers would always honour this 

ritual by telling a true legend of The Zone.  

 

“You Gringos heard of Mile High?”  

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten both shook their head.  

 

“Mile High is a legend. He rides an old-style low-slung Shotgun Cycle, with his feet up higher that his 

ears. It’s called The Pinball Wizard and it’s a wild thing to see, baby, when he rides that chikita.” 

 

“Is he a member of Black Jesse’s Gang?”  

 

Anthony Knight asked.  

 

“No, man. Mile High ain’t a member of any gang. He’s a Lone Wolf. But all The Gangs respect him. He is 

one Crazy Dude.”  

 

“He made The Anarchy Run, so he is free to come and go, ‘round MIDVILLE, and The MFP can’t touch 

him, unless he shoots up a civic em-ploy-ee or performs some other a-tro-sae-tee. But he ain’t the sort 

to cause trouble for no reason. Anyhow, he don’t come ‘round MIDVILLE much.”  

 

“Boss Hog, The Right ‘Onerable Councillor Adair ain’t his biggest fan. But The Councillor’s wife, Mrs 

Chastity Adair – she got her own opinions, on that subject.”  



 

He picked up the tall beer that was being unloaded in front of him, with the marvellous Mexican supper, 

and he leaned back in his seat.  

 

“Have you met Mrs Chastity Adair?” 

  

They indicated that they had seen a few pictures, at City Hall.  

 

“She’s very young, isn’t she?”  

 

Commented Kitten.  

 

The old hippy grinned widely.  

 

“She turned eighteen years old, the day they married. Lovely Lady – Uncontrollably Social. It drives The 

Councillor up The Walls. When she married The Councillor, she had a dream of being a movie star and 

The Adair Fortune got her the lead role a film called ‘The Girl Next Door’.”  

 

“Really?”  

 

“But in the domestic wake of stardom, she developed a behaviour problem and The Councillor put her 

into rehab. Now, she claims to have been redeemed by Jesus and she is a leading member of the local 

Church – but she has also been redeemed by Mile High, at least once.”  

 

“You see, Gringos, The Councillor’s Problem is Biological.” 

 

“Whenever The Councillor tries to produce an Heir, he has to take his wife off The Contraceptive Pill.”   

 

“But whenever he takes her off The Pill….”  

 

“She goes crazy and misbehaves.”   

 

“The Doctors say she has an over-active female metabolism.”  

 

Kitten blinked.  

 

“The whole town knows?”  

 

She asked.  

 

The old Mexican hippy smiled toothlessly.  

 

“Yeah, Gringo, everybody is praying for them.”  

 

“And that brings us to the night that Councillor Adair arrived home early from The City Hall Function (to 

which his wife's headache had prevented her from attending) and discovered his wife and a horse and 

Mile High in his Boudoir.”  

 

“Have you ever seen how much volume a horse produces?”  

 

Anthony Knight shook his head.  

 

“It’s a beautiful thing.”  

 

“At least, that was Mrs Chastity Adair’s opinion, the night that Mile High came.”  

 



“Unsurprisingly, Boss Hog tried to shoot him.”  

   

“But the gun frightened the horse who knocked over the champagne bottle which popped and caused 

Boss Hog to drop his gun and surrender.”  

 

“Then Mile High had his gun in the first instant of the first opportunity – and the tables had turned.”  

 

“Everybody was satisfied, except the horse, who was jolting and prancing and rolling its eyes in the crazy 

horse prelude to an equine emotional outpouring.”  

 

“Mile High, noticing the continuance of the equine uprightness and being quick-witted, put Mrs Chastity 

Adair to work in the single act guaranteed to absorb the full attention of any male animal.” 

 

“Adroit thinking had temporarily saved the situation, but a more lasting solution was necessary.” 

 

“Then, Mile High noticed the terrified Councillor Hogget Adair gazing in drooling righteous indignation 

at his wife, who shrugged her shoulders helplessly and continued in her attempts to placate The Beast.”  

 

“And that is when Mile High ordered Councillor Adair to perform a not entirely non-consensual act.”  

 

“Luckily, they managed to get The Councillor into a position where he could save them all from The 

Horse’s Craziness.”  

 

“After the horse had managed his Number Two, The Councillor bolted for The Toilet to manage his own 

voluminously Number Two. “ 

 

“And that was when Mile High escaped.”  
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What Kitten really seems to like is The Fruit.  

 

The Acapulco serves (as a menu item) a chilled bowl of real fruit.  

 

A great variety of fruit. 

 

And Kitten is eating it.  

 

A Giant Cold Pear, a pair of icy-cold Green Kiwi Fruit, a wedge of Pineapple, a bunch of fresh Grapes, 

dripping with dew, two rich juicy Persimmons that melted in the mouth, a pair of giant sweet Mangos, 

long honey chalk bananas, Sweet Juicy Peaches, Apricots, great deluges of Dark Rich Wildly Naughty 

Faerie Sweet Sugar Plums.   

 

She had them bring a fruit bowl to the table and she munched on fruit and sipped on Margarittas, 

Sangreal, and Chocolate Milkshakes, all through The Old Hippy’s Story.  

 

She seemed to be enjoying every bite of The Fruit.  

 

And then came The Ice Cream.  

 

With Wild Berries.  

 

Strawberries, Mulberries, Gogi berries and many other wondrous berries.  

 

-o0o- 

  



“So, there is Mile High, escaping from the window of the bedroom of the guy whose sponsorship 

provides the donuts for The MFP.”  

 

“Mile High was on his cycle and out of there.” 

 

“As he passed City Hall, he planted radio-mines on the front axles of the two MFP Cruiser parked out 

front.”  

 

“Then he was gone onto The Freeway, as fast as his cycle could take him.”  

 

“Flying along The Freeway in The Moonlight. The first two MFP Cruisers made it as far as The Freeway 

and then parked in the centre of the road and waited for the tow truck, each of them missing a front 

wheel. That is when the real pursuit started to kick into action.”  

 

“Three Cruisers patrol The Anarchy Way, and they can be where they need to be, real quick.”  

 

“They tried to blast Mile High and he let them get real close, on each side of them – then he tricked one 

of them into knocking the other off the road. It happened so fast, they didn’t even land a shot on his 

wheels. Real risky move, on a cycle.” 

 

“Then he had to deal with The Interceptor – MIDVILLE’s Best.”  

 

“Back then, it was a man named The Snake.”  

 

“He went at Mile High from the front and tried to run him off the road.”  

 

“But that’s when The World discovered that Mile High is full of tricks!”  

 

“Jump Jets.”  

 

“Rocket Boosters mounted under the vehicle to give airborne lift.”  

 

“Mile High went straight over the top of him.”  

 

“And then opened up his cycle and flew for Freedom!”  

 

“The Interceptor pulled a T-Stop and took off back up The Freeway, after him.” 

 

“But a car is rarely a match for a cycle in speed or acceleration.”  

 

“Mile High played ‘Purple Haze’ as he crossed The Line to Victory.”  

 

“And that night, some TV presenter somewhere referred to his cycle as The Pinball Wizard and the name 

has become a part of The Mile High Legend.” 
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“You Gringos know how many times a lone cycle has made The Anarchy Run, in The 500 Year History of 

The Zone?”  

 

They shook their heads.  

 

“Five.”  

 

They were suitably impressed.   

 



“You know why I told you that story?”  

 

They shook their heads.  

 

“I told you that story so that you know that one of The Greatest Cyclists alive is living in The Zone, now, 

as we speak.”  

 

Profound silence.  

 

“I told you that story so that if you ever meet a lone cyclist on the freeways of The Zone, you keep 

driving.”  

 

“Because you never know when you might be driving past Mile High.”  

 

“And he will kick your butt, the way he kicked the butts of five MFP Cruisers.”  

 

“So, you tip your hat and you keep driving, Gringo.”  

 

-o0o- 

  

According to the ritual, The Hippy Herb Dealer won’t open The Bottle of Old Gold, until he is ready to 

signal the completion of his tales.  

 

For he will talk entirely from start to finish of the meal, telling legends and stories and answering 

questions about The Zone – it is quite a “performance”.  

 

When desert is replete, The Mexican Hippy grins and calls for three “rum crystals” (the traditional 

glasses).  

 

He then proceeds to open the bottle with the words –    

 

May you Respect yourself.  

 

A Key Axiom, when addressing all facets of intoxication culture.  

 

He then pours a single glass each, they all drink.  

 

The whole staff of The Acapulco have been watching the entire performance and everything is prepared 

at the signal.  

 

The Hippy then takes the bottle (his treasure to keep) and proceeds to guide Anthony Knight and Kitten 

through an Mexican bead veil door, and on past shadowy alcoves where whores and Johns moan, to out 

the back to meet The Mexican.  

 

It is said that The Mexican has killed a dozen men in The Alleyway behind The Acapulco – before he 

started working for The Acapulco. 

 

The Mexican is a big part of the reason nobody causes trouble in The Acapulco.  

 

People take it out into The Alleyway.  

 

The Mexican keeps The Stash of Acapulco Gold.  

 

This herb is imported from Acapulco and it is the most potent, no paranoia, smooth groove herb, but it 

is sold only in ounce or kilo bricks at $500 per ounce or $10 000 per kilo brick.  

 



An ounce is no encumbrance. 

 

A kilo brick is approximately 35cm x 25cm x 20cm, after it has been put through the super-compression 

machine - 2GE.  

 

The Acapulco Gold is imported through the home contacts of The Club’s Network and is available 

nowhere else in The Zone or Australia. People actually travel into The Zone, risking their lives, merely to 

buy this commodity, which is made precious by its scarcity.  

 

Anthony Knight buys an ounce of Acapulco Gold – a bag the size of a sandwich.  
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After more Mexican beer and a great live music show, Anthony Knight and Kitten drive down to The 

Beach of Lake Midville, where they sat in his Hotshot.  

 

“Have you been to The Skywheels Interzonal Airport?” Kitten asked.  

 

Anthony Knight had not, but he had seen it on TV, many times.  

 

The Skywheels Interzonal Airport was originally to be called The Skywalker Interzonal Airport, but then 

it was discovered that that word Skywalker is already inhabited.  

 

The word ‘Interzonal’ is a little different, William Burroughs would probably agree, because in a Free 

World, we can’t stop people from using terms like The Radius? 

 

Terra Nullius and the concept of space – a puzzling quandary. 

 

But I promised you a relatively uncomplicated story and Everything is relative, according to Einstein.  

 

The Skywheels Interzonal Airport is a) a hub of helicopter culture within The Zone, b) a winged-plane 

aerodrome, and c) a space port for small interplanetary craft.  

 

The Skywheels Interzonal Airport is situated safely within The Radius of MIDVILLE and is The Primary 

Airfield of The Zone.  

 

Kitten wants Anthony Knight to take her to watch The Space Ships lift off into Space. 
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Anthony Knight and Kitten make out (i.e. kiss) as they watched The Moon shining over The Lake.  

 

Kitten tastes like chocolate ice cream and milkshakes.  

 

Kissing her is lovely.  

 

As The Stars fill in The Night Sky, he touches her breast, under her body armour.  

 

She is soft and full and warm in his arms.  

 

They stayed there for a long time, in The Night full of stars.  

 

Then she showed him her water-proof combat belt.  

 

Perfect for keeping safe car-keys, combat knifes, and jewels – puzzle code-sealed.  

 



Kitten’s heavy pistol is water-proof! 

 

Perfect for moonlight swims in The Lovely Lake Midville.  

 

And The Water was lovely.  

 

Kitten later lost her panties.  

 

They floated away. 

 

But she didn’t lose her combat belt.  

 

Puzzle-code sealed. 

 

-o0o- 

 

A NOTE ON AUTODUELLIST ETIQUETTE 

 

As they swam, as so many men do, Anthony Knight, in the presence of a weapon and a female, sought 

to playfully draw her dagger and put it to his lover’s throat.  

 

He could not.  

 

Puzzle-code sealed.  

 

But she placed her hand upon his, when he tried, seeing the significance of the act, and she said.  

 

“Violence Play is an ugliness when it is toward Females with whom you share Love. Violence is for The 

Streets. Females are for Love. To possess The Spiritual Treasure of This Understanding is a difference 

between a Knight and a Villain.”  

 

And Anthony Knight, fresh from The Clone Tanks and New to The World, did gain chivalric growth of his 

etiquette skills.  

 

Boys require chivalric training and without it, a boy is a lowly dog. No girl should ever expect a boy to 

arrive, pre-trained. A boy who has chivalric training is a beautiful being.  
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Later that night Anthony Knight and Kitten returned to his room, in “The Bunker” Small Arms Motel, 

overlooking Lake MIDVILLE. 

 

The Night was cool and lovely and they felt free.  

 

Entwined upon his bed they smoked more of The Acapulco Gold, as they gazed out of their full wall 

windows, over the moonlit lake.  

  

They were blissful in each others’ arms while, around the corner and unseen by the lovers, Joe’s Oil Pump 

burned.  

 

The Ambunaught had not gotten Harold Milsap to The MIDVILLE Civic Hospital, in time to save his life.  

 

He had died on the tarmac of Acapulco Ally.  

 

The MONDOs had gathered in their bar, “The Bar None”, drank and growled to each other, then decided 

that something had to be done about those autoduellist scum.  



 

A mob of MONDOs had marched to Joe’s Oil Pump to avenge Harold Milsap’s death and what resulted 

became known as The Last Bloody Beer Brawl of Joe’s Oil Pump.  

 

Some idiot had unpinned a thermite grenade, during the brawl.  

 

Joe’s Oil Pump burned to The Ground. 

 

Whilst high in the small fortified hotel tower on the shore of Lake MIDVILLE, blissfully unaware lovers 

basked in the perfect solitude of togetherness.  
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SCENARIO 
 

THE PISTOL DUEL 
(2 Pedestrian Duellists with a Heavy Pistol, each) 

 

-o0o- 

 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
 

Anthony Knight won The Duel by Bravery & Nerve – and The Fans love it! 

 

-o0o- 

 

AWARDS 
SKILL 

 

Anthony Knight 

 +1pt (Handgunner Skill) for entering and surviving Combat 

 +1pt (Handgunner Skill) for facing Death and continuing Combat, when severely wounded 

+1pt (General Skill Point) for winning a Pistol Duel 

+1pt (General Skill Point) for killing his first Human  

 

Kitten 

 +1pt (General Skill Point) for “Kitten experiencing The Real Thing” 

 

PRESTIGE (Amateur Duellist = $500 per Point)  

 +1pt for entering Combat 

 +1pt  for Bravery, when facing Great Danger 

 +1pt for Killing his Opponent 

 +1pt for winning a Pistol Duel 

 

LOOT 

  

$5180  TOTAL Initial Account Balance 

 

 +$1500  Television Royalties for winning The Pistol Duel ($500 per Prestige Point earned) 

 $6680  TOTAL Loot 

 

 -$244  Purchases (Heavy Pistol & 2x Boxes of 16 HP Shots, 2x Box of 16 Shotgun 

Rounds, Box of 3 Limpet Mines) 

-$700  1 Oz. Acapulco Gold (Green Alien Pipe Weed) & associated Banquet 

-$500  Purchases in Advance – one-week accommodation & board at The Bunker 

 -$1444  TOTAL Expenditure 

 

 $5236  Current Account Balance 
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OUTCOME GAME STATS  

 

Anthony Knight the Clone, Free Autoduellist of The Zone 

PRESTIGE: 10 

SKILLS: Runner, Climber, Swimmer, Blade (II), Handgunner (III), Driver (IIIII), Gunner (III), Mechanic (I) 

EQUIPMENT: Red Body Armour & Shotgun (w/Standard Ammo), Heavy Pistol, Duelling Knife, Belt with 

10 Anti-Vehicular Shotgun Rounds & 10 Standard Shotgun Rounds. And ½ an Oz. of Acapulco Gold (in 

his Hotel Room). 

ACCOUNT: $5236.  

 
(Note – All PCs will start the game with 1 full load of RARE Hand-Weapon Ammo of The Player’s choice.) 

 

MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot 

Anthony Knight’s vehicle has been upgraded with a series of speed-based hot-rod modifications, 

including a Lightning-Winder “poking out of The Bonnet” – and it is now VERY Fast. 

  

Luxury Car, X-Heavy Chassis, Heavy Suspension w/Overdrive, front-mounted Super Power Plant w/ETC 

“poking out of The Bonnet”, Driver & Gunner, Fire Extinguisher System, 4 Puncture-Resistant Tires, 2 

linked Machine Guns front, Flame Thrower left, Flame Thrower right, Flame Thrower back. Cargo: Glove 

Compartment of Car: 1 Box of Heavy Pistol Bullets (40 Shots), 1 Box of Shotgun Rounds (12 Shots), 

Behind Passenger Seat of Car: Box of 3 Limpet Mines. Armour: Front 25, Left 20, Right 20, Back 20, Top 

15, Under 15. Handling Class 3, Acceleration 5mph/turn or 15mph/turn w/ETC engaged, Top Speed 

110mph or 150+mph w/ETC & Overdrive.  
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Kitten, Autoduelling Fan Girl of The Zone 

Kitten is a 30pt character made within the starting character rules, as an example of the kind of 

interesting character that can be generated as a co-pilot. Every player has the option of having a 2nd PC 

(who is really an NPC) as co-pilot. Anthony Knight did not start the game with a co-pilot, as I desired 

both he and our readers should concentrate upon his character development, before overloading him 

with a 2nd Character. Kitten has The Egyptian Hieroglyph of BAST is imprinted on the back of her Helmet 

and Body Armour. 

 

PRESTIGE: 0 

SKILLS: Runner, Climber, Swimmer, Handgunner, Gunner, Driver  

EQUIPMENT: Tri-Toned Brown Body Armour w/Gas Mask in Helmet, Wrist Computer w/University Notes, 

Autoduelling Vids, & Domestic Nonsense, Waterproof Heavy Pistol, Duelling Knife. And ½ an Oz. of 

Acapulco Gold (in her Hotel Room). 

MONEY: A few tourist dollars?  

 

-o0o- 
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CHAPTER 5. 

MAYHEM IN THE MIDVILLE ARENA CARPARK 
 

THE XENOPHILIC GOURMETS’ GUIDE TO THE HUMAN DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 

It is related, but Nature alone is whole and all-seeing, that within the year 2519CE, that the autoduellist, 

Anthony Knight did sit upon his bed, shockingly fascinated by the strange TV show, to which his lover 

(Kitten) religiously adheres.  

 

Anthony Knight was initially disquieted by the program, but Kitten is unyielding.  

 

Now they watch it, each Monday night from 11:30pm-12:30am, while Kitten stands in the kitchen 

laughing and giggling and inappropriately chuckling whilst making all sorts of mess with the cake bowls 

and cooking trays and kitchen utensils.  

 

And the most atrocious and frightening and alien ingredients never meant to be upon a human plate.  

 

The TV show is called….  

 

“The Xenophilic Gourmets’ Guide to The Human Digestive System.” 

 

-o0o- 

 

Tonight, Anthony Knight is fascinated to know that humans have been eating fleas and other 

invertebrate parasites, for millions of years. Even before we stood up, we clustered together in ape tribes 

and grooming was a major social-bonding mechanism. The apes would take turns to search through the 

hair of their most intimate kin, plucking and eating fleas, as they were found. This was a significant 

portion of EVERY ape’s diet.  

 

We have been eating insects, from the start.  
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The Art of Eating Insects is fantastic. 

 

One begins by choosing one’s bug/s.  

 

One starts with The List of Every Invertebrate.  

 

Remove from The List all Poisonous bugs and bugs with chemical defences, unless there is a reason for 

the contrary.  

 

Of the remaining bugs, it is recognized that those who dwell in close ecological relationship to flowers 

may often be sweeter than the others. It was long ago recognized that the wood bugs may also have a 

range of unique flavours and these have been developed to gourmet levels, by 2519CE. Likewise, the 

diaphanously winged bugs (e.g. butterflies, dragonflies, moths) have developed each dishes of their own.  

 

One then chooses “the vivacity” of the dish.  

 

It is commonly agreed that live bugs are far tastier, more invigorating and intoxicating than dead bugs 

and many people prefer to eat their bugs, whilst they are still alive.  

 

Thus, the vivacity of the dish.  

 

One then chooses The Quantity Scale.  

 



The three levels of Bug Cooking are 1) Spiced Buggery (processed bug or bug parts), 2) Bug Buggery 

(whole bugs, vivacious crawlers or ripe corpses, as an ingredient, but not the central ingredient), 3) 

Obscene Buggery (bugs as the central ingredient).  

 

Some examples using The Labybug. 

 

A handful of candied ladybug shells dusted onto the top of a cake is Level 1) Spiced Buggery. Level 2) 

Bug Buggery might include a line of seven whole vivacious crawling bright speckled red ladybugs, 

drenched in maple syrup and nutmeg squirting in the thick deep cream as a garnishing, atop a long 

beckoning chocolate eclaire. An example of Obscene Buggery is a full bowl full of ripe ladybug crawlers, 

in fruit liqueur, with sweet components of fresh fruits and exotic carefully-chosen gourmet spices and 

too much cocaine, served with massive drenchings of fresh whipped cream and a natural fruit syrup.  

 

In the wild, The TV explained, Ladybugs are poisonous. When squeezed (if still alive), they squirt a mild 

venom from between their leg joints. This venom is not particularly harmful, but it is densely-scented 

and most birds are wary of the insect, thereafter. 

 

However, modern genetic magick has bred a special culinary variety of Ladybugs. These have the poison 

production part of their genomes engineered so that, instead of a poison, The Culinary Ladybug 

produces a hallucigen that is available (in all its biological richness) nowhere else in the known world.  

 

Thus, Ladybugs are often eaten “vivacious” ~ whilst still alive.  

 

And, over the past five centuries, the genetic-engineering industries have made a niche market out 

creating GMO domestic varieties of pretty insects without the venom. Now, almost every sort of strange, 

eatable animal and plant is cultivated somewhere in The Solar System. Ladybirds come in many colours 

and flavours and some chefs require they be raised according to certain extreme diets or killed according 

to religious traditions – and all these needs are catered to, by some farmer, somewhere.  

 

Anthony Knight has learned all this from 2 episodes of Kitten’s favourite TV show.  
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The supper that Kitten is cooking is delicious and there is lots of it.  

 

Anthony Knight gazes over the food.  

 

Snap-fried ginger grasshoppers, beside a bowl of fresh green herbs, vibrant beans, and vibrant green 

vegetables, in a mouth-watering sizzling sauce, on a bowl of brown rice with herbs & many vivacious 

sweet organic garden worms rolled, through the rice, cooled. Every portion, cut of a wriggling worm, 

becomes a new worm. This eucalyptus-fragrant strips of koala meat. Two hunks of thick fragrantly fresh 

brown bread, mealed with powdered circada husk, and each with a curl of herb butter.   

 

Her mother was an ecologist, she taught her daughter cooking skills and this is the sort of food that 

Kitten cooks.  

 

Soul Food.  

 

Anthony Knight had been formally trained in table manners, and he had recently learned to resist his 

natural impulse to appreciatively scoop food onto his plate and immediately gulp it down, with his 

mouth.  

 

When the show finishes, they sit down to a meal at the small table in The Bunker Motel Room.  

 

A bowl of fragrantly-spiced real chocolate moose with an explosion in its centre – candied, amply-spiced, 

and vivaciously wriggling hallucigenic red ladybugs.  



  

Through his full wall window, over the far side of Lake MIDVILLE, The Terradactyls screeched and 

swarmed, as they return to their cliff, as the sun sets.  

 

-o0o-  

 

SHOPPING 

 

Kitten learned to use the gunner console in Anthony Knight’s freeway car, on a pan of concrete and 

weeds, a disused carpark out behind The MIDVILLE Aerodrome.  

 

Silence.  

 

The Red Sand Landscape.  

 

Weathered old concrete, beneath the car’s wheels.  

 

Anthony Knight let her drive his freeway car, though he was hesitant, initially.  

 

They used 50 rounds of flamethrower ammunition, teaching her how to use the weapon effectively in 

combat.  

 

They used only 20 shots of machine gun ammunition teaching her how to use the front guns of the car.  

 

She arrived with full proficiency in the machine gun, but no experience in the flamethrower.  

 

Like most autoduelling fans, her vehicular combat knowledge and skills are enthusiastic, but incomplete.  

 

They learn their skills through video games.  

 

But she is intelligent, and, in a single afternoon, she uses one of her earned GURPS Character XPs to gain 

Liquid Projector Weapons – Flamethrower at Level 12 (DEX-1). 

 

This is going to be a shocking story of ultra-violence.  

 

-o0o- 

 

Kitten looks disturbed and she is quiet, on the drive back to MIDVILLE.  

 

They stop at The BANG Showroom to reload his car’s ammo, for the second time that day.  

 

“Anthony Knight.” Kitten says, as they walk silently among the rows of weapons.  

 

“Yes, Kitten.”  

 

“Has it occurred to you that we are sitting on three tanks of napalm, in the back of your car?”   

 

“My flamethrowers?”  

 

“What would happen if a bullet penetrated your armour and ignited those.”  

 

“My car has an automatic fire extinguisher system and we both wear body armour.”  

 

And then Anthony Knight noticed that Kitten had drawn them to a stop before an exhibit entitled 

‘Safetee-Pro Fireproof Suits.’  

 



The fireproof suits, worn by the shop mannequins, are a thin fabric material which covers the whole 

body, except a circle around the face.  

 

Completely protects from vehicle fires, for 30 seconds, and takes only 1 DP per 10 seconds, thereafter. 

Also, halves damage from flamethrowers.  

 

The cost is $500 per Fireproof Suit.  

 

15 minutes later, Kitten and Anthony Knight had both been custom fitted for their new fire-proof suits.  

 

Anthony bought his in the colour red, to match his red body armour.  

 

Kitten bought hers in a purple, because she likes it.  

 

Anthony Knight felt great with his new fireproof suit, in a box, under his arm – he was ready to go.  

 

But Kitten smiles that knowing amusement, as she watched him, and then she says.  

 

“Helmets.” 

 

They both have helmets?  

 

It eventuated that she referred to the need for fireproof helmets.  

 

And Kitten has decided this is a priority, so she wants to look at the full body armour range.  

 

BODY ARMOUR in CAR WARS 

 

Body Armour $250 

 

Fireproof Body Armour ($500) takes half-damage from vehicular fires and fire-based attacks, including 

flame-throwers, flaming oil, and flame clouds. Incendiary ammo and napalm mines deal -1 damage per 

dice.  

 

Laser-Reflective Body Armour $275 

Fireproof/Laser-Reflective $550 

Radarproof Body Armour $500 

Fireproof/Radarproof Body Armour $1000 

 

Improved Body Armour also exists and any body armour can be bought as fireproof body armour, but 

is more expensive.  

 

Kitten feels that they must buy fireproof helmets.  

 

A helmet has 1DP and is thus one-third of a set of body armour (i.e. BA has 3DP). Therefore, a helmet is 

a third of the cost of a set of body armour. Body armour costs $250.  

 

Anthony Knight thinks it is a waste to buy a whole new set of body armour before his current set is 

destroyed, but Kitten ruthlessly persuades him.  

 

The cost of a new helmet is $85. The cost of a glittery laser-reflective helmet is $95. The cost of a new 

fireproof helmet is $170. The cost of a fireproof/laser-reflective helmet is $200. The cost of a 

fireproof/radar-proof helmet is $340 (Uncle Al’s 2036, p10). 

 



And there are helmets with various possible accessories – Light-Intensifier Visor (great for Night Vision) 

+$300, built in Gas Mask +$30, Both +$400.  

 

These are the basic helmet upgrades from Uncle Albert’s 2035 (i.e. 1st) Catalogue and as GM I decide 

that these are the fun items, available today.   

 

Kitten is in a mood to have fun and (to wear over her fireproof suit), she buys a glitter purple set of laser-

reflective/fireproof body armour with a gas mask built into the helmet - $550.  

 

Anthony Knight buys a glittery red suit of fireproof, laser-reflective body armour, with a gas mask in 

helmet - $550. 

 

When they have loaded their boxes of new loot onto their trolly, Kitten turns to Anthony Knight and 

holds his arm.  

 

They are walking through the aisles.  

 

When Kitten looks puzzled and she stops walking, as passing the dropped weapon section, approaching 

the machine guns section.  

 

“What’s the matter, Kitten?”  

 

He asks.  

 

He gazes over the spike-droppers to his right and notices a sign, which reads – ‘Dropped Road Spikes 

have no effect upon Solid Tires. Uncle Albert’s takes no responsibility for any injury or death that occurs 

as a result. Have a nice day.’  

 

“I am contemplating my feelings of safety.”  

 

She answers.  

 

He waits.  

 

She speaks.  

 

“If those tanks of napalm, in the back of your car, ever blow up, you must put on the breaks and we 

jump.  

 

This is because we have 6 seconds before an internal fire would burn through our helmets and body 

armour and eat the only part of us that we can’t cover with fireproof fabric, our faces. The fireproof fabric 

suit under our body armour will protect for a full 30 seconds. We have a backup plan.”  

 

Kitten took out the two fireproof head sleeves.  

 

“If we put these fireproof sleeves over the outside of our helmets, we will be blind, but we will each have 

30 seconds before the fabric is hot and no longer protective to the helmet, and then we will have 6 

seconds, until the helmet is breached.”  

 

“This is the level of protection we can get from intelligent use of available protective technologies.”  

 

She evaluates, as she considers the loot they have bought at The BANG Showroom.  

 

Anthony Knight looks over the equipment, in their shopping trolly.  

 

Kitten looks over it and says quietly.  



 

“There is a standard MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot factory option allowing you to swap any single 

flamethrower for either two machine guns or one mine dropper, plus some bonus extra armour.”  

 

She considered, as she watched him.   

 

“For your freeway car, that could mean side-mounted twin machine gun batteries, behind the cockpit 

and 2 linked machine guns rear.” 

 

With both a driver and gunning co-pilot operating the vehicle, that means his car would fire two twin 

machine gun batteries, per turn.”  

 

“In addition, there is a significant enhancement of armour, for each FT optioned to get 2 linked MGs.”  

 

“The other standard factory option, for The Hotshot could give you a mine dropper or three.”  

 

“And a significant armour upgrade.”  

 

He looked over The Machine Gun Display and The Mine Droppers, available with standard ammunition 

or a range of rare ammunitions.  

 

And Kitten bought two hand held fire extinguishers, to be fitted into each of the front doors.  

 

“Anthony Knight?” 

 

“Yes, Kitten.”  

 

“Has it occurred to you that, behind our seats, those 3 flamethrower tanks of liquid napalm represent 30 

dice of damage?”  

 

“Enough to level a small farmshack, in a single blast.” 

 

Anthony Knight considered the flamethrower tanks, in his car.  

 

“But they are engineered not to explode, only to burn.”   

 

His Automatic Vehicular Fire Extinguisher will only put out the fire on a 3 in 6 chance, each round.  

 

Kitten has pointed out that there exists a better quality automatic vehicular fire extinguisher which could 

be installed in Anthony Knight’s Hotshot.  

 

The Improved Fire Extinguisher puts out fires on 4 in 6 chance.  

 

And for the first time, it occurred to Anthony Knight that flame weapons are volatile, in the extreme.  

 

-o0o- 

 

THE FAIRGROUND ELECTION RALLY, POLITICS, & THE LOCAL KIDS 

  

The Cloverleaf Zonal Carpark is a classic location, in The MIDVILLE Region of The Zone.  

 

The super-rich like to enter The Zone and revel, but in safety.   

 

Nobody is truly safe, in The Zone – everybody has signed The Death Waiver.  

 



But The TV Consortium has created a small cluster of super-expensive hotels on the hill overlooking The 

Muskogee Fairgrounds, Racing Track, and Autoduelling Arena.  

 

The view is spectacular.  

 

-o0o- 

 

“Have you come to make a donation, Herb?”  

 

Andy Truman called out cheerfully from the stage, and then smiled his TV advertisement smile.  

 

“Just come to have a laugh, Andy.”  

 

Herb replied from where he stood at the back of the crowd, near the carpark.  

 

Herb Monowheel is a MONDO and a Professional Autoduellist who is not a member of The AADA – and 

Herb Monowheel is a big name at the local arena.  

 

Andy Truman laughed.  

 

“Help yourself to a sausage, Herb.” 

 

He called out.  

 

“Folks.” Andy Truman announced. “A vote for Andy Trueman is a vote for Autoduelling, our great national 

sport. To support Autoduelling is to support your country and one of the biggest supporters of your 

country. Guns are patriotism. Andy Truman is The Gun Man’s Man. A vote for Andy Truman is a vote for 

Patriotism. Hand Andy, a True Man, he now invites you all to his free Sausage Sizzle.”  

 

-o0o- 

 

Carnival music, election festivities, and the smell of sausages sizzling on the portable barbeques. The 

Crowd is in a great mood and Andy Trueman preaches to them from upon The Banduch Park Turret, 

beside The MIDVILLE School Bus, which he has hired for the day to transport locals to his event.  

 

Anthony Knight is grinning as he munches upon his hot-dog and listens to the speeches. Andy Trueman 

is the Autoduellist’s pal and Anthony Knight is having a marvellous morning. The Cloverleaf Carpark, 

overlooking The Muskogee Racetrack and the local autoduelling arenas is filled with fantastic brightly-

coloured duelling machines, many with their bonnets open, showing off their wears. Kitten, who is eating 

a pie beside him, seems oddly amused by the whole bandwagon of Andy Trueman’s performance act, 

and she has not complained.  

 

Anthony Knight is starting to feel that Andy Trueman’s Wheels Party represents exactly the sort of culture 

where he feels most at home.  

 

Autoduelling culture.  

 

He loves the smells.  

 

Burning rubber, power plant lube, new paintwork, and sizzling sausages.  

 

The sky is clear and it’s a beautiful day.  

 

Anthony Knight looks around at some of the AADA (Australian Autoduelling Association) members 

present. The Baron is there, with his sidekick, Igor.  

 



Ash, the sales and packing boy from The BANG Showroom, is also there with his hot-rod ROTHCHILDE 

Joseph Special. It looks like he has been spending his entire wage on its power plant, ever since he got 

his driving license (which can’t have been long ago) – platinum catalysts, superconductors, electrum volt 

rods, and an ETC poking out of the bonnet. The grunting little muscle car has a smaller plant than The 

Hotshot and probably would not be able to hold pace with Anthony’s own far more heavily armed and 

armoured freeway car, in a neck and neck drag race.  

 

Anthony finds he likes Ash. Ash is a local, born in The Zone. And though he has no combat vids or real 

autoduelling experience, he claims to have single-handedly defeated an army of zombies using only a 

shotgun and a chainsaw. But sadly, The TV Cameras missed the show. He also claims that he can 

(discretely) sell Anthony and Kitten the most powerful hallucigens available in The Zone. And he is a 

knowledgeable sales boy at The BANG Arms Showroom in MIDVILLE. Ash knows his guns. He has 

promised Anthony & Kitten a discount, next time they come by the shop.  

 

Ash introduces Anthony Knight and Kitten to his friends, Pete the Punker and two young rebellious 

anarchs dressed in camo-green army wear with red berets and old-world style soviet insignias. Anthony 

and Kitten know what is means when a person wears camouflage colours in The Zone.  

 

The Plant Liberation Front – “Big Guns for Nature”. 

 

Eco-Terrorists.  

 

The TV Consortium does not permit camo-colours either on vehicles or clothing, within The Zone. This 

is because they want to present autoduellling as bright and fun and attractive. Army fashion is 

discouraged in the free citizen commercial context of The Zone.  

 

The exception is “BGN”. 

 

BGN are a cult of communists who live a commune, somewhere deep in the uncharted wildlands of The 

Zone. It is said that only their members know the tracks that lead there and nobody has been able to 

successfully follow them into The Wilds.  

 

The hippy cult idolizes an old-world Eastern European empire called The Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics (USSR) that existed in the 20th century and spread through the whole of Russia and The Ukraine 

and many other countries.  

 

They are the only group with a permit to use camo-colours. Thus, the cult runs a fleet of camo-coloured 

off-road trikes and small combat helicopters, designed by a famous communist revolutionary named 

“Comrade” Vortique Marxson.  

 

Every BGN member prefixes her name with the title “Comrade”.  

 

The two kids to whom Anthony and Kitten have been introduced are Comrade Anastasia and Comrade 

Jack the Giant. Anastasia is obviously the smarter of the two. Jack is a young ogre with dark red skin and 

eyes, black hair, and giant muscles.  

 

They are nice kids and Anastasia has some combat vids, which Anthony Knight decides to look up, when 

he gets back to town.  

 

BGN is the only organization licenced to use camo-colours in The Zone.  

 

These two kids are members of BGN, here in town to get supplies.  

 

Anthony looks over their off-road racing trike.  

 

It is wild.  



 

Three wide wheels, with the front of the vehicle low and the rear high, with a giant wing spoiler, and 

built a little like a dragster. The model of trike is called The Lenningrad Autotrike. These small two-person 

vehicles are fast. The trike can drive off-road (with better handling than a car) and it is aquatic. Anastasia 

can simply drive into water, extend hidden propellers, and swim to wherever she wants to go.  

 

Those hippies love Nature.  

 

But they grow crazy Green Alien.    

 

When Anastasia lights up a splif of The Green Alien and passes it round – that is when the day starts to 

go crazy.  

 

Pete the Punker has purple hair in a tall shellacked mohawk haircut – he squeezes his eyes shut as he 

sucks on the long smoking spliff of green alien herb, rolled cigar-like in green rice paper.  

 

Pete is not a Wheels supporter, he is the cook at The Zen Bar, a local coffee house.  

 

They are standing in a circle at the edge of Banduch Park. 

 

Ash takes the spliff and sucks on it.  

 

He is looking at his hand, holding the spliff. 

 

“This is a not a normal hand.” Ash declares and then he sucks on the spliff of sacred herb.  

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten look at Ash’s hand.  

 

It looks like a good strong 18-year old boy’s hand.  

 

He is holding the smoking spliff of The Sacred Herb.  

 

Pete brought it.  

 

MIDVILLE home grown.  

 

A very big spliff – in the strong young hand of Ash, the packing and sales-boy from The BANG 

Showroom, in MIDVILLE. 

 

“This is not a normal hand.”  

 

Ash is nodding his head knowingly as he reveals this.  

 

“My hand was cut off, up in the mountains.” 

 

Ash reveals.  

 

Silence.  

 

“Who cut it off?”  

 

Jack the Giant asks.  

 

Jack is a giant red-skinned ogre, a communist, and an eco-terrorist.  

 

The circle looks at Ash, as they stand in the carpark, passing around the spliff.  



 

Silence. 

 

Ash stares at his hand, knowingly.  

 

“I cut it off.”  

 

He reveals.  

 

Silence.  

 

“Why?”  

 

“I was on holidays, at my uncle Jone’s old cabin in the woods, which he left to me in his will, when I had 

discovered a tape recording of his translation of a book called The NECRONOMICON and, when we 

played the tape, his dead wife dug her way out of her grave, in the basement, and started eating people, 

then zombies were trying to eat me and I reached into a mirror and my hand became possessed by an 

evil spirit, so, I cut it off with a chainsaw, laughing crazily at my victory.”  

 

Silence. 

 

“But, sadly, it ran away, so I had to shoot it with a shotgun.” 

 

Silence. 

 

“Then aliens abducted me and probed me and gave me a new ultra-tech cybernetic hand.” 

 

Silence.  

 

Mostly, people have a nice holiday when they stay at my uncle’s cabin in the woods, as long as everybody 

honours The Rules of Ash. 

 

If people come to my uncle’s cabin in the woods and the break The Rules of Ash, then The Zombies 

come to eat brains. 

 

Every time that has happened, they have found poor panting Ash, the little boy, blood-covered in the 

ruins and lucky he survived.  

 

Both the occasions it happened, it was on The TV News. 

 

The second occasion, Ash was walking back on the road to The Radius, when Christians got him and 

took him to their primitive anti-tech settlement, where they threw him in a pit with a screaming crazy 

woman to whom he was ritually married and chained and who kept trying to jump upon him, but cleverly, 

he killed her and escaped. 

 

He has a habit of escaping and surviving these strange situations, where nobody else survives.  

 

But there was no mention of his hand being lost.  

 

“This is not a normal hand, man.”  

 

Ash reveals, nodding, knowingly. 

 

They all gaze at his hand as it passes the smoking spliff to the green camo-clad girl with a red beret, on 

his left.  

 



“It looks totally human, man.” 

 

Anastasia says, as she takes the fragrantly smoking spliff and sucks on it.  

 

But Ash is holding out his cybernetic hand in front of him and glaring at it knowingly. 

 

“Aliens put this cybernetic hand, on my wrist.” He reveals. “It is ultra-tech, way beyond anything the 

government has, in their secret warehouses.”  

 

Anthony Knight looks at his own hand, as the spliff is passed to him.  

 

He inhales on the twist.  

 

He watches the delicate smoke lace out through his fingers.  

 

“That’s why it looks like a normal human hand.” 

 

Ash is glaring at his own hand, narrow-eyed with knowing. 

 

“Even the doctors think it’s a normal hand.”  

 

He is nodding to himself, knowingly, as he glares at his hand.  

 

“This is not a normal hand, man.”  

 

-o0o- 

 

LIFE’S A MINEFIELD 

“WHA!” Roared The Red-Skinned Ogre!  

 

“Ahhhh!” Squealed the timid little man in a voluminous lab coat, dropping his device, as the young Giant 

turned on him.  

 

The Ogre’s face was a mask of fury under the V of two fuming eyebrows and the spiky mess of black 

hair.  

 

Breathing heavily in rage, The Ogre, in a haze of The Green Alien, had been taken by surprise.  

 

“GRAAAAA!” Roared The Red-Skinned Ogre.  

 

The little scientist backed away, his palms up, let out a short quiet shriek, and then turn ran slowly off 

among the cars.  

 

“GAAAAT!” Boomed The Red-Skinned Ogre, kneeling down, he put his giant red hands under the door 

side of the puny small VOLKSCART MOTORS Ladybug Golf Buggy –  

 

And lifted the entire car, up, onto its side, and tipped it over onto its roof.  

 

Silently.  

 

The young giant stood breathing heavily, staring after the retreating scientist.  

 

Ash and Pete began to giggle. Anastasia, backhanded Pete across the arm and then walked over to the 

panting ogre. “Are you OK?” She asked him.  

 

He continued to panting, but looked over at her and his eyes seem to regain some focus.  



 

He then looked very ashamed of himself.  

 

“What is this?”  

 

Kitten asked.  

 

They all turned to look.  

 

In the centre of the ground, underneath where the small car had formerly been parked, was a cluster of 

grenades with a fuse system.  

 

“Back up, my Comrades.” Kitten is holding the device the scientist had dropped.  

 

Everybody was quiet, staring at the explosives.  

 

And gently stepping back.  

 

Everybody except Kitten.  

 

She knelt forward, placing the device on the ground before her, as she looked very carefully at the cluster 

of explosives.  

 

A radio detonated fuse!  

 

Kitten reached deftly forward and silently pulled its plug.  

 

As soon as she saw it was a radio trigger, she knew she had to de-activate it before anybody noticed it 

had been found and she had acted with the unconscious speed of instincts.  

 

They were safe.   

 

She leaned close to the ground and looked to see if there were any others.  

 

There was a bomb under every car.  

 

Kitten stood up gingerly.  

 

“We need to get to our cars, now.” She said.  

 

Then she stopped, collected the scientist’s device, and they walked quickly, trying not to arouse 

attention.  

 

There was a bomb under The Hotshot and The ET’s Trike and The Untested Hotrod that Young Ash 

drives, but they didn’t bother to disarm them.    

 

They simply threw them straight over the wall.  

 

And that is what alerted the villains who had planted those bombs.  

 

Because, camouflaged in the weeds and untended grass, on the far side of the wall, at the base of The 

Cloverleaf Turret, villains lay hidden in wait, and though the grenades did not explode, they check to see 

what had been thrown over the wall.  

 

Then, they radioed the two operatives who, disguised as ticket inspectors with a wheeled road-cleaning 

device (made by Dade McCrew the Gadgeteer), which secretly inserted a grenade-cluster bomb under 



a front wheel of each parked car. They were now drinking, in the festival wine tent, rather than standing 

watch through the endless speeches of Andy Truman’s campaign wagon. 

 

Those two operatives, upon seeing what had happened, radioed back to the main team to say 

“OPERATION GO GO GO!”  

 

-o0o- 

Deputy Berkley. 

 

“Is there a problem, sir?”  

 

In the back of The Cloverleaf Carpark, Anthony Knight is down on his knees, poking his head into the 

cavity of his freeway car’s rear wheel. 

 

He looks up, blinded by The Sun, he dryly gulps.  

 

“I was checking my wheel cavity for traps.” He stood up, clumsily in the bright sunshine. “Somebody 

planted a limpet mine in my wheel cavity, once.” He gulped, standing up. “I always check my wheel 

cavities.”  

 

He finished and wiped his forehead with his mechanic cloth and put his sunglasses back over his eyes.  

 

The MIDVILLE Police Officer is female.  

 

So is her companion, by her car.  

 

They wear the red on red MIDVILLE Freeway Patrol Body Armour Uniform with silver insignia.  

 

She wears an open-faced helmet, with a folding visor that covers only the top part of the face.  

 

The MFP have action cameras catching footage within the cars, when high-speed chases occur.  

 

Anthony Knight looks over at their car – it is a mean freeway machine.  

 

Yellow and black and shaped like an aerodynamic wedge with six wheels, caterpillar-style, along the 

body.  

 

This MFP Cruiser is a vehicle, which requires two crew members to operate her.  

 

Upon the top of the futuristic yellow and black car is a large, disc-shaped turret mounting a recoilless 

cannon – the operation of this weapon is the soul concern of the co-pilot.  

 

The driver pilots a freeway combat vehicle with a Sports Car Power Plant w/SC & PC + HD HTMs – this 

is a giant non-standard power plant (not available for sale, except perhaps on The Black Market) that 

puts out more power than is available from a heavily-worked Super Power Plant.   

 

The MFP Cruisers are fast cars. 

 

There are only five of them in all of The Zone and they are legendary – the crew of each has its own TV 

following.   

 

Any MIDVILLE Citizen who has never (been caught for having) broken the law can apply to become an 

MFP Driver.  

 

You simply sign pay $30 000, for the audition.  

 



Then you race whichever team of The Five MFP Cruisers, for 5 miles.  

 

You are provided with one completely standard MFP Cruiser – it remains City Hall’s property.  

 

If you have no gunner, The MFP Cruiser’s Computer Gunner Core will be activated, for the duration of 

The Race. 

 

Whomever finishes first wins the position of MFP Driver and may choose her co-pilot, if her co-pilot 

steps down.  

 

The MIDVILLE Freeway Patrol are some of the best drivers in The Zone.  

 

-o0o- 

 

“No. There is no problem.” Anthony Knight says. He smiles. Now, he can see fine. “They planted the 

limpet mine beneath my wheel - there.” He points to the ground under the wheel cavity of his front left 

wheel. “Somebody used a limit mine on my wheel before and I have decided to regularly check mine, 

before duelling. It didn’t do much damage. They should have planted it closer to the axle – like those 

four planted there.”  

 

He pointed to the square of four limpet mines, on the ground, beneath his freeway car’s front left wheel’s 

axle-shaft.  

 

They are all stopped in shock.  

 

There is an explosive, planted beneath the front wheel of The MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot. 

 

Anthony Knight leans in, more closely.  

 

He looked deep into the wheel cavity.  

 

There are four limpet mines, under the same wheel-axle joint.  

 

If these are exploded, then they will almost certainly blow his front left wheel off his car.  

 

Cracklecorp Limpet Mines.  

 

A little red light regularly flashes on each.  

 

They are active.  
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Anthony Knight begins to reach, in toward the limpet mines, when a hand grabs his wrist.  

 

He looks back.  

 

It is Kitten. She is leaning very close behind him and smiling with amusement. She gently draws him 

aside. Then, she sits down before the wheel, with professional carefulness.  

 

She glances up and looks around.  

 

Everyone is silent.  

 

“Anthony Knight, will you pass me the picnic basket, from the car.”  

 



He passes her the basket.  

 

She takes out a couple of wrapped sandwiches and throws one to Anthony Knight.  

 

“These are ordinary limpet mines and, if we are careful, they won’t explode unless radio detonated.” 

 

She draws her combat knife.  

 

“The four mines are set in a square disc.”  

 

She signals to her lover, who leans close. “Stand back.” She instructs her friends and Deputy Berkley. 

 

She lifted the four mines, out from under the car, and examined the unit, professionally.  

 

“The square disc is the radio fuse for all the mines. They won’t detonate until it is activated by a control 

signal.”  

 

She placed it, in the picnic basket.  

 

She removes the unit of four mines, from beneath The Leningrad Autotrike, parked beside their Hotshot, 

puts it with the other and hands the picnic basket to Anastasia.  

 

You get the disc from under the hotrod that Ash drives, then leave the picnic basket, at the base of the 

wall, by the road juncture, afterwards.     

 

She leaned under the car and gazed out through the car park.  

 

There was an identical disc of four mines under a single wheel of each car in the carpark.  

 

With impressive calm, She then closed the picnic basket and walked over to the wall, out of the range 

of parked cars, where she placed the picnic basket against the wall and walked back.  

 

Kitten stood before the assembled, brushed off her glittery purple body armour, and waited.  

 

“Deputy Berkley.” She said. “You have a problem.”  

 

-o0o- 

 

“THE CONSPIRACY” 

 

Meanwhile, far away in the sweaty densely-clustered shelter of the crowd, listening to Andy Truman 

awful commercial speech, the poor timid little balding scientist mopped his brow with his kerchief and 

gazed back angrily at the giant who, he felt, had threatened to eat him. He felt angry, then slumped his 

shoulders in despair. He turned a defiant look up at Andy Truman standing on the comfortable vantage 

point of the turret, with portable sun umbrella overhead and a glass of iced lime juice in his hand.  

 

Then the angry little scientist turned and pushed his way through the crowd, toward The Cloverleaf 

Turret.  

 

-o0o- 

 

At the base of The Turret’s curved stairway, the two guards stopped the little man in his baggy lab-coat.  

 

He started to talk innocently, then unexpectedly drew from each pocket a small needler gun from each 

pocket, and each guard’s look changed from angrily surprised to gazing up at the sky and falling into a 

grinning slumber.  



 

He starts walking up the stairway and as the two guards at the top, now fully alert point their guns at 

him and order him to “Halt!”, he unbuttons his large lab-coat and opens it to reveal green bricks of 

plasticine explosives, covering his torso.  

 

The frightened guards, hesitating, undecided – decision-making is not usually the strong point of a 

guard. 

 

“They are wired to a biomonitor.” The little scientist calls up at them. “If I die, they will detonate.”  

 

Silence.  

 

Nobody fires a gun.  

 

“I only want a chance to talk to the cameras.” 

 

Many guns were pointed at the scientist, as he stood on the stairway of the turret, before the crowd.  

 

Hesitation.  

 

“Nobody shoot.”  

 

Andy Truman, standing on top of the turret, had the microphone. 

 

Silence.  

 

“You can talk from there.” 

 

Andy Truman said.  

 

The scientist smiled to himself.  

 

“I’m coming up.” He climbed the stairs, as Andy Truman protested, while pushing his new wife to the 

back of the turret roof.  

 

Not much safety from that amount of plasticine explosives.  

 

How much plasticine explosives? 

 

Enough to blow up the whole turret. 

 

Expensive.  

 

But he hasn’t got much of a car.  

 

He climbs on to the roof-platform of The Cloverleaf Turret, an iconic landmark of The Zone.  

 

Smiling to himself, The Evil Genius turns to face The Cameras.  

 

He straightens his lab coat and takes a masculine stance, making apparent that he is satisfied with the 

situation.  

 

And then he begins his speech.  

 

“People of The World,” He pauses for a significant breath.  

 



“People of The World, I have taken these extreme measures, in order to reveal to you that there is a 

conspiracy that poses a threat to The Zone and perhaps The Whole World.”  

 

He paused, significantly.  

 

Silence. 

 

“I have gathered evidence to reveal that even the members of The TV Consortium are part of this 

conspiracy.”  

 

“But worst of all, I have discovered what is behind this conspiracy.”  

 

Anticipation.  

 

“And it is not Human.”  

 

-o0o- 

 

THE MONDOS ARRIVE IN THE KILLER RV3 

 

At that point, a MONDO named Dade McCrew, having climbed up the wall, from his camouflaged hiding 

place at the base, took hold of the babbling scientist, from behind….  

 

And tossed him off The Cloverleaf Turret.  

 

The Crowd froze in silent surprise.  

 

Nobody moved.  

 

As the man in the lab coat landed an explosion then erupts, from his side of the concrete wall, into which 

The Turret is set.  

 

Dade grins widely, lifts his submachine gun to point at the dignitaries and says,  

 

“Who wants a bullet from The Field Meister?”  

 

Andy Truman and his guests stare at the two submachinegun-armed MONDOs dressed in grey stealth 

gear, with grey camouflague paint on their faces.  

 

Then Dade speaks.  

 

“We got Anti-Personal Ammo.”  

 

-o0o- 

 

“Let’s go.” Kitten says, in car park.  

 

Her hands dig into his arm like nails.  

 

Kitten touches Anastasia’s arm. The girl in green army camo gear and a beret turns to look at her. 

 

“Where getting out of here.”  

 

Kitten says.  

                                                        
3 RV = Recreational Vehicle.  



 

She grabs Anthony Knight’s arm and the two of them start to walk around to the car doors.  

 

Anastasia looks back at The Blue & Gold MONDO Troop Truck, as it turns to a fast stop, in front of 

Banduch Park.  

 

“Yeah.” She said, as she touches Jack the Giant’s arm. “I think so.”  

 

The two boys had turned to see what was happening.  

 

“Come on.” Anastasia said. “Let’s go.”  

 

-o0o- 

 

Dade McCrew and Jack Redrough Neckfluff bound the Councillors hands and quickly marched him down 

the stairs of the turret.  

 

The gleaming yellow CRANE INDUSTRIES Security Seven van that followed The Killer RV had turned and 

skidded to a stop, before the final step.  

 

Its side door slid opened.  

 

Andy Truman, held by The MONDOs, Dade McCrew and Jack Redrough, disappeared into the belly of 

the yellow van.  

 

Wheels screaming on the tarmac, the yellow van made to make its getaway.  

 

-o0o- 

 

Politely, Anthony Knight keeps up with The Kitten. He is standing, in front of his car door, reaching for 

his keys and pressing the auto-unlock button, she opens her co-pilot-side door.  

 

He opens his door and gets into The Driver’s Seat. 

 

BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! 

 

Slamming into The World around him. 

 

He pulls the Driver’s side door shut.  

 

Kitten is fastening her seat-belt and moving the gunner controls into place.  

 

Anthony Knight ignites his Freeway Car’s power plant.  

 

Outside, the world is erupting into screams and machine-gun fire. 

 

Corpses litter Banduch Park.  

 

The pedestrians of the election rally, taken by surprise, have dived behind anything that can give them 

cover and, there, they huddle, while the mayhem roars around them. 

 

Beside Anthony Knight and Kitten, Anastasia and Big Jack the Giant are getting into their camo-coloured 

off-road racing trike.  

 



Ash and Pete the Punker, alerted by Kitten’s early-warning instincts, have also made it to the car park, 

but Pete is screaming at Ash and pulling at the door, whilst Ash, shocked by the events, has dropped 

the car key, under the car, and is reaching around trying to find it.    

 

At the top of the car park, Herb Monowheel, The MONDO’s Champion Autoduellist, is quietly getting 

into his car.   

 

1… 2… 3…. 

 

Anthony Knight’s power plant roars to life.  

 

He flicks on The Gear-Stick’s ETC Switch and The Lightening Winder screams to life, on the front of his 

shiney red bonnet.  

 

People are screaming, clutching handbags and crowding behind parked cars and The TV Van.  

 

The turreted machine gun on the cab of the blue and yellow eight-wheeled armoured urban-troop 

carrier unleashes bursting flesh-wounds upon the crowd of Wheels Party Supporters. 

 

Several corpses lie, in the unsheltered opens of the carpark.  

 

The quick and the dead.  

 

Ash and Pete have climbed into the close doors of the store-boy’s muscle car.  

 

Kitten has the gunner controls activated.  

 

This is the first time Anthony Knight has had a co-pilot.  

 

Anthony Knight turns his eyes to the exit of the carpark – and he steps on the accelerator.  

 

Four wheels smoking, The MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot swings out of The Cloverleaf Carpark.  

 

Who will save Councillor Andy Truman? 

 

-o0o- 

 

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CHARACTER PARADIGMS 
The Game Master (GM) has introduced a GURPS Autoduel Paradigm to Character Creation (see climax 

W vs. W post for complete rules).  

 

This means The MONDOs each have both a CAR WARS Paradigm and a GURPS Paradigm.  

 

I have created The GURPS NPC Sheets for Herb Monowheel, The Can-Openers, and The 2 Stealth 

Operatives who have kidnapped The Councillor, and I will create more MONDOs, as they are needed.  

 

Thus, I have assembled/created The 25 MONDOs through The CAR WARS Paradigm and 5 of The 

MONDOs through The GURPS Paradigm + I am required by history to integrate The MONDO NPCs from 

Car Warriors (REF).  

 

So, begins, the materialization of The MONDOs!  

 

 

THE GET-AWAY 

 



BOOM! 

 

The World might have shivered a little, in the after-shock, but the blast wasn’t aimed at Anthony Knight 

and Kitten.  

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten’s attention was drawn to the giant yellow dome-turret, on top of the 

MONDO’s Recreational Troop Carrier Vehicle.  

 

“That is an Anti-Tank Gun.”  

 

Anthony Knight observed.  

 

The anti-tank gun’s blast tore into Andy Truman’s Election Campaign Banner, and thus, the side of The 

MIDVILLE School Bus.  

 

The Beautiful Old-Style Yellow School Bus rocked and rolled with the aftershock.  

 

Its suspension has been custom-designed to maintain stability, when dealing with blasts and rams from 

the side – the bus is a marvel of engineering.   

 

The MIDVILLE School Bus has The Sacred Duty of getting The Children safely to school. It is helped in 

this task by The Boy Scout Commandos, whose class safe monitors, each carry various heavy armament 

(but are currently experiencing difficulties relating to a group of girls who want to join The Troop and 

won’t accept that “no means no”). In addition, The Gunner of The School Bus is old Martina Steed.  

 

Martina was a sponsored arena duellist and she made it to The Championships, one year. She was rich, 

for a few months. She can be seen (in the documentary “Martina Steed, Out to Pasture”) at the height 

of her career, surrounded with champagne and girls and bow-tie suits, sitting at rich gambling tables.  

 

Infinitely likeable, everybody gets on with her, but she was a mediocre duellist. She spent her only big 

winnings in Jove’s Casino’s High-Rollers Room, at The Redland Arena. After her brush with fame and 

then a near brush with death, she retired from the professional circuit to be trained as part of The 

MIDVILLE City Hall Security Team and be employed in the roll of Gunner for The MIDVILLE School bus.  

 

Since then she has proudly worn The Red & Silver.  

 

But the truth is that Martina Steed is an experienced and proficient professional Gunner.  

 

CAR WARS Skill Gunner  & GURPS Skill Gunner – Beam Weapon 14. 

 

She is a gentlemanly lady or so the TV claims, but Pete the Punker said that she likes to tipple on the 

metal flask of cognac that she keeps under the shield of her red breastplate.   

 

Ash and Pete and Anastasia and Jack the Giant used to catch The School Bus, every day.  

 

If she’s drunk today, at least she is still awake.  

 

The large flat turret on the roof of The School Bus, orients itself with surprise, swivelling to face the 

source of the attack.  

 

Andy Trueman, his hands in the air, is walked down the turret’s staircase, at submachine-gun point, 

whilst a yellow van turns its side to the base of the stairs to meet them. 

 

BOOM!  

 



Another anti-tank round tears through the toothpaste advert smile of Andy Truman and into the side of 

The Shuddering MIDVILLE School Bus. 

 

The cargo door of the yellow van opens to receive the captive and his kidnappers. 

 

The machine gun and screaming continues in the background – only the sound penetrates, as the parked 

cars block most of the view from Anthony Knight and Kitten.  

 

Anthony Knight’s power plant ignites. He flips the switch, on his gear-stick. The Lightning-Winder on his 

bonnet screams to life.  

 

BOOM!  

 

The long election advertisement banner of Andy Truman is tattered and the heavily armoured front-half 

left side of The School Bus is seriously chewed.  

 

There are screams coming from the panicing fleeing crowd, and the front machine gun turret on the cab 

of The MONDOs’ RV mows parked cars, behind which the gathered Wheels Voters huddle.  

 

Anthony Knight drops his Hotshot into gear, power blasts through the vehicle, a cloud of smoke bellows 

up from the rear wheels - he pulls out of the carpark.  

 

Somewhere behind them, Anastasia and Jack the Giant have got into their crazy all-terrain trike, saved 

by the Kitten’s danger sense and it screams to life.  

 

Pete the Punker and Ash have boarded his bright little muscle car, but have not yet got the power plant 

started.  

 

A yellow van has pulled in front of the crowd of corpses and screaming hiding huddlers and opens its 

side door to receive the kidnapped Andy Trueman.  

 

His kidnappers, The MONDOs pedestrian operatives, Dade “the Field Meister” McCrew and Jack 

Redrough, jump into the yellow van, with their captive, and pull the door closed.  

 

The yellow van revs its power plant and engages its wheels – if it can get 1 and ¼ miles out of this 

carpark, Andy Truman is dead.  

 

Whilst the cannon turret continues to wreck Andy Truman’s election banner and the MG turret continues 

to hunt pedestrians, the back assault-ramp of The Killer RV has gathered up the disguised MONDOs, 

from around the crowd (and a few wheels fan girls, whom they took captive), and is now lifting up, to 

close. 

 

Having got what they came for, The MONDOs are ready to get out of there!  

 

Herb Monowheel, who had parked his duelling car by the side of the rally and was signing autographs, 

has now boarded his one-man vehicle.  

 

The three MONDO vehicles are pulling out of the pedestrian mall. The giant eight-wheeled blue and 

gold Killer RV is first. The yellow van with its precious cargo of Andy Truman is second. Herb 

Monowheel’s duelling car brings up the rear.  

 

The main road out of The MIDVILLE Arena Complex and Fairground is a single three lanes for a ¼ mile, 

south, then a 90° turn with a speed wall at its base, then 1 mile east to The Line of The Radius on Anarchy 

Way.    

 

When they cross The Line, they can legally murder Andy Truman.  



 

-o0o- 

 

THE RESCUERS IN THE DUEL! 
 

ROTHCHILD Joseph Special 

Ash drives a stock standard Joseph Special, factory specifications, optioned to have a passenger seat. 

Beyond that Ash has added an airdam and some hot rod plant mods to his car.  

 

Mid-Size w/Airdam & Sunroof, Hvy Chassis, Improved Suspension, 4 Puncture Resistant Tires, Driver & 

Passenger, Large Power Plant w/Superconductors, High Torque Motors, Anti-Tank Gun front, Paint 

Spray right, Micro-Missile Launcher rear. Armour: Front 30 Right 15 Left 15 Back 30 Top 15 Under 15. 

Handling Class 2, Acceleration 10 w/HTMs or 5, Top Speed 65mph w/HTMs or 100mph. 5285lbs.  

 

SOVIET INDUSTRIES Leningrad Autotrike  

These trikes were originally designed as a Communist military vehicle, during one of the many 

Communist resurrections of history. The trikes maintained in The Zone are classics of military history and 

the look and go like off-road dragsters. 

 

Heavy Trike w/Spoiler, Off-Road Suspension, 3 Off-Road Solid Cycle Tires, Cyclist & Gunner, Super Trike 

Power Plant w/SC & EVRs, Overdrive & HD HTMs, 2 linked MGs (1x left & 1x right), MD rear, Cargo 

Capacity: 1 space, 50lbs., Armour: F20 L20 R20 B20 T20 U20. HC 2 or 3 Off Road, Acceleration 25/15/10, 

Top Speed 90/140/160. 2750lbs. 

 

MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot 

The Hotshot is the archetypal car of CAR WARS – the car used in the learning lessons, in all of the classic 

editions of the game. Many people mock The Hotshot as “The Amateur Duellist’s Car”, but I contend 

that it is among the most practical of freeway cars, when a rear FT is swamped for a gunner and some 

extra armour. With a gunner, the weapons systems of The Hotshot become deadly in freeway combat. 

It is an ideal anti-cycle car. A freeway car.  

 

Luxury, X-Hvy Chassis, Hvy Suspension, 4 PR Tires, Driver & Gunner (each with Portal Fire Extinguisher 

mounted in seat), Super Power Plant w/ETC, HD HTMs, & Overdrive, 2 linked Machine Guns front, 

Flame-Thrower Left, Flame-Thrower Right, Flame-Thrower Rear, Fire Extinguisher. Armour: F25 L20 R20 

B25 T15 U15. HC3, Acceleration 5 or 15 w/ETC or HD HTMs or 25 w/ETC & HTMs or 10 w/ETC & 

Overdrive, Top Speed 65/100/130/150.  

 

BOOM! 
 

A tiny column of smoke threaded out from under one wheel of every car, in The Cloverleaf Carpark. 

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten have escaped the sabotaged carpark and are chasing the kidnappers, in his 

freeway duelling car, a MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot.  

 

It looks like the only other vehicles to escape the car park are Anastasia & Little Jack, in their dragster 

trike, and Ash & Pete the Punker, in his little untested muscle car.  

 

Every other car of the carpark has a column of smoke coming out from a splintered wheel.  

 

The whole carpark is immobilized.  

 

The mechanics at Bill’s Garage are going to get some practice replacing car axles.  



 

-o0o- 

 

THE WHEELS AND THE WALKERS AND THE WATCHERS 

 

In the centre of the mall’s lofty position is a round rod rising from the ground and 10 meters in diameter.  

 

At the base of the rod is the elevator door to one of the most famous nightclub discos, in the solar 

system.  

 

The top of the rod meets the apex of an inverted glass cone, the base of which is 200 meters in diameter, 

five stories deep, and its flat roof-top garden creates is the highest point to the structure, at 34 meters, 

from the ground, not including aerials.  

 

The whole of the square mall courtyard is based around this structure, which rises from its centre, 

providing a line of shade of the front in the morning and the back in the afternoon.  

 

Contained within the cone is one of the most exclusive nightclubs, in the world.  

 

“The Midnight Club”, also called “The Restaurant at The End of Civilization.”  

 

To come here, a citizen must sign The Death Waiver, enter The Zone, and brave FATE.  

 

Every forbidden intoxicant is legally for sale, here, over the counter of the bar. 

 

The cost of this restaurant makes it unavailable to the less than rich, but it gives free bar tabs to any 

pretty singles who pay the door fee and are chosen by the bouncers.  

 

The dance chamber if always full of intoxicated pretty humanoids who can take intoxicants for free, but 

must smoodle a rich client to get a meal, because the food is expensive.  

 

The dance floor is always full of strangeness – it is an anti-grav well that fills the whole depth of the 

amphitheatre-like cone.  

 

The Midnight Club.  

 

Through the glass walls of this dance chamber, the rich and beautiful can watch arena duel and race 

events taking place, from above.  

 

The proximity means that it is popular for the rich to land at The MIDVILLE Aerodrome, transit to the 

plush hotels, overlooking the arena, and go no further than The Midnight Club, for their entire stay in 

The Zone, watching arena duels and racing events from the tiered seats built into the glass wall.  

 

The Cone of Glass rises above the open mall, in front of Banduch Park and The Cloverleaf Carparks, 

which are today home to Andy Truman election stalls and a farmers’ market, for the super-rich.  

 

The situation stands at massacre scale.  

 

The MONDO had people, disguised, in the crowd. They made sure no Councillors were in the crossfire. 

Then, they pulled out submachineguns and mowed into the crowd of Wheels Supporters.  

 

A yellow van, obviously timed, arrived at the base of the turret’s staircase to pick up the two MONDOs, 

Dade and Jack, and their captive councillor, Andy Truman. They can’t kill him within The Radius, but if 

they can get him over The Line, his election hopes face problems.  

 



The MONDO championship autoduelist, Herb Monowheel, was present with his arena car, merely to 

spectate, he said. He lied. He got in his car and moved to guard the yellow van.  

 

The MONDOs blue and gold eight-wheeled troop carrier, called The Killer RV, arised, started mowing 

into the crowd with its machine gun turret, blasting Andy Truman’s bus banner with its anti-tank gun 

turret, and opened its rear assault ramp to collect up The MONDOs from the crowd. It now has them all 

and has closed its ramp and turned to leave with the yellow van and Herb Monowheel’s duelling car.  

 

And The MONDOs have taken some more captives from the crowd, into their Troop Carrier. Pretty 

female wheels supporters. For the party at The Devil’s Crucifix, after they have legally killed Andy Truman.  

 

Anthony Knight has turned out of The Cloverleaf Carpark, into the mall. Behind him, The Wild ETs are 

coming in their trike. Ash and Pete the Punker have got into his car and got the power plant started and 

they will move this turn.  

 

High above, in the inverted glass cone of the disco, patrons have gathered at the glass wall to watch the 

drama below.  

 

-o0o- 

 

There is but a single road leading out of the mall.  

 

It is called Arena Road.  

 

It is a three-lane road with no median strip.  

 

It is perfectly straight and exactly a quarter mile.  

 

Then it comes to a concrete wall.  

 

It is called The T-Junction  

 

A 90° turn, backed by a concrete wall.  

 

If you miss the turn, you hit the wall.  

 

You can go very fast on the quarter mile – straight, mostly flat, perfect road. But you have to slow to pull 

off that turn.  

 

Locals chicken race Arena Road. They gallop down it at full speed and then the first one to let off the 

speed, leading up to the wall, is the loser. 

 

The faster driver sometimes dies, hitting the wall.  

 

-o0o- 

 

The MONDOs are heading for Arena Road, which links to The Anarchy Way, and The T-Junction.  

 

If they get to The T-Junction, it is then exactly 1 mile to The Line where Andy Truman ends and the 

madness begins.  

 

But they are limited in speed, by The Troop Carrier.  

 

This means Anthony Knight and Kitten and their friends can easily catch up to The MONDOs, before 

they escape. 

 



But their three small duelling vehicles are seriously outgunned by the convoy they are attacking!  

 

-o0o- 

 

The radio crackles to life, in Anthony Knight’s Hotshot.  

 

“Anthony Knight, Driver of The Red Hotshot, license plate number JMB 666.” The voice inquires. “This is 

UB8 TV and you are live. Can you hear us, Anthony Knight?”  

 

The television helicopter moves in, on the scene.  

 

“This is Anthony Knight.” He replies.  

 

“A reward of $50 000 has been issued to rescue The Councillor.” The TV presenter’s voice continues. 

“You and your two friends appear to be the only autoduellists who can save Andy Truman’s life. Do you 

accept the challenge?”  

 

“We’ll do our best to save him.” Anthony Knight replies.  

 

-o0o- 

 

Anthony Knight put his foot down.  

 

The MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot galloped up behind the escaping convoy, coming within range, only a 

few seconds before Anastasia and Jack, in their soviet racing trike, and the boys, in Ash’s little muscle 

car.  

 

He set his targeting scope on the rear tires of the yellow van. As far as Anthony Knight is concerned, that 

yellow van is the only vehicle he needs to wreck – and he must wreck it without harming its contents.  

 

Twin linked vehicular machine guns and the first shot, though difficult is a hit!  

 

Kitten operates the side flame-thrower to successfully napalm a rear tire of the yellow van. 

 

Anastasia and Jack in their trike follow Anthony Knight’s lead, coming up on his right, they fire their 

machine guns at the van’s rear tyres.  

 

Ash and Pet are further behind, but they go straight for Herb and begin exchanging fire with him.  

 

The MONDO Troop Carrier has wasted much of its ATG ammo, blasting Andy Truman’s election banner, 

but its large turret turns and targets the front of Anthony Knight’s Hotshot – and hits, cracking away 

most of the front armour of his beautiful freeway car, in a single hit!  

 

But the yellow van, however, is an off-the-shelf COURIER SERVICES Security Six and it has a turreted 

laser.  

 

The turret turns and fries into the front of The ET’s trike.  

 

The heroes are terrifyingly outgunned.  

 

BOOM!  

 

Ash’s little muscle car is a stock standard ROTHCHILDE Joseph Special and it is equipped with a factgory 

standard front-mounted ATG.  

 

Ash is blasting Herb Monowheel.  



 

Herb Monowheel is not enjoying it.  

 

The Hotshot and The Green Trike both continue to blast and napalm the back wheels of the yellow van, 

but they both miss.  

 

The yellow van returns fire, missing.  

 

The third round of combat sees The Hotshot and The Green Trike again chew into the rear tires of the 

yellow van and this time the trike hits.   

 

Heb Monowheel swerves across the road, activating his rear mine dropper. Ash and Pete and Anastasia 

and Jack get out of the way, but Anthony Knight can’t avoid them and the cracklecorp mines explode 

beneath him, but don’t wreck his tires or penetrate his under armour.    

 

Kitten, unable to get a shot at the yellow van, activates a side flamethrower into the wheel of The 

MONDO Troop Carrier. She uses the area effect function to target all four wheels, doing half damage to 

each and they burn!  

 

The Hotshot is a car with weapon systems that are far too extensive to be used by a driver, alone. But 

with a full crew, Anthony Knight’s Hotshot is firing the both the front machine guns and a flame thrower, 

every round.  

 

Beside them, Anastasis is operating the two linked forward-facing machine guns, whilst Jack the Giant 

leans out of the window, with a hand-held rocket launcher.  

 

What is it about ogres and rockets?  

 

The trike has no doors, instead entry is by the windows, which are large, and this makes them 

comfortable for Jack to lean out of, though he looks funny. 

 

He fires it and it shreds into the back of the yellow van, before Anastasia tells him they are not trying to 

blast the van, only immobilize it.  

 

Then he leans out of the window with a heavy anti-vehicular rifle and spends the next few rounds blasting 

the yellow van’s turret.  

 

Then, as the convoy gallops along Arena Road, The ET’s get too close, moving into point blank range, 

to get better shots at the tires and the yellow van lands a roof shot on the green trike, cutting into, but 

not penetrating, its armour.  

 

But in the process Anastasia blows off the rear left wheel of the six-wheeled yellow van and Jack chews 

successfully into the turret of the yellow van.  

 

Anthony Knight and Kitten also move into point blank range, behind the yellow van, and chew into its 

tires, whilst anti-tank gun shots rain upon them from The MONDO Troop Carrier’s turreted canon.    

 

Ash duels with Herb Monowheel, whilst Pete is using a heavy pistol loaded with anti-vehicular ammo to 

take shots at The MONDO’s Prize Autoduelist.  

 

An anti-tank gun (ATG) shot on the roof of The Hotshot has left Anthony Knight low on armour, but with 

two machineguns, he blasts the second rear wheel off the yellow van, throwing bit onto the crash table, 

but it survives with a skid and The ETs begin chewing at its right rear corner wheels.  

 

Kitten continues to area torch the wheels of The MONDO Troop Carrier.  

 



The yellow van’s laser cuts into Anthony Knight’s front armour breeching it and destroying one of his 

front machine guns.  

 

He responds by pulling so close to the van, that it has to target his top armour, instead.  

 

Both Anthony Knight and The ETs hit the rear right wheels of the yellow van blowing one of them offand 

seriously damaging the other.    

 

But the yellow van returns fire with its turreted laser cutting through The Hotshot’s roof and (by random 

role) hitting the shoulder of the driver for 4 DP damage!  

 

But Anthony Knight is wearing glittery red laser reflective armour, which reduces the damage by half, 

and his body armour is also fire proof, which reduces the damage by half again!  

 

1 point damage to his body armour – a worthwhile investment.  

 

And the laser made a neat cut through the upholstery of his driver’s seat, above his left shoulder.  

 

Then, Anthony Knight takes out the final tire on the yellow van and Jack the Giant takes out the yellow 

van’s turret with his giant automatic rifle.   

 

The yellow van flips and rolls.  

 

-o0o- 

 

TAG-TEAM MARATHON 

 

The Hotshot, The Green Lenningrad Autotrike, and The Joseph Special muscle car slowed to stop by the 

wreck of the van.  

 

So did The MONDO Troop Carrier.  

 

It pointed its cab at the three of them and the machine gun turret on it started chewing away.  

 

Then the assault ramp lowered and 10 MONDOs charged out to rescue Dade and Jack and the driver 

and gunner of the yellow van and also to reclaim their prize Truman.  

 

As they ran among the flame throwers and machine guns and anti-tank gun fire, much meat was made 

spread on the tarmac. 

 

Both ambunaught of MIDVILLE was already on its way, though MONDOs may not have been its first 

priority.  

 

But The MONDOs did indeed succeed at getting the occupants from the yellow van into the troop 

carrier.  

 

And then the whole adventure started again.  

 

Chasing the troop carrier down Arena Road.  

 

They lit its tires on fire and burn all eight of them off.  

 

The MONDOs were forced to surrender, when The MFP arrived.  

 

They didn’t kill Andy Truman, but did kidnap him and for that, they would have to go before Robojudge, 

in The MIDVILLE Municiple Court Room, in City Hall.  



 

Generally, there are few crimes, in The Zone, but MIDVILLE has a code of law and that holds that the 

persons of councillors must be respected.  

 

Robojudge is the robot judge, permanently installed in MIDVILLE Court Chamber.  

 

It is hypothesized that law which is absolute can only be justly imposed by a perfectly impartial computer.  

 

Thus, Robojudge was built to administer law in MIDVILLE.  

 

The MONDOs would probably have to pay damages to Councillor Truman, for kidnapping him.  

 

Maybe they would get other punishments? 

 

They did not commit any other punishable crime.  

 

There is no speed limit on Arena Road. 

 

-o0o- 

 

“Look what I’ve found.”  

 

Kitten was climbing out of the back of The MONDO Van with two girls.  

 

The girls were wheels supporters, from the election rally and they seemed to be excited about 

something.  

 

“I’ve been talking to these girls and we were wondering if you feel like taking the three of us out to 

diner?”  

 

She grinned.  

 

“We like your performance.”  

 

That night Anthony Knight and Kitten and the to other autoduel fans banqueted at a restaurant called 

“Haute Cuisine de Guy” and drank bubbly expensive champagne, until they were floating in it.  

 

Then the four of them took a hotel room at The Shady Glen Apartment Block, with a view of the arena.  

 

And they made love as the stars glittered above.  

 

-o0o- 

 

AFTERWARD 

 

More than a dozen cars needed the local garage to fix broke axel shafts and replace shattered wheels, 

but Anthony Knight and his friends got Andy Truman VIP service and Bill’s Garage promised his car 

would be ready by the following morning.  

 

Usually, it takes half a week to repair slighter damage than his car suffered, today. 

 

Anthony Knight grins.  

 

The reward payment proved to be $50 000, but split between the six of them, came to $8 333.33 each. 

 

In addition, there was more than $3000 prestige payment from TV royalties for his exploit.  



 

Rich – and Anthony Knight has a new combat vid.  

 

Then comes a telephone call from Bill’s Garage. He puts it onto the main screen of the hotel room he is 

sharing with the girls.  

 

“The computer consul of your car has been damaged by the laser shot the penetrated your roof. We can 

replace it, unaltered, but Bill thought you might like to purchase a pair of improved-quality targeting 

computers that will work finely in your car and we have two in stock. Their cost is $1000 each.”  

 

The mechanic from Bill’s told Anthony Knight.  

 

Feeling rich, Anthony Knight bought the two computers for his car.  

 

Then he sipped on his bubbling crystal flute of champagne and rolled back into the hotel’s giant shell-

shaped bathtub which was full of three laughing water nymphs.  
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All of the taverns in MIDVILLE have a sign on the door saying “If you enter, then you consent to violence.” 

 

There are few crimes in MIDVILLE, but non-consensual violence is one of them.  

 

The MONDOs kidnapped an elected councillor.  

 

The MONDOs would have to go before Robojudge, in The Court Room, under MIDVILLE City Hall.  

 

But before their case was heard, Councillor Andy Truman and Councillor Adair came to an agreement.  

 

Andy Truman dropped all charges. Councillor Adair agreed to pay a heavy coin to his opponent but 

challenged him to a showdown.  

 

The following morning, instead of going to church, The MONDOs will gather at the carpark of their 

drinking hole, “The Bare None”, in MIDVILLE, and they will there meet the three amateur duellists who 

had foiled the kidnapping.  

 

A fight to the death, if the autoduellists don’t flee.  

 

Wheels vs. Walkers.  

 

If there are ten or more MONDOs left, when they have defeated the autoduellists, they will march on 

Bill’s Garage and trash the place. 

 

The event is being promoted as…  

 

Sunday Drivers.  
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SCENARIO 
 

MAYHEM IN THE MIDVILLE ARENA CARPARK 
(MONDOs vs. Anthony Knight and The Kids) 

 

-o0o- 

 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
 

Anthony Knight saved Councillor Andy Truman and he is Famous! 

 

-o0o- 

 

AWARDS 
SKILL 

 

Anthony Knight 

 +1pt (Driver Skill) for entering Combat 

+1pt (Gunner Skill) for entering Combat 

 +1pt (Driver Skill) for one vehicle kill 

+1pt (Gunner Skill) for one vehicle kill  

+1pt (General Skill Point) for winning a Road Duel 

 +1pts  (General Skill Points) for knocking out a car so that it can be salvaged 

+2pt (General Skill Point) for saving Andy Truman  

 

Kitten 

+1pt (Gunner Skill) for entering Combat 

 +1pt (Gunner Skill) for one vehicle kill  

+1pt (General Skill Point) for winning a Road Duel 

 +1pts  (General Skill Points) for knocking out a car so that it can be salvaged 

+2pt (General Skill Point) for saving Andy Truman  

 

PRESTIGE (Amateur Duellist = $500 per Point) each  

 +1pt for entering Combat 

 +2pt for scoring a Vehicle Kill 

 +4pt for saving Councillor Andy Truman, at an election rally 

 

LOOT 

  

$5236  TOTAL Initial Account Balance 

 +$8330  Reward ($50 000 / 6 Rescuers)  

 +$3500  Television Royalties for saving Andy Truman ($500 per Prestige Point earned) 

 +$5346  Salvage 

 $22 412 TOTAL Loot 

 

 -$  Purchases (Suit of LR/FP Body Armour with gas mask in helm, 30 FT Shots, 20 

MG shots) 

-$500  Purchases in Advance – one-week accommodation & board at The Bunker 

 -$  TOTAL Expenditure 

 

 $  Current Account Balance 
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OUTCOME GAME STATS  

 

Anthony Knight the Clone, Free Autoduellist of The Zone 

PRESTIGE: 17 

SKILLS (IIII): Runner, Climber, Swimmer, Blade (II), Handgunner (III), Driver (VII), Gunner (V), Mechanic (I) 

EQUIPMENT: Red Body Armour & Shotgun (w/Standard Ammo), Heavy Pistol, Duelling Knife, Belt with 

10 Anti-Vehicular Shotgun Rounds & 10 Standard Shotgun Rounds. And ½ an Oz. of Acapulco Gold (in 

his Hotel Room). 

ACCOUNT: ? 

 
(Note – All PCs will start the game with 1 full load of RARE Hand-Weapon Ammo of The Player’s choice.) 

 

MAGNUM MOTORS Hotshot 

Anthony Knight’s vehicle has been upgraded with a series of speed-based hot-rod modifications, 

including a Lightning-Winder “poking out of The Bonnet” – and it is now VERY Fast. 

  

Luxury Car, X-Heavy Chassis, Heavy Suspension w/Overdrive, front-mounted Super Power Plant w/ETC 

“poking out of The Bonnet”, Driver & Gunner, Fire Extinguisher System, 4 Puncture-Resistant Tires, 2 

linked Machine Guns front, Flame Thrower left, Flame Thrower right, Flame Thrower back. Cargo: Glove 

Compartment of Car: 1 Box of Heavy Pistol Bullets (40 Shots), 1 Box of Shotgun Rounds (12 Shots), 

Behind Passenger Seat of Car: Box of 3 Limpet Mines. Armour: Front 25, Left 20, Right 20, Back 20, Top 

15, Under 15. Handling Class 3, Acceleration 5mph/turn or 15mph/turn w/ETC engaged, Top Speed 

110mph or 150+mph w/ETC & Overdrive.  
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Kitten, Autoduelling Fan Girl of The Zone 

Kitten is a 30pt character made within the starting character rules, as an example of the kind of 

interesting character that can be generated as a co-pilot. Every player has the option of having a 2nd PC 

(who is really an NPC) as co-pilot. Anthony Knight did not start the game with a co-pilot, as I desired 

both he and our readers should concentrate upon his character development, before overloading him 

with a 2nd Character. Kitten has The Egyptian Hieroglyph of BAST is imprinted on the back of her Helmet 

and Body Armour. 

 

PRESTIGE: 7 

SKILLS: Runner (I), Climber (I), Swimmer (I), Handgunner (I), Gunner (II), Driver  

EQUIPMENT: Glittery Purple LR/FP Body Armour w/Gas Mask in Helmet, Wrist Computer w/University 

Notes, Autoduelling Vids, & Domestic Nonsense, Waterproof Heavy Pistol w/Laser Targeting Sight, 

Duelling Knife. And nearly ½ an Oz. of Acapulco Gold (in her Hotel Room). 

MONEY: $17 176 

 

-o0o- 
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THE GURPS PARADIGM 
 

CAR WARS includes a very simple set of rules for describing a character, but a complex, high quality set 

of vehicular movement rules. GURPS is a more complex, high quality set of character rules, but a less 

usable set of vehiclular movement rules. Thus, we develop a GURPS character paradigm, for use in close 

hand-to-hand combat and interaction and skill definition. The GURPS paradigms are used only if all 

characters involved in the encounter agree. 
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GURPS AUTODUEL 

PLAYER-CHARACTER RECORD SHEET 
 

Character NAME: Anthony Knight the Autoduellist 

Player Name: (Anonymous)   Point Total: 160 

Height: 5’11”  Weight: 160lbs.  Age: 21 (3 years old) 

Appearance: Tall, fit, muscular with blond hair, regular face, and Anglo appearance. 

 

 

ST 12 [20]  HP 12  

DX 12 [40]  Will 10 

IQ 10   Per  10 

HT 12 [20]   FP 12  

 

BASIC LIFT [STxST/5] 28lbs. BASIC MOVE 6  

BASIC SPEED 6 CAR WARS MOVE 1.5/2 

 

CAR WARS DP: 3 

   Fireproof/Laser-Reflective Body Armour DP: 3 

 

ENCUMBERANCE: [None] 27½lbs. 

None  28lbs. BMx1 Dodge  

Light  56lbs. BMx0.8 Dodge-1 

Medium  84lbs. BMx0.6 Dodge-2 

Heavy  108lbs. BMx0.4 Dodge-3 

X-Heavy  280lbs. BMx0.2 Dodge-4 

 

LANGUAGES  Spoken  Written 

English [Native]  Fluent  Fluent 

 

TL: 10 

Cultural Familiarities: Planet Earth 

 

REACTION MODIFERS [3] 

CAR WARS Prestige: 0 

Appearance: Attractive +1 

Status: 0 

Reputation: +1 

   Details: Anthony Knight is the clone of a Hero from The 

Gene Wars. A TV program explored his background and TV  

commentators will usually mention it. His reputation is thus 

directly relevant in The Zone. 

   Reaction Mod: +1     [5] 

   People Affected: Residents of The Zone who care about 

this sort of thing +1.   [x1]  

   Frequency of Recognition: Sometimes [DIF 10]. [x½] 

   Total Cost    [3] 

 

COMBAT 

DAMAGE  1d-1/1d+2 [Thrust/Swing]  

DODGE  10 DR  ? 

PARRY  ½Weapon +4 BLOCK  ½Shield +4 

 

ADVANTAGES & PERKS [25] 

Attractive +1 [4] 

Combat Reflexes [+1 Active Defences] [15] 

The Driver’s Talent +1 [5] 

Quirk – British Accent [1] 

 

 

 

 

DISADVANTAGES [-46] 

Clueless  [-10]     

Easy to Read [-10] 

Amnesia – He is a Clone who cannot remember his 

previous Life. [-15] 

Code of Honour (Gentleman’s) [-10] 

Quirk – Likes Guns [-1] 

 

CAR WARS SKILLS 

Runner    Climber 

Swimmer   Blade (II) 

Handgunner (IIII)  Driver (VII) 

Gunner (V)    Mechanic (I) 

 

CAR WARS EQUIPMENT LIST [5GE] 

Glittery Red Fireproof/Laser-Reflective Body 

Armour w/Gas Mask in Helm [1GE – 13lbs.] over 

Fireproof Suit [1GE – 3lbs.], Heavy Pistol [1GE – 3lbs.], 

Shotgun [2GE – 8lbs.], Belt with 10 Regular 

Shotgun Shells & 10 Anti-Vehicular Shotgun 

Shells [1GE – ½lbs.]  

 

NON-COMBAT SKILLS [33 +16xp] 
Academic skill – Avalonian History [1] 8 IQ H 

Savior Faire – High Etiquette [1] 9 IQ A 

Erotic Art [1] +[1]xp   11 DX A 

Survival – The Zone [1]  9 IQ A 

 

Driving – Cars [16] +[8]xp  16 DX A  

Driving – Hovercraft [2] +[1]xp  12 DX A 

Driving – Trikes [1] +[1]xp  11 DX A  

Driving – Half-Tracks [1] +[1]xp  11 DX A 

Driving – Trucks [1] +[1]xp  11 DX A  

 

Vehicular Mechanic – Cars [16]  14 IQ A 

Armoury – Heavy Weapons [2]  +[1]xp 10 IQ A 

Armoury – Vehicular Armour [2] +[1]xp 10 IQ A 

 

Armoury – Small Arms [2] +[1]xp 10 IQ A 

Armoury – Body Armour [1]  9 IQ A 

Armoury – Force Shields & Weapons [1] 9 IQ A 

 

COMBAT SKILLS [13 + 49 +20xp = 65 + 20xp] 
Fighting Styles [13]: British Boxing [4], Shotokan Karate [4]; 

Avalonian Chivalric Duelling [5] 

 

Open Hand – British Boxing [2] +[1]xp 12 DX A 

Open Hand – Shotokan Karate [1] 11 DX A 

 

Envirosuit – Battlesuit [1]  11 DX A 



 

Melee – Broadsword Sword [2] +[1]xp  12 DX A 

   c.f. The Duellist’s Blade of 2517AD 

Melee – Force Sword [8]  14 DX A 

Melee – Axe/Mace [1]  11 DX A 

   c.f. Tire Iron 

Melee – Two-Handed Axe/Mace [1] 11 DX A  

   c.f. Large Vehicular Wrench  

Melee – Knife [2] +[1]xp  12 DX E 

Thrown Weapon – Knife [1]  11 DX A 

Throwing, c.f. Grenade [2] +[1]xp  13 DX E 

Ranged – Archery [1]   11 DX A 

Ranged – Crossbow [1]   12 DX E 

Handgun – Pistol [6] +[2]xp   14 DX E 

Beam Weapon – Pistol [1]  12 DX E 

Handgun – Rifle [2] +[1]xp  12 DX E 

Handgun – Shotgun [6] +[2]xp  14 DX E 

Handgun – SMG [1]   12 DX E 

Handgun – LMG [2] +[1]xp  13 DX E 

Handgun – LAW [1]   12 DX E 

Handgun – Gyro [1]   12 DX E 

Gunner – MG [8] +[4]xp  15 DX E 

Gunner – Cannon [4]  14 DX E 

Gunner – Rocket [5] +[1]xp  14 DX E 

Artillery – Guided Missiles []  9 IQ A 

Gunner – Beam [2] +[1]xp  13 DX E 

Liquid Projector – Flamethrower [8] 15 DX E  +[4]xp 

c.f. = Cultural Familiarities. 

 

HAND WEAPONS 
Weapon       Damage  Reach Parry Notes 

Combat Knife 

       

 

RANGED WEAPONS 
Weapon   Damage Acc Range RoF Shots ST Bulk Rcl LC 

.44 Magnum Revolver  

Double-Barrelled Shotgun 

 

 

ARMOUR & POSSESSIONS 
Item     Location    Cost  Weight 

 

PRSONALITY: Anthony Knight is a true Autoduellist. He extensive drilling in most vehicular that he could 

encounter. He can drive nearly any sort of car that he encounters and also has some background in most 

freeway vehicles, from trikes to trucks. Anthony Knight is an Autoduellist.  

 

Anthony Knight starts his life in The Zone, after 3 years at The Clone Bank’s Education Centre. He has no 

real perception who he is. He did not have an ordinary childhood.  

 

PROFESSIONAL AUTODUELLING EXPERTISE: Anthony Knight is a single focus Warrior-Type Character. 

His GURPS area of expertise in The CAR WARS Driver Skill (Base Skill Rank) was originally Driver – Cars 

(14) and his Mechanics (14), he has combat driving skill and he can maintain his equipment. Anthony 

Knight’s GURPS areas of combat adepthood in The CAR WARS Gunner Skill (Base Skill Rank) are Gunner 

– MG (14), Gunner – Cannon (14), Gunner – Rocket (14), Liquid Projector – Flamethrower (14); whilst 

he even has some basic skill with Gunner – Beam (12). This means he is fully skilled in the use of most 

vehicular weapon systems. Anthony Knight’s GURPS areas of personal combat proficiency in The CAR 

WARS Handgunner Skill (Base Skill Rank) are Handgun – Pistols (14) & Handgun – Shotguns (14), 

though he also has some basic skill with Handgun – Rifle (12), Handgun – SMG (12), Beam Weapon – 

Pistols (12), and nearly every sort of hand-held heavy weapon, including Handgun – LMG (12), and 

Handgun – LAW (12). In addition, Anthony Knight is formally trained in the basics of Ranged – Archery 

[1] and the use of Ranged – Crossbow [1], both of which weapons are not uncommon, in The Zone. 

Anthony Knight has extensive expertise in The CAR WARS Blade Skill (Base Skill Rank) and his GURPS 

areas of combat expertise are The Gentleman’s Arts of Melee – Duelling Sword [1] and Melee – Force 

Sword [8]. He was trained in the use of the sword by an expensive weapons expert, daily, for the final 

year of his education, at the clone bank. The Art of The Force Sword ~ a weapon with a retractable blade 

of glowing energy. He was also given short, ten-week courses in the use of other commonly-available 

weapons, including Melee – Knife [1], and Melee – Axe/Mace [1], Melee – Two-Handed Axe/Mace 

[1]. In addition, Anthony Knight was formally-trained in The Gentlemen’s Art of Fisticuffs, i.e. Open Hand 

– British Boxing [1] and Open Hand - Shotokan Karate [1]. Anthony Knight was born to be a warrior. 

His combat abilities are formidable. He is an Autoduellist.  
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